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Chapterr  1 

Introductio n n 

Computationall  modeling of emotion and affective processes has been relatively 
neglectedd in the cognitive sciences. This could be due to the view that biology, in 
whichh affective processes seem to be embedded, is largely irrelevant to human 
informationn processing. Another reason for this neglect might be that from a 
subjectivee point of view the deep experience of emotions and consciousness does not 
seemm accessible to 'reductionist' methods like computer simulation (Nagel, 1974). On 
thee other hand the nature of affective processes - often considered lower cognitive 
processess and more interwoven with bodily reactions (Damasio, 1994) - is also often 
seenn to make them less suitable for the symbolic nature of many modeling languages. 

Inn this thesis a number of affective processes will be studied by means of 
computationall  modeling. The extreme diversity and richness of affective phenomena, 
rangingg from social and cultural, via cognitive, to physiological and neural processes, 
makess any model vulnerable to the criticism that a certain perspective has been left 
out.. A bottom-up approach was chosen here, starting from simple, biologically 
inspired,, and less conceptually laden elements, in an attempt to see how far this 
approachh leads in modeling higher level processes. Such biologically inspired 
paradigmss might be better suited for modeling affective processes, because they stay 
closerr to the physiology of the brain, and do not revert to symbolic abstractions which 
mightt not be appropriate for some aspects of affective processes. Several techniques 
wil ll  be employed in this thesis. Models of mental processes will be built with artificial 
neurall  networks, which are abstractions of biological neural networks (Rumelhart, 
Hinton,, & Williams, 1986; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986). Evolutionary processes 
wil ll  be simulated computationally with the aid of genetic algorithms (Holland, 1975; 
Michalewicz,, 1999). In the final simulations a combination of genetic algorithms and 
neurall  networks techniques will be presented. 

Alll  projects in this thesis are computer simulations, and mostly constitute 
modelss of data gathered in laboratory experiments (on humans or animals). Perhaps 
thee most common view of how modeling should proceed is that first experimental 
dataa need to be collected, and subsequently a model is constructed which can suggest 
ann explanation of how these data came about. There is no general agreement, 
however,, on the precise function of computer models (Webb, 2001), and not all 
studiess in this thesis are typical examples of this view. Some of the studies may, in a 
strictt sense, not be called models at all, because they do not have the aim to simulate 
experimentall  data. Some studies may function as a proof of principle (Chapter 2), 
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whereass others explore different solutions to a specific task (as in Chapter 6). The 
functionn of modeling can differ from project to project, and in this thesis even differs 
fromm chapter to chapter. It, therefore, seems appropriate to first elaborate on the 
functionn of modeling, and how it is treated in this project. 

Neurall  network paradigms, as used in Chapters 3 to 6, have often been 
criticizedd for its focus on implementation instead of abstraction (e.g., Broadbent, 
1985).. Many would agree that it should be a goal of science to develop good abstract 
descriptions,, which integrate a large number of empirical phenomena. Such 
descriptionss need to include aspects that are relevant, and ignore aspects that are not. 
Modelss are, by definition, imperfect and always neglect some phenomena that are not 
deemedd central to the issue at hand. What is relevant and what not, however, is not a 
priorii  clear. Often it only becomes clear during the scientific endeavor which 
abstractionss are most helpful in understanding the problem. Another complication is 
thatt what should be considered a good abstraction depends on the question the 
researcherr is trying to answer. Different researchers may have different questions, and 
thuss need different abstractions. 

Too illustrate this with an example, suppose the inner workings of a car are 
studied,, witiiout any prior knowledge of the underlying mechanics or engines in 
general.. Researchers can have different objectives in such a project. One research 
objectivee could be to come up with a complete understanding of how to control a car, 
i.e.,, learn how to drive. This enables us to use it as a means for transport. Another 
researchh objective could be to gather knowledge on how to repair the car in case of a 
breakdown.. The benefit is obvious. A third objective could be to gather understanding 
aboutt the general mechanism that enables transport of a vehicle without the need for 
humann or animal strength. Such knowledge could enable us to develop similar 
devices.. These three different perspectives will consider different aspects relevant or 
irrelevant.. Those who are interested in repair of the car should study the engine in 
greatt detail. For those who would want to learn how to drive the car, however, 
everythingg that is happening under the hood of the car is not important, and should be 
consideredd irrelevant data. What they need to know is how to handle the gears, pedal 
andd break. This is less important for the third objective, understanding the engine 
itself.. Here it would be a research breakthrough, if one could come up with a basic 
fuell  driven vehicle that simply moves forward at constant speed. Even if it is 
completelyy lacking the gears, break and pedal, which are so crucial for a potential 
driver.. Thus, deciding what is relevant or not depends on the objectives of a research 
project.. There is no such thing as 'the abstraction' with respect to the object of 
research,, only with respect to the research question. 

Inn developing the models presented in this thesis choices have to be made with 
respectt to what is included and what is not. Those choices could best be understood 
onn the basis of Dennett's (1994) concept of reverse engineering. This is "the 
interpretationn of an already existing artifact by an analysis of the design 
considerationss that must have governed its creation" (Dennett, 1994). The term 
reversee engineering refers to a strategy in the industry, where one company buys the 
productt of another company to find out how it works, with the purpose to produce a 
similarr device. The engineers will test the device, will benchmark it, will take it apart 
andd try to understand the function of every component. The emphasis in reverse 
engineeringg lies on the functional principles that govern the workings of the machine 
andd not on the hardware performing these functions. The aim is to discover the 
abstractionss that were made by the designers. Dennett (1994) compares this strategy 
too the functionalist approach in cognitive science, where the analysis of behavior 
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proceedss by decomposing it into all functional requirements (Marr, 1982; Newell, 
Yost,, Laird, Rosenbloom, & Altmann, 1990). In Dennett's view what makes a 
neuroscientistt a cognitive scientist is the acceptance of this project of reverse 
engineering. . 

Dennettt (1994), however, warns against what he calls the top-down approach 
too reverse engineering. Assuming that the necessary functions can be specified on the 
assumptionn of optimal execution, could lead to over-idealization of the design 
problem.. The evolutionary process does not design systems like engineers do with the 
goall  of the project in mind from the start. Also evolution does not seem to start with 
similarr abstractions as designers do. Although most researchers know perfectly well 
thatt evolution does not function this way, they nevertheless assume the method is 
applicable.. Biological solutions are, however, fundamentally different from artificial 
ones.. When human engineers design something (forward engineering), they must 
guardd against a notorious problem: unforeseen side effects. The only practical way to 
guardd against unforeseen side effects is to design the subsystems to have relatively 
impenetrablee boundaries that coincide with the boundaries of the function the creator 
hadd in mind. The designer attempts to insulate the subsystems from each other, and 
insistss on an overall design in which each subsystem has a single, well-defined 
functionn within the whole. Evolutionary 'design' does not have such a protection 
againstt unwanted side effects and the system will often not fix it, but compensate for 
it,, or in some cases even utilize it (Gould, 1991). Biological systems are, thus, likely 
too be composed of multi-function, multi-effect elements, quite incompatible with an 
engineer'ss ideas of design. As an alternative, Dennett proposes what he calls bottom-
upp reverse engineering, which starts with the specification of small elements, and 
fromm there tries to move towards a description of the behavior of the larger ensembles. 
Ass examples of this approach Dennett (1994) mentions artificial life and neural 
networks,, both approaches are part of this thesis. 

Itt should be stressed that the 'bottom' in the bottom up approach does not refer 
too the lowest possible level of physiology or physics. Rather, the bottom level should 
bee seen as a lower conceptual level where the simple elements have no strong prior 
conceptuall  interpretation. Understanding of the system needs not be restricted to this 
loww level of description. Those elements can be combined to form more complex 
assemblies,, which may again be understood at a more abstract conceptual level. Why 
nott start out at such a higher conceptual level right away? The problem is that we do 
nott know in advance what kind of abstract concepts are the most appropriate for the 
systemm under investigation. By starting out with lower level elements that do not have 
aa strong a-priori conceptual interpretation it is possible to come up with other, perhaps 
new,, higher level abstractions that would have been missed otherwise. 

Onn the other hand, the simplified elements which form the basis of much of 
thee research in this thesis (neurons or nodes), are also abstractions of a lower level 
physiology,, and are not completely free from interpretation. Many details are not 
includedd because they are assumed to be irrelevant. With respect to this issue Webb 
(2001)) has made a similar point as the one discussed above The existence of an 
attractivee formalism might end up imposing its structure on the problem so that 
alternative,, possibly better, interpretations are missed' (Webb, 2001). For example, in 
thiss thesis the complex chemical processes which are involved in the firing of a 
neuronn are simplified to a single number indicating a node's activation. Whether this 
representationn is sufficient is not clear, and we need to look at lower levels of neural 
networkk research and modeling to find out if this captures all important aspects 
(Segev,, 1992). In our view, different levels of research can coexist next to each other, 
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withoutt any one level being the proper level of research (Bakker & Den Dulk, 1999), 
andd each level can learn from lower and higher levels to improve its own. 

Thee danger of abstracting away critical aspects at a lower level seems 
particularlyy relevant to the area of affective processes. Although symbolic 
representationss are probably also involved in emotional processes (Damasio, 1994; 
Frijda,, 1986; Lazarus, 1991), at least in part many 'sub-symbolic' processes, such as 
biologicall  (Oatley & Johnson-Laird, 1987; 1995), neural (Panksepp, 1982) and 
physiologicall  (Cacioppo & Berntson, 1994; Lang, 1995) phenomena, are involved as 
well.. Therefore, it seems more appropriate to start building a model for affective 
processess with components at a lower level of representation. If at a later stage 
symbolicc representations would become necessary they could be constructed from 
lowerr level components. For some of the studies presented neural networks seem 
appropriatee for more obvious reasons. In the study on conditioning of Chapter 4, the 
originall  data applied to neural pathways in the brain. Rather a direct link can be made 
betweenn the neural pathways studied in rats, and the bundles of neural connections 
simulatedd in these models. Neural network models of psychological processes, like 
affectivee priming in Chapter 5, possibly also offer the opportunity to make more 
directt connections with the accumulating number of neuro-imaging studies in this 
area. . 

Althoughh the different Chapters of this thesis are related they should not be 
consideredd an integral study of a single subject. All chapters are about affective 
processes,, and all chapters discuss biologically inspired computational models. 
Differentt affective processes are studied, however, with different computational 
models.. The thesis is divided into two main parts: Part I: individual differences 
(Chapterr 2 and 3), and Part II, dual route models of affective processes (Chapter 4, 5 
andd 6). The contents of the five subsequent Chapters are summarized below. 

Chapterr 2 is a study of altruistic behavior in groups. The study will not 
simulatee the way altruistic behavior itself functions within individuals, but 
demonstratess under which circumstances altruistic tendencies may develop. It also 
demonstratess that different groups emerge within the population, which differ in both 
altruisticc and migrating behavior. Individual differences thus arise as adaptive 
solutionss in this specific environment. 

Chapterr 3 consists of two parts. The first part discusses a neural network 
modell  of individual differences with respect to anxiety applied to the Stroop 
phenomenon.. The second part discusses a model on the differences between high and 
loww anxious groups in performance on an experiment on attentional deployment. 
Fromm an evolutionary standpoint it can also be argued that it is adaptive to have 
groupss of different anxiety levels coexist in a single population. 

Chapterr 4 introduces the neurobiological model central to this thesis, the dual 
routee model of LeDoux (1996). In this chapter an artificial neural network is 
constructedd of the LeDoux model within the same connectionist framework (i.e., of 
competitivee networks) as in Chapter 3. It constitutes a replication of a model by 
Armonyy et al. (1995) implemented in a different paradigm and extended with a 
numberr of new simulations. 

Inn Chapter 5 a dual route model is again presented, but now applied to 
simulatee experimental results in the area of affective priming (Murphy & Zajonc, 
1993).. The stronger suboptimal- than optimal priming pattern which is characteristic 
forr affective processing is reproduced, and the conditions under which it can be 
obtainedd are investigated computationally. 
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Inn Chapter 6 the evolutionary origin of the dual route architecture is 
investigatedd in an artificial life type of simulation. Simulated creatures have to survive 
inn an environment requiring both fast reactions and accuracy. By means of a genetic 
algorithmm the dual route organization is optimized. Conclusions are drawn with 
respectt to the adaptive value of the neural architecture as has been postulated by 
LeDouxx (1996). The evolutionary justification by LeDoux of the dual-route model is 
supportedd by this computational study. 





Chapterr  2 

Coevolutionn of Altruis m and 

Migratin gg Behavior1 

Thee evolution of altruism has been studied extensively within evolutionary biology. 
Itss popularity originates partially in its relevance to human society. It raises important 
issuess with respect to the way we live together and how we can maintain a 
cooperativee society. The evolutionary origin of altruistic/cooperative or 
egoistic/aggressivee behavior is also relevant for the affective processes, which have an 
importantt function in regulating such behavior. Altruism has also drawn interest 
becausee of its relevance to the discussion about the nature of the evolutionary process. 
Itt has been a central topic in the debate between proponents of group selection and 
proponentss of individual selection (Hamilton, 1964; Maynard Smith, 1964; Wilson & 
Sober,, 1994). In group selection evolution is seen as working for the good of the 
species.. In the opposing theory, individual selection, evolution is seen as working for 
thee good of the individual, or in Dawkins terms, for the good of the gene (Dawkins, 
1976).. For many purposes those views would not make much difference but they do 
withh respect to altruism. Group selection would expect it to be widespread and 
individuall  selection would expect it to be very exceptional. Dawkins, who defends the 
individuall  selection perspective, says about the likelihood of altruism (in his gene 
centeredd terminology): 

...ass we shall see, there are special circumstances in which a gene can 
achievee its own selfish goals best by fostering a limited form of 
altruismm at the level of individual animals. 'Special' and 'limited' are 
importantt words in the last sentence. Much as we might wish to believe 
otherwise,, universal love and the welfare of the species as a whole are 
conceptss that simply do not make evolutionary sense (Dawkins, 1976, 
p.2). . 

Thiss is the view that has become more or less generally accepted, in which 
altruismm is considered to be exceptional (for other views see Wilson & Sober, 1994). 
Thiss paper is written from this individual/gene selection perspective, and the form of 
altruismm discussed, should be considered one of those special cases, which depend on 
speciall  circumstances. 

11 This chapter is based on Blinkers and den Dulk (1999) and den Dulk and Bankers (2000) 
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Muchh of the research on altruism is either theoretical or mathematical work. 
Thee current research investigates altruism through computer simulations. There is a 
largee body of computer simulation work referred to as altruism research, but most of 
thosee studies have focused on Trivers' (1971) concept of reciprocal altruism (Axelrod 
&&  Hamilton, 1981; Nowak & May, 1992). Reciprocal altruism is favored in evolution 
becausee the actor receives a reward in the long run, usually because others will act 
altruisticc in return. Such behavior is, thus, in a sense not altruistic but self-serving in 
thee long run. Therefore, both proponents of group selection and individual selection 
wouldd grand reciprocal altruism possible, and it is thus less relevant to this discussion. 

Inn this study the focus is on 'true' altruism, which we define as behavior which 
favorss other individuals at the expense of the altruist itself. Reciprocal altruism is in 
thiss paper not considered altruism but self serving behavior. And self serving behavior 
iss not defined as individual reproductive success, in which case parental care would 
nott count as altruistic behavior. One of the special circumstances which allow 
altruismm depends on a mechanism called kin selection (or inclusive fitness) in which 
altruismm is selectively directed towards kin (Hamilton, 1964). A simple tool for 
understandingg this mechanism is Hamilton's rule (Hamilton, 1964), which states that 
altruismm is favored when rb - c > 0, where c is the fitness cost to the altruist, b is the 
fitnesss benefit to the beneficiary and r is their genetic relatedness. An example is an 
inheritedd tendency of an organism to protect its children, while putting itself at risk. 
Whenn a parent has this tendency it is likely his children will have this tendency too. 
Althoughh the parent's chances of survival will decrease when protecting its children, 
thee chances of survival for the children (with that same tendency) will increase. When 
thee product of benefit and relatedness is higher than the cost for the parent the 
tendencyy to protect children can spread. This kind of altruism towards kin seems quite 
limited,, but it is not restricted to individuals who are recognized as close kin. In a 
populationn with littl e dispersal of individuals there is a high probability that randomly 
mett others are relatives, and thus, altruism towards any other individual might evolve 
(Hamilton,, 1964). In some cases the beneficiary might not be a relative, but such 
'misfiringg of the rule' (Dawkins, 1976) might be worth the cost if there is a high 
enoughh probability that the beneficiary is a relative. 

Thee goal of this study is twofold. The first goal is to show that in a population 
withh littl e dispersal the evolution of altruism is possible, even if it is not explicitly 
directedd towards kin. This confirms earlier theoretical and simulation studies (Baaien 
&&  Rand, 1998; Hamilton, 1964; Todd, 1994; Wilson, Pollock, & Dugatkin, 1992). It 
remainss a question, however, how common such situations of low dispersal are in 
naturall  environments (Wilson et al., 1992). Although this will probably not be very 
frequent,, it might be underestimated, because, as van Baaien and Rand have 
mentioned,, dispersal behavior is itself also subject to natural selection as any other 
traitt (Baaien & Rand, 1998). Here our second goal comes in, which is to show that if 
thee tendency to disperse is itself represented as a gene and controlled by an 
evolutionaryy process, a tendency not to disperse evolves among altruists. This 
suggestss that the low dispersal condition, which is necessary for evolution of altruism, 
doess not merely depend on coincidence, but is actively selected for. Populations with 
loww dispersal might, thus, occur more often than could have been guessed without this 
priorr knowledge. 

Wee investigate the evolution of altruism in two different simulation setups. In 
bothh simulations dispersal is controlled by a probability of migration at birth. The first 
simulationn is based on the classic prisoner's dilemma paradigm (Axelrod & Hamilton, 
1981).. The second simulation uses free moving agents in an artificial life type of 
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setup.. At a qualitative level the two different simulation setups produce the same 
results.. The first part of both simulations shows that the evolution of altruism is 
possiblee with a limited dispersal of relatives, in concurrence with existing theories 
(Hamilton,, 1964). The second part of both simulations demonstrates that a tendency 
nott to migrate evolves among altruists if migration is itself selected for. 

Simulationn 1: The Evolution of altruism in a prisoner's dilemma 

Thee purpose of this first simulation is to demonstrate that altruistic behavior can 
emergee in a world with limited migration of individuals. The simulation uses a two 
dimensionall  grid in which each cell is occupied by a player, who plays a prisoners 
dilemmaa game (Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981) with each of its neighbors. Within the 
prisonerss dilemma two actors have to play a game in which both have the choice to 
eitherr cooperate (C) or defect (D). If both choose to cooperate they both receive a 
certainn reward R. If both choose to defect they both get a lower reward P, R>P. If, 
however,, one decides to defect whereas the other decides to cooperate the defector 
getss the highest reward T, T>R, and the cooperator gets the lowest reward .S, P>S. In 
sum,, T>R>P>S. In a single trial prisoner's dilemma the best strategy is to always 
defect.. In the iterated prisoner's dilemma, however, cooperation is an effective 
strategyy because the players play repeatedly against the same opponent and have the 
opportunityy to retaliate for the opponent's defections. Therefore, there is personal gain 
forr the cooperator in the long run. In these simulations a single trial prisoner's 
dilemmaa is played between each pair of players. Nevertheless, cooperation can evolve 
becausee of the mechanism of kin selection. Kin selection can take effect, not because 
relatedd individuals recognize each other, but because individuals are placed in a 
spatiall  representation of a 2 dimensional world, in which individuals remain next to 
eachh other during their lives. This causes games to be played primarily between 
relatedd individuals. 

Thee simulation world was a torus shaped grid of 100 by 100 cells, in which 
everyy cell was occupied by an agent. Each update cycle of the grid consisted of two 
parts.. First, all agents played a one trial prisoner's dilemma with all of its eight direct 
neighbors.. This resulted in a profit value, which was the summed return of these eight 
trials.. Second, a new generation was created by replacing each agent with a copy of 
thee neighboring agent with the highest profit value. Agents were thus born next to 
theirr parents, this way the migration was minimal. A successful agent could thus get 
eightt children in the next generation. The agent itself was always replaced by a child 
off  one of its neighbors, i.e. it could not get a child at its own position. 

Thee agents performed one of two possible strategies, either always defect (all-
D)D) or always cooperate (all-C). All-D agents were called egoists and all-C agents 
weree called altruists. For the initial population, every cell was randomly set (p = 0.5) 
too altruist or egoist. This strategy was fixed for the duration of the simulation. Apart 
fromm this initial randomization the simulation was deterministic. When two cells had 
exactlyy the same profit value one had to be selected. Which parent was selected, 
however,, made no difference because, as calculations showed, when two agents had 
thee same profit value they also had the same strategy. This was because all 18 
possiblee profit values were unique. These 18 values come from the 2 strategies 
(egoisticc or altruistic) multiplied with the 9 possible neighbor configurations (the 
numberr of altruistic neighbors could ranging between 0 and 8, and the remainder 
wouldd always be egoists). 
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Thee rewards for the prisoner's dilemma were: 10 points when you defect a 
cooperator,, 9 points when both cooperate, 1 point when both defect, 0 points when 
youu cooperate with a defector. This is a normal prisoner's dilemma pay-off in that it 
satisfiess the T>R>P>S relation. And also 2R > T + S, which ensures groups of 
cooperatorss would do better on average than non-cooperators. For this simulation the 
differencee between R and P had to be chosen such that in the practice of the 
simulationn Hamilton's rule would be satisfied (rb- c> 0). An example of how a small 
clusterr of altruists could expand facing many egoists is described in Figure 1. With 
thiss pay-off scheme there was a relatively high reward in a C-C game, compared to a 
D-DD-D game, but still less than a D-C game, thus egoism will still be the best strategy in 
aa one trial prisoner's dilemma. 

Figuree 1. In (a) four altruistic cells (All-C, shown in white) are facing a 
clusterr of egoistic cells (All-D, shown in gray). Of the middle four 
cellss we show the total profit values which would be gained after all 
gamess are played. The cells with profit 26 received their profit value 
fromm the two neighboring altruistic cells (2x10) and six neighboring 
egoisticc cells (6x1). Whereas the altruist receives a total profit value of 
277 from 3 neighboring altruists (3x9), it gains nothing from the egoists. 
Inn the next iteration all cells neighboring the altruist will be replaced 
byy its children, as shown in (b). 

Too investigate the evolution of altruism a simulation was run with two 
conditions.. In one condition—the no-migration condition—agents were born in a cell 
directlyy next to their parents. In the other condition—the migration condition—new 
agentss were born on a random position on the map. By varying the location of birth 
(migration)) we could investigate the influence of locality in the distribution of agents 
onn altruism. Apart from the location of birth the two conditions were identical. 

Results::  In the no-migration condition ten simulations were run, all with a 
differentt initialization. All resulted in a stable amount of altruists, 96.5% averaged 
overr all simulations. This demonstrated the main purpose of the simulation: altruism 
cann be an evolutionarily stable strategy in viscous populations. 

Mostt remaining egoists formed a static pair (like Figure 2 (a) and (b)), or a 
cyclee of states (Figure 2 (c), (d) and (e)). These resemble the flasher and still-lifes in 
Conway'ss Game of Life (Poundstone, 1987). Interestingly, although not relevant for 
ourr purposes, there were also gliders that were very similar to the gliders in the Game 
off  Life (Figure 2 (f))- Conway's glider was a configuration of cells in the game of life, 
which,, because of the specific cell update rules, displaced themselves over the grid in 
aa diagonal direction. Our 'glider' also displaced itself in a diagonal direction, only it 
wass just a single configuration of cells and not a cycle of cells like Conway's glider. 
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Figuree 2. State (a) and (b) are static pairs of egoist (gray cells) which 
replacee each other in consecutive iterations. States (c), (d) and (e) form 
aa stable cycle; (b) to (c), (c) to (d) and (e) back to (c). State (f) is a 
'glider'' like configuration, which displaces one cell per iteration in the 
directionn of the arrow 

Inn the migration condition the altruists all died in just a few iterations, 
demonstratingg that the viscosity is a crucial factor and that with a high dispersal of 
relativess no altruism can evolve. 

Simulationn 2: The evolution of migration in a prisoner's dilemma. 

Inn the first simulation there was low migration of the agents (new agents were placed 
besidess their parent), whereas in the control simulation there was maximal migration 
(neww agents could be placed anywhere on the map). In the following simulation, 
migrationn was not experimentally controlled but made an inherited property of the 
agentss themselves, where a 'gene' controlled whether the agent was put next to the 
parent,, or on a random position on the map. The migration 'gene' (p-migrate) could 
havee values between 0 and 1, denoting the probability of migration, where 1 meant 
certainn migrating. The initial population had random p-migrate values chosen from a 
uniformm distribution between 0 and 1. The migration parameter of the parent 
determinedd the probability whether its child was put next to the parent or at a random 
cell.. The random cell was always chosen from the population of cells which were 
occupiedd by migrating agents, so that they could not be placed on a cell which was 
alreadyy occupied by a non-migrating agent. At birth an agent inherited the migration 
parameterr of the parent added with a random mutation between -0.01 and 0.01 chosen 
fromm a flat distribution. Resulting migration values outside the [0,1] interval were 
clipped. . 

Results::  Ten simulations with different initial seeds were run. All converged 
too a stable percentage of altruists. After 1000 iterations 79% of the agents were 
altruistss whereas 21% were egoists (averaged over the last 100 iterations and all 10 
replications).. In Figure 3(a) we plotted the percentages over the first 200 iterations. 
Initially,, the egoists rapidly increased in number, almost replacing all altruists. 
However,, in each run a few clusters of altruists remained and these clusters expanded 
too fil l the majority of the cells. The most interesting finding was that the migration 
probabilityy for altruists approached 0.0 in all simulations. Averaged over all altruists 
off  the last 100 iterations and 10 replications p-migrate was 0.017, whereas we should 
expectt an average of 0.5 with undirected mutation. Thus, the evolutionary process 
itselff  had established the low migration, which is a precondition for the evolution of 
altruism.. To formulate it another way: if altruism can benefit a sub-population which 
tendss to stay together, then this tendency is itself subject to natural selection. 

Besidess altruists, there was a substantial percentage of egoists left in the 
population:: 21% whereas in the first simulation only 3.5% were egoistic. 
Interestingly,, the migration probability for all the egoists systematically approached 
1.00 in all simulations. Averaged over all egoists of the last 100 iterations and 10 
replicationss p-migrate was 0.96. The advantage of migration for the egoists is that it 
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offerss a chance to get out of an environment of egoists into an environment of altruist. 
Althoughh the probability of being born in an environment of altruists is low—because 
off  the low p-migrate of the altruists—the benefit is very high once it happens, because 
ann egoist surrounded by altruists will have eight children (see Figure 2 transition (c) to 
(d)).. These eight children are again swapped somewhere else because of the high p-
migratemigrate of the egoists. 

Figuree 3(b) shows a density plot of all the individuals in the population over 
thee first 160 iterations. All the high migration values belong to egoists and all low 
valuess to altruists. It is clear from this graph that two distinct groups of migration 
valuess emerged. 

Figuree 3. (a) Number of egoists and altruists (Y-axis) per iteration (X-
axis).. (b) Density plot of the p-migrate values (Y-axis) per iteration (X-
axis).. Per iteration a black dot was plotted for the p-migrate values of 
alll  individuals in the population. Initially all values between 0.0 and 
1.00 were present, later two threads emerge, for high and low p-migrate 
values. . 

Discussionn on the prisoner's dilemma simulation 

Thee main conclusion of the previous simulation is that the limited dispersal of 
relatives,, which is necessary for the evolution of altruism, is itself controlled by 
naturall  selection. 

Inn our simulation individuals stayed on exactly the same location after the start 
off  their lives. This would not be a very realistic situation for freely moving animals in 
aa natural setting. Strict immobility is not a necessity, however. Altruism could also 
evolvee if relatives would migrate together in a group, for example in some kind of 
herdingg behavior. They do not need to be immobile with respect to their environment, 
butt immobile with respect to the other individuals in their world. 

Thee situation of total immobility might still be applicable to plants or trees. It 
would,, for instance, be interesting to investigate 'aggression' between trees fighting 
forr sunlight and resources in relation to the way they spread their seeds. This would 
thuss predict that trees that are more aggressive to their neighbors tend to spread their 
seedss as far as possible, while those that are less aggressive will tend to spread them 
inn their vicinity. If, however, a correlation between low aggression and vicinity spread 
off  seeds is found, there is still the question whether, low aggression is caused by 
vicinityy spread, or vicinity spread is caused by the mutual benefit of low aggression. 
Onn the basis of previous altruism research most theorists would probably consider the 
formerr explanation more readily. This research suggests the latter as a possible 
alternative. . 

AA further conclusion, drawn from practical experience in designing the 
simulations,, is that the evolution of altruism depends on the initial conditions. In 
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simulationn setups with too few initial altruists (unreported), all altruists died out after 
justt a few iterations. Once egoism had spread through the entire population it was 
resistantt against invasion from altruists. 

Thee river  cross simulations 

AA general problem of simulation research is that arbitrary parameter settings can be 
cruciall  for the obtained results. The exact parameter settings have a rather obvious 
influencee on the results, but there are many more choices made in the design of the 
simulation,, or even in the structure of the computer program, that could be critical for 
thee outcome. Even with great efforts to make the choices most carefully, there can 
stilll  be no guarantee that the conclusions of the simulation can be generalized. Every 
simulationn can in principle only tell us something about the behavior of that specific 
parameterr set. In order to show that something is a general principle, no single 
simulationn can suffice on its own, one has to demonstrate that the same principle 
occurss under a multitude of circumstances. To make a first step towards this more 
generall  claim we designed a second simulation, with a very different setup, in which 
wee again let altruism evolve and again made migration subject to an evolutionary 
process.. As Wiener put it 'Generality has to be found it can not simply be declared' 
(Webb,, 1999). 

Inn this simulation a population of agents had to survive and reproduce in a grid 
worldd consisting of islands. The islands were separated by narrow canals. In order to 
survivee they had to gather food from the islands, but they could only reach these by 
crossingg water while using another agent's body as a bridge. This other agent could 
formm such a bridge by just stepping into the canal, as a consequence, however, this 
agentt died of drowning. The tendency to step into water was taken as the measure of 
thee altruistic behavior. 

Simulationn environment 

Thee world consisted of 110 by 110 cells placed on a grid (torus). Each cell could 
eitherr be a water cell or a land cell. Within this grid, 400 islands, each 10 by 10 cells, 
weree placed. Canals of 1 cell in width separated the islands. Land cells could contain 
foodd or an agent, and water cells could contain a dead agent forming a bridge. A 
livingg agent could cross the canal by using this bridge. 

Agentt  behavior: The agent's behavior was determined by four parameters: p-
water,water, p-food, p-land, p-cross. In the first simulation all these parameters were subject 
too mutation. In the second and third simulation only p-water was subject to mutation, 
thee others were fixed. The values for these parameters were based on the final values 
off  the first simulation. Each of these parameters corresponded with one of four cells 
thee agent could see in front of it: empty water, food on land, empty land, or a floating 
agentt forming a bridge. The parameters represented the probability of stepping 
forwardd when in front of the corresponding type of cell. A random number, from the 
intervall  [0,1] was drawn. When this number was below the corresponding p value the 
agentt would step forward, otherwise it would randomly turn left or right on the spot. 
Apartt from the cell in front of it the agent used no other information, and it had no 
internall  state. Agents could not step on top of other living agents. When one was in 
frontt of it, it always turned randomly left or right on the spot. The agents were 
synchronouslyy updated. 

Foodd and Energy: After each cycle, hundred cells were randomly chosen 
anywheree on the map. On these cells a food patch was placed when it was an empty 
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landd cell. When stepping on a food patch the energy of die food patch (EnergyFood) 
wass added to the agent's energy and the food patch was removed. The agent always 
lostt one unit of energy per iteration. When the agent used up all its energy it died of 
starvation. . 

Water::  When stepping into water the agents immediately drowned. The 
agentss remained 'floating' during a number of iterations as determined by the 
BridgeTimeBridgeTime parameter. While floating, other agents could step on top of the agent 
usingg it as a bridge. 

Reproduction::  The agents could multiply through asexual reproduction. The 
agentt gave birth when it had gathered enough energy (EnergyToGetChild). When a 
childd was born the parent's energy was reduced by a certain amount of energy 
(EnergyCostChild)(EnergyCostChild) and this formed the starting energy of the child. The child 
inheritedd the parent's p-water value, but for each child a slight mutation was added. 
Forr each mutation, a random number was drawn from the interval [-1,1] and this was 
multipliedd by the Mutation parameter and was added to the p-water value. Resulting 
p-waterp-water values outside the [0,1] interval were clipped. A newborn agent was placed 
onn the cell directly behind its parent. 

Age:: When agents reached the maximum age (MaxAge), expressed in the 
numberr of iterations after birth, they died of old age. 

Initialization ::  At the start of each simulation, a number of agents 
(InitNumAgents)(InitNumAgents) and a number of food patches (InitNumFood) were placed at random 
locations,, excluding water cells. For p-water initial p values were randomly chosen 
betweenn zero and one. The initial agent's energy was randomly chosen from the 
intervall  [0, EnergyToGetChild]. Its initial age was randomly chosen from the interval 
[0,[0, MaxAge]. 

Simulator::  The simulations were performed with a self-built simulator. To 
rulee out any effect of bugs two simulators were independently developed by die two 
differentt programmers, without accessing each other's code, using two different 
languages. . 

p-migrate:p-migrate: Sometimes the agent's child was placed at a random location 
insteadd of next to the parent in order to distribute relatives over the map. The 
probabilityy of migration was determined by the p-migrate parameter. As a 
consequencee of this an altruist that would body-bridge would help unrelated others 
witi ii  this. The population was mixed up with the following procedure. When a parent 
AA gave birth to a child X, the child was not immediately placed on the map, but had to 
waitt until a second parent B gave birth to a child Y. Child X was men placed next to 
thee parent B, while child Y had to wait for a third parent C to give birth before it was 
placedd on the map, etc. In practice the delay of placement was on average 3/4th of a 
cycle.. A full cycle is a single update (one step) of all agents in the world. Thus, once 
thee parent had gathered enough food to give birth, the child was actually placed into 
thee world before the next update of the parent. With this swap method the balance 
betweenn food and newborns was not affected in any way. Also, it avoided placing 
newbornss at random locations on me map, which would take away the need for island 
hoppingg because new agents could then be born onto an uninhabited island. 

Parameterr  settings were as follows: MaxAge 250, EnergyToGetChild 120, 
EnergyCostChildEnergyCostChild 60, EnergyFood 9, BridgeTime 30, Mutation 0.004, InitNumFood 
30/Numberr Islands, InitNumAgents 15 per island. 

Thee upcoming simulations follow the same pattern as those of the previous 
part;; In Simulation 3, 4 and 5 we will first investigate the evolution altruism in 
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variouss conditions of migration, analogous to Simulation 1. In Simulation 6 we will 
simulatee the evolution of migration itself, analogous to Simulation 2. 

Simulationn 3: Evolution of altruism in river  cross setup 
Twoo simulations were run, both with the parameter settings as discussed above, but 
onee with p-migrate at 0.0 for all individuals and the other with p-migrate at 1.0 for all 
individuals.. Both simulations were run for 4 million iterations. All reported values are 
averagedd over the last 100.000 iterations of the simulation. 

Results::  In the condition with p-migrate set to zero (children were born 
directlyy behind their parents) most average p-values changed rapidly right in the 
beginningg of the simulation. In Figure 4(a) it is shown how the population averages 
changedd over time for all four p-values. 

Steppingg forward when in front of food, determined by the p-food parameter, 
wass obviously good because more food meant more energy, and thus a higher chance 
too survive and reproduce. The p-food parameter was the first to reach a value near 1.0. 

Thee probability to step onto a bridging agent, p-cross, increases the chance a 
neww island is reached once another agent had body-bridged. On average 21% of the 
islandss were uninhabited, and these grew quickly full of food, reaching such an island 
wouldd make it possible to give birth to a lot of children. The increase in p-cross was, 
however,, quite slow, since the agent is not very often in a situation where it faces 
exactlyy towards a body-bridge, so there was not much selection on it. 

Thee probability to step forward when in front of empty land, p-land, seems to 
reachh its stable value at 0.8. In general, forward movement seemed to be a good 
strategy,, but not exclusively. This was because with a p-land parameter of 1.0, all 
agentss would walk straight towards the edge right after birth, and would spend the rest 
off  their life running along the edges of the islands, leaving all the food in the center 
untouched.. An advantage of an overall high p-land is that it facilitates use of bridges. 
Whenn all agents are running along the edge of the island they will all face water at the 
cornerss before they turn. This would, thus, be the place where altruist are most likely 
too body-bridge, the other agents will then bump into these bridges automatically if 
theyy keep walking along the edges. This can be an important advantage since the 
limitedd sight of the agents (only the cell in front of them) makes it hard to find a 
bridge. . 

Thee parameter of our main concern p-water, which determines the probability 
too step into water, drops immediately to a value close to zero, right after the start of 
thee simulation. There is obviously a high selection against high p-water values 
becausee body-bridging causes the agent to die immediately. The p-water parameter 
wass only 0.0080. This seems quite low, but the percentage of agents that died of 
drowning,, instead of old age or starvation, was still 20%. The percentage of drowning 
agentss seems quite high considering the low p-water, but this is because during the 
agent'sagent's life there is a chance to walk into water each time the agents stand in front of 
water.. Although the percentage of drowning agents is high, it is not immediately clear 
whetherr the p-water value is caused by selection towards altruism or because of 
randomm fluctuations. Therefore, we will compare it to our control simulation. 

Inn the control simulation p-migrate was set to 1.0, which undermines the effect 
off  kin selection by distributing the relatives over the map so that when an altruist 
wouldd body-bridge the other agents on that island, which would benefit from it, were 
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nott likely to be relatives (and would not have a systematic higher p-water than the 
populationn average). 

Thee general pattern of the control simulation was similar to that of the normal 
simulation,, but p-water now reached a clearly lower stable value of 0.0046, indicating 
thatt at least part of the p-water value in the normal simulation is attributable to 
altruismm (see Figure 4(b)). 
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Figuree 4. Average p values over 4 million iterations. Above the normal 
condition,, below the migrate condition. 

Simulationn 4: Evolution of altruism in river cross setup: varying p-

migrate migrate 

Inn the next simulation we focussed more on the effect of the p-migrate parameter on 
thee p-water values to investigate how crucial the exact distribution of relatives was for 
altruism.. The other three p-values were now fixed at the values they converged on in 
ann exploratory simulation of one million iterations: p-food at 1.0, p-land at 0.8, p-
crosscross at 0.8. While in the previous simulation p-migrate was either 1.0 or 0.0, we now 
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rann 11 simulations over which we systematically varied the p-migrate from 0.0 to 1.0 
inn steps of 0.1. Thus, in this simulation each time an agent was born the p-migrate 
determinedd the probability the agent was swapped or placed next to the parent. To 
reducee the possibility of higher p-water values due to noise we lowered the Mutation 
parameterr somewhat to 0.0016. All other parameters were identical to the previous 
simulation.. In this simulation the conditions which had p-migrate set to 0.0 and 1.0 
weree essentially replications of the previous simulation with a lower Mutation value. 
Alll  simulations were run for 500.000 iterations and were all replicated 10 times. 

Results::  Figure 5 displays the final p-water values averaged over the 10 
replicationss for each condition. With the increase of p-migrate, p-water decreases 
rapidly,, indicating that the amount of altruism is inversely proportional to the amount 
off  kin mix up. 
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Figuree 5. The p-water values plotted against p-migrate. 

Simulationn 5: Evolution of altruism in river cross setup: extinction 

Inn the previous simulation the condition with p-migrate set to 1.0 resulted in a p-water 
valuee of 0.0028, which is lower than the 0.0046 of the simulation before that. This 
lowerr p-water value is probably a consequence of the lower Mutation parameter. Yet, 
thee p-water value of 0.0028 still caused 9% agents to die of drowning. When the 
distributionn of agents is truly random we should expect no altruism at all, and no 
agentss to drown. We therefore suspect that the drowning rate is caused by the noise 
introducedd by the mutation parameter. To reduce the average p-water value in the 
controll  simulation even further, we now lowered the mutation parameter to 0.0001. 
Twoo conditions were run; one with p-migrate set to 0.0 and one with p-migrate set to 
1.0.. Both conditions were replicated 10 times and were run for 2.500.000 iterations. 

Results::  In the no-migrate condition there was a rapid decrease in average p-
water,water, which stabilized at 0.0071, the percentage of agents that died of drowning was 
18%.. We conclude from this that altruistic behavior is stable in this no-migrate 
condition.. Figure 6 (a) shows a density plot sample of the p-water values over time. 

Inn the migrate condition (Figure 6 (b)) p-water reached values as low as 
0.00055 on iteration 80.000. Apparently all altruistic behavior in the migrate condition 
off  the previous simulations was caused by the noise added by the mutation parameter. 
Onn iteration 120.000 the whole population even went extinct. Extinction happened in 
alll  10 replications. This is probably because agents could not reach other islands any 
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moree because there were not enough individuals that walked into water to form a 
bridge.. This underlines that the intuition that altruism evolves because of its value for 
thee whole population, is flawed. If altruism is not selectively directed towards kin it 
wil ll  not evolve, even at the cost of extinction. 

Overall,, the conclusion of the previous three simulations is analogous to the 
conclusionn of Simulation 1: altruism can evolve, but only if it is preferentially 
directedd towards kin. 

Figuree 6. The p-water values plotted for all agents for a number of 
iterations.. In (a) the entire population goes extinct. In (b) a level of 
altruismm is maintained throughout the simulation. 

Simulationn 6: The evolution of migration in river cross setup 

Inn the final simulation p-migrate was treated as a genetic trait, which was mutated in 
thee same way as the p-water parameter. Initially, all agents were given a p-migrate of 
0.0.. The simulation was run for 10 million iterations. Because the initial population 
sometimess went extinct in the first iterations of the simulation, the initial population 
wass made 4 times as big, and the world was increased accordingly to 220 by 220 cells 
(4000 islands, and 15 * 400 initial agents). 

Figuree 7. (a) Snapshot of the evolving p-migrate values. Eventually the 
topp thread reaches values near 1.0. (b) p-water values (X-axis) against 
p-migratep-migrate (K-axis) 

Results::  A sample of a density plot of the p-migrate values over time is shown 
inn Figure 7 (a). It can be seen that two threads emerge. In Figure 7 (b) a density plot is 
shownn of the p-migrate values against the p-water values. Two clearly separate blobs 
cann be distinguished that differ in both p-water value and p-migrate value, where the 
groupp with low p-migrate has a high p-water (altruists, bottom right in Figure 7(b)) 
andd the group with high p-migrate has a low p-water (egoists, top left in Figure 7(b)). 
Att the end of the simulation the p-migrate of the egoistic group rose to a value close 
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too 1.0 and that of the altruistic group was close to 0.0. These two groups are thus very 
similarr to the two groups that arose in the prisoner's dilemma of Simulation 2. 

Discussion n 

Inn Simulation 1 and Simulation 3, 4 and 5 it was demonstrated that altruism can 
evolvee in conditions of low migration. These finding are in line with the theory of 
inclusivee fitness of Hamilton (1964) and earlier simulation work (Baaien & Rand, 
1998). . 

Ourr main conclusion is that the tendency to migrate (or not) is itself subject to 
selectionn (Simulation 2 and 6), and tends towards low migration among altruists. 
Becausee of this finding the causal arrow in thinking about altruism may be reversed. 
Forr instance, when there is altruism within groups of closely related insects one could 
sayy the altruism evolved because of the genetic similarity within the group. On the 
otherr hand the habit to live in groups of relatives could itself evolve because of the 
benefitss of altruistic company. Whereas one is usually inclined to question the 
evolutionn of altruism with the dispersal of relatives as a given premise, it is now 
shownn how this dispersal itself is affected by the benefit of mutual altruism. 

Inn both the river cross and prisoner's dilemma simulations, the initial 
conditionss were crucial for the evolution of altruism. The prisoner's dilemma 
simulationss had the p-migrate values initialized to 0.0. The river cross simulations had 
aa somewhat higher initial p-migrate, of around 0.05. This still allowed the evolution 
off  altruism, but values that were random or above 0.1 did not. In such cases there was 
ann immediate extinction of altruists, and with it the entire population. In the prisoner's 
dilemmaa simulation a similar phenomenon was observed. There was no extinction of 
thee entire population, however, merely replacement of all altruists by egoists. The 
dependencee on such initial conditions comes from die fact that altruism capitalizes on 
mutuall  benefit. A single altruist is always worse off among egoists, and only by the 
clusteringg of altruists can they can maintain a stable population. Given the fact that p-
waterwater was randomly chosen at the start of the simulation in combination with a 
randomlyy chosen p-migrate, the chance of having an almost uniform group of altruists 
thatt also has a low p-migrate was almost zero. Once altruism has disappeared, single 
mutationss towards altruism are strongly selected against. It is hard to judge whether in 
naturall  situations those initial conditions are met. Of course, in a natural situation 
theree is not such a discrete onset, and there are no clearly distinguishable initial 
conditions.. Rather, evolution is a continuous process where different phyla evolve 
throughh all different kinds of situations. What we can conclude, however, is that if a 
situationn allows the evolution of altruism, mere will also be a selection pressure to 
preservee these conditions 

Itt should also be stressed that the rather severe consequence of altruistic 
behaviorr in our simulation, death, is not a precondition for its evolution. Rather, it 
workss only against it. Death was only chosen to be able to exclude reciprocal altruism 
ass an alternative explanation. Forms of altruism that have less severe consequences 
mayy be more widespread than the forms with lethal consequences presented here. 
Theyy are only problematic from a researchers perspective because it will be hard to 
rulee out reciprocal altruism as an alternative explanation. 

Ann interesting finding on its own right is that in both simulations a group of 
egoisticc parasites emerged, which differed in both strategy and migration rate from the 
altruists.. This outcome was, in fact, already considered by van Baaien and Rand 
(1998)) in a mathematical analysis of altruism in viscous populations. They speculated: 
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'Thuss there may be a second type of outcome, coexistence of rapidly moving non-
altruistss ... and sedentary altruists..., This is an interesting result, because strategy sets 
off  simple continuous shapes usually lead to monomorphic evolutionary stable 
strategiess (Baaien & Rand, 1998, p.643). Our simulations were designed without this 
possiblee result in mind, nevertheless both simulation setups ended up with such a 
differentiationn in the population. 

Thee results of this study may seem similar to those of the hawk and dove game 
(Maynardd Smith, 1964), in which individuals fight for resources with two possible 
strategies.. The hawk strategy is to fight for victory without ever giving in, it either 
winss or loses with serious injuries. The dove strategy is to fight conventionally but 
givee in when the opponent persists. With many hawks in the population it becomes 
betterr to employ a dove strategy, the costs of fighting will be too high. With many 
dovess it becomes better to employ a hawk strategy, because there are many doves to 
takee advantage of. This seems reminiscent of our simulation, where egoism becomes 
moree productive with more altruists to take advantage of. There is an important 
difference,, however. In the hawk and dove game the two different strategies can also 
bee seen as two possible actions of a single strategy. The individual chooses the action 
withh the highest expected reward, depending on the number of hawks or doves in the 
environment.. In our simulation such a redefinition is not possible, because the 
individualss in our simulation do not maximize their personal gain. If they would, they 
shouldd always defect, just like in a normal one trial prisoner's dilemma. The two 
differentt strategies in our simulation should thus be interpreted as actual differences 
betweenn individuals, which will be the topic of our next chapter. 
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Connectionistt  Models of Individua l 

Differences2 2 

Thiss chapter focuses on neural network models of individual differences. Two models 
aree presented which deal with two different tasks. On both tasks differences in 
responsee latencies have been observed between groups of low and high anxious 
participants.. First, a model of performance on the emotional Stroop task is presented. 
Inn this task a high-anxious and low-anxious group show a difference in the way 
attentionn is modulated by a threat prime on a color naming task. Second, a model for 
performancee on the attentional deployment task is presented. Here there is a similar 
differencee in the effect of a threat prime on localization of a probe. 

Althoughh the architecture of the two models is different, the basic mechanisms 
aree the same, i.e., pre-activation of a node gives this node an advantage in the 
competitionn with another node. The response to a subsequent stimulus can thus be 
hamperedd or facilitated, depending on which response was required and which 
stimuluss was presented beforehand. On both tasks two different groups of subjects 
needd to be simulated. This was done by varying the connection strengths in the model, 
whilee leaving the architecture unchanged. 

Individua ll  Differences in a Model for  Stroop Performance 

Althoughh the Stroop task (MacLeod, 1991; Stroop, 1935) is perhaps the most 
extensivelyy studied experimental procedure in psychology, relatively littl e work has 
beenn done on individual differences in Stroop performance. A modified version of this 
task,, the emotional Stroop task (for a review which discusses almost all studies with 
thee modified Stroop task, see Williams, Mathews, & MacLeod, 1996) has, however, 
concentratedd on such differences. The classical and the emotional Stroop tasks both 
showw interference in color naming due to the processing of irrelevant words that 
shouldd be ignored. Whereas in the former version these words are color-related, in the 
latterr version the interfering words are usually related to some concern, which may 
eitherr be a permanent characteristic of a person or may be temporarily activated. Both 
traitt and state anxiety may, thus, lead to increased interference by threatening words, 

22 Part of the chapter is based on Phaf, Christoffels, Waldorp, and Den Dulk (1998). 
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butt also other emotional states and traits, such as depression, show similar patterns of 
interferencee by concern-related words. 

Somee progress in understanding the classical Stroop effect has been made in a 
numberr of connectionist models (e.g., Cohen, Dunbar, & McClelland, 1990; Phaf, 
Vann Der Heijden, & Hudson, 1990), the issue of individual differences has, however, 
onlyy been addressed in the framework of one of these models (Matthews & Harley, 
1996).. The recently suggested 'defective inhibition' hypothesis for individual 
differencess (Fox, 1994) however, seems very well suited for implementation in the 
otherr type of connectionist model. Here, we explore the opportunities for modeling 
individuall  differences in a highly simplified connectionist model designed according 
too the same principles as Phaf, et al.'s (1990) model. 

Inn a recent study on the relation of trait anxiety to attentional bias, Fox (1994) 
suggestedd the interesting hypothesis that high-anxious participants have difficulty 
effectivelyy inhibiting distracting information, resulting in a general inability to 
maintainn attentional focus. This hypothesis was based on findings (Fox, 1993) that 
threateningg words flanking color patches interfered with color naming (i.e., a 
modifiedd Stroop task), even at a visual angle of two degrees and only for the high-
anxiouss participants. Fox (1994) argued that".... a deficit in me effective inhibition of 
distractingg information may be the causal mechanism which produces this preferential 
allocationn of resources to threat-related information in anxious individuals. This may 
bee termed the defective inhibition hypothesis" (p. 191, italics by Fox). In general, the 
defectivee inhibition hypothesis seems to imply that Stroop interference decreases with 
ann increase of inhibition. What type of defective inhibition is referred to, however, 
andd whether it is limited to threat-related material or whether it extends to attentional 
processingg of all types of material, is not quite clear. 

Foxx (1994) extended the defective inhibition hypothesis to include negative 
primingg in which the effects of inhibition are assessed on the trial following the 
presentationn of distracting information, not only on concurrent responding as in the 
Stroopp task. The consequences of defective inhibition may, however, differ in the 
concurrentt and sequential versions of the attentional tasks. If in a priming task the 
distractorr is inhibited poorly on some trial, it may still be active (i.e., in working 
memory,, Phaf, Mul, & Wolters, 1994; Phaf & Wolters, 1997) and processed 
efficientlyy on a subsequent trial. An absence of negative priming was indeed observed 
forr high-anxious participants, but not for low-anxious participants (Fox, 1994). For 
concurrentt processing of target and distractor, the effect of defective inhibition on 
interferencee is not immediately evident. Since the target and distractor would 
mutuallyy inhibit each other, defective inhibition would enhance both the activations 
correspondingg to the distractor and the target stimulus. It is not clear how this would 
affectt the competition between target and distractor (i.e., in a Winner-Take-All 
process).. Here we will investigate whether defective inhibition increases or reduces 
interferencee in a task involving concurrent processing (e.g., a Stroop task). We will 
nott consider negative priming because it does not seem to raise this question, would 
requiree realistic implementations of working memory (e.g., Phaf et al., 1994; Phaf & 
Wolters,, 1997) in the model, and, finally, has also been doubted by Fox (1995) to 
involvee inhibition. 

Inhibitionn can be conceptualized in many different ways. Fox (1994) seemed 
too define inhibition in terms of outward behavior. When a response is given to some 
targett (e.g., a color in a Stroop task), distracting information (e.g., the color word) has 
too be inhibited. When there is little interference, according to Fox (1994), then such 
inhibitionn is successful. An important question, however, is how this type of 
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inhibitionn should be translated into an explanatory mechanism or process. Another 
typee of inhibition has been postulated by Gray (1987), which, contrary to the defective 
inhibitionn hypothesis, should increase with level of anxiety. Further, inhibition can 
alsoo be envisaged on a neural level, representing the tendency of neurons to suppress 
activityy of neighboring neurons. There are indications that neural inhibition increases 
withh the concentration of particular neuromodulators (e.g., norepinephrine, Keeler, 
Pichler,, & Ross, 1989). Again in contrast to the defective inhibition hypothesis, the 
levell  of norepinephrine (i.e., of inhibition) seems to be positively related to level of 
anxiety.. Clearly, the concept of inhibition in the defective inhibition hypothesis is in 
needd of further specification, so that a more exact relation between theoretical 
hypothesess and experimental results can be established. It is not clear to us how Fox' 
(1994)) interpretation of inhibition could function as an explanatory mechanism, 
therefore,, we will present our own interpretation of inhibition and will specify a 
mechanismm which could form an explanation for the behavioral data. 

Stroopp performance has been explicitly linked to inhibition in the Phaf et al. 
(1990)) model. In the models of Cohen, et al. (1990) and Matthews and Harley (1996), 
learningg processes may result in inhibitory connections, but these are not an explicit 
architecturall  feature. Whereas these models focus on learning and automatization 
processess in homogeneously connected layered networks, Phaf, et al.'s (1990) model 
concentratess on competitive processes in pre-structured, modularly organized, 
networks.. In the Phaf, et al.'s (1990) model responses are the result of resolution of 
competitionn between mutually inhibiting activations due to target and distractor 
stimuli.. We wanted to investigate whether in this type of model (concurrent) Stroop 
interferencee decreases with inhibition due to the effective suppression of the 
activationn due to the distractor or whether it increases with increased competition with 
itss activation. 

Too examine this question, we constructed what we see as the simplest possible 
connectionistt model of Stroop performance, and then varied the strength of all 
inhibitoryy connections in die simulation as an experimental manipulation. The model 
possessedd representations for colors and color words only. Though there are 
consistentt ways of incorporating different stimulus positions and other features in the 
modell  (see Phaf et al., 1990), this has not been done in the present simulation. The 
aimm of this simulation was to demonstrate the effect of inhibition on Stroop 
interferencee in a qualitative manner and not to address all intricacies of the Stroop 
task. . 

Too be able to compare with Phaf, et al.'s (1990) model, moreover, but also for 
reasonss of simplicity, we used the classical Stroop terminology and representations in 
thesee simulations. Alternatively, one may think of the nodes representing color words 
actuallyy representing threat words. A difference between the classical and the 
modifiedd Stroop tasks, however, is that the latter does not allow for congruent 
conditions.. The modified Stroop task is, generally, applied in anxiety research 
becausee it is believed (e.g., Williams et al., 1996) to rely on similar attentional 
mechanismss to those in the classical Stroop task. Both a color word and an emotional 
wordd lead to activations and to response tendencies which seem to interfere with color 
naming.. In fact, much theorizing on anxiety is done in terms that are borrowed from 
theorizingg on the Stroop task and other attentional tasks (e.g., Fox, 1993; MacLeod, 
1991;; Williams et al., 1996). The simulation of the defective inhibition hypothesis in 
termss of the classical Stroop task is also justified when a more general defective 
inhibitionn in high anxiety participants (i.e., affecting all inhibition, not only of 
threateningg material) is assumed. This may explain why high-anxious participants 
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wouldd also be slower than low-anxious participants in naming color patches (Fox, 
1994),, or in making lexical decisions (MacLeod & Mathews, 1991), even when non-
threateningg distracting words are presented. 

AA model of Stroop performance 

Thee architecture of the model was modular, like that of the model for visual selection 
taskss of Phaf, et al. (1990), which in turn was based on the interactive activation 
modell  for contextual effects in letter recognition by McClelland and Rumelhart 
(1981). . 

Bothh models decomposed stimuli into their constituent features (e.g., shapes, 
colors,, positions). In subsequent layers different features are represented in different 
modules.. Within a layer the spread of activation due to stimulation results in a 
competitivee relaxation process after which only one node remains active in each 
module.. When many nodes are simultaneously active in a module, competition can 
onlyy be resolved with some difficulty and interference effects result. Reaction times 
cann be measured in these models by counting the number of calculation steps (i.e., 
iterations)) needed to solve competition in the response module. Modeling excitation-
inhibitionn 'battles' in networks allows for simulating interference, facilitation, and 
disambiguationn effects in a number of tasks provided a suitable modular architecture 
hass been designed for the particular task. Modeling the asymmetry in the Stroop task 
forr instance, required the inclusion of a direct word-reading pathway which could 
sufferr from less competition (due to the smaller number of modules) than the color-
namingg pathway. 

AA large number of simplifications, in comparison to Phaf, et al.'s (1990) 
model,, were carried out: Representations for shapes of stimuli were, for instance, not 
included.. The basic form of these modular networks, with horizontal inhibition 
leadingg to intramodular competition and vertical excitation leading to intermodular 
spreadd of activation, was, however, maintained. Intermodular inhibition, present in the 
formerr models, can, however, also be obtained by having excitatory connections to 
competingg nodes in another module. A further simplification was that no recurrent 
connectionss to lower modules were present in this model. Such connections are useful 
forr implementing top-down disambiguation effects (e.g., for the recognition of 
maskedd letters in word contexts), but are not strictly necessary for simulating the basic 
Stroopp effect, as can be seen from Cohen, et al.'s (1990) model which contains only 
forwardd connections. 

Thee model was constructed in the neurosimulator package MacBrain 3.0 
(Jensen,, Kennedy, & Blanston, 1991) and consisted of nine nodes, of which five were 
inputt nodes, two were intermediate, and two were output nodes (see Figure 8). 
Activationss were iteratively updated. Iterations as a unit of time arise through the 
implementationn of parallel models on a sequential computer. In a parallel network all 
activationss are recalculated simultaneously in one time step, whereas a computer has 
too calculate them one after another. The input was distributed over three modules (i.e., 
word-input,, color-input, and instruction). Two input nodes represented the input of the 
twoo color words 'blue' and 'red' (word-input), and two input nodes represented the 
inputt of the color of the letters (color-input). The instruction node served to 
discriminatee between color-naming and word-reading conditions. Activation of this 
nodee required the model to respond to the color-input. 

Thee general architecture of the model can also be derived from an analysis of 
thee requirements for correct Stroop performance. It is, for instance, clear that color 
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andd word processing should interact at some level to produce interference effects. The 
basicc Stroop asymmetry (i.e., interference by incongruent distractors only with color-
naming)) is reproduced in this model due to the additional processing and opportunity 
forr competition with color naming. Cohen, et al.'s (1990) model and Phaf, et al.'s 
(1990)) model offer different explanations for the Stroop asymmetry. Whereas Cohen, 
ett al. (1990) assume different amounts of practice in word reading and color naming, 
Phaf,, et al. (1990) assume that the a priori architecture favors word reading above 
colorr naming. 

Figuree 8. Schematic representation of the model for Stroop 
performance.. An arrow-head depicts excitatory and filled circles 
inhibitoryy connections. With these input activations (grey shadings), 
thee output node 'blue' will win the competition. 

Thee architecture of this model provides for two pathways from input to output. 
Thee first one leads directly from the word-input module to the output module and the 
secondd one has an intermediate module between color input and output. As can be 
seenn in Figure 8, there are two nodes in the intermediate module, depicting internal 
representationss of the colors. The intermediate module represents an additional 
processingg stage in the transformation of colors (input) to color names (output). The 
nodee for color-naming instruction raises the activation of the winner of the 
competitionn in the intermediate module, so that the activations in the color pathway 
cann dominate over the activations in the word route. More than three layers of 
moduless can be implemented in the model (e.g., additional modules can be included 
forr transforming color-word identities into spoken words), but these were omitted in 
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thiss simple implementation. So, the model does not necessarily assume mat 
interferencee only takes place at an output or response level. 

Thee connections between nodes were fixed and could not be modified by 
learning.. Input to a node was determined by summing all weighted activations to the 
node.. Subsequently, the activation of the node (between 0 and 1) was calculated 
accordingg to the shunting activation rule (see McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981). The 
decayy of activation in this rule was chosen to be 0.1 and the resting activation level 
wass set at zero. The connection weights were set by hand to obtain correct Stroop 
behavior.. Effective values could vary over a large range and a rather arbitrary choice 
wass made somewhere in the middle of this range. Word input-output connections (a) 
weree chosen to be 0.8, color input-intermediate connections {d) 1.0, intermediate-
wordd output connections (b) 2.0, and finally instruction-intermediate connections (c) 
2.00 (see also Figure 8). 

Too simulate the congruent condition, compatible (i.e., leading to the same 
outputt node) colors and words were activated (e.g., simultaneous activation of the 
wordd node 'blue' and color node 'blue'). The incongruent condition was created 
similarlyy by activating incompatible input nodes (e.g., word 'red' and color 'blue'). A 
neutrall  condition was created by activating a color-input node only. All input nodes 
belongingg to an input pattern were set at an activation level of 1.0, whereas all other 
inputt nodes remained at zero activation. 

Varyin gg inhibitio n 

Method Method 

Thee behavior of the model was examined only over the range of inhibitions for which 
correctt Stroop behavior in all conditions, including a Stroop asymmetry, could be 
obtainedd (e: -2.3 to -3.5; f: -3.3 to -4.5). The inhibitions in the intermediate module (f) 
andd the output module (e) were varied simultaneously in steps of 0.1. The latter 
inhibitionn was always 1.0 higher than the former. 

Too make the model's behavior more comparable with experimental results, 
measuress of reaction time and error rate were developed. To determine the reaction 
timess in each condition, we calculated 90% of the maximum (asymptotic) activation 
valuee of the winning node, representing a state in which sufficient information was 
availablee on which node would win the competition but the competition process itself 
hadd not yet been fully completed. The reaction time in number of iterations from the 
startt of stimulus presentation at which the activation reached at least 90%. The 
numberr of iterations is often transformed linearly to milliseconds on the basis of 
empiricall  fitting, but this is not done here as this would suggest a degree of accuracy, 
whichh is not actually warranted. The error rate was operationalized in the model by 
summingg the total activation received by the competing non-target node over all 
iterations.. This represents a measure of the probability of the incorrect response being 
producedd and also gives an indication of the interference by the distracting color 
word. . 

Results Results 

Withoutt instruction (i.e., word reading), processing in the direct pathway dominated 
overr processing in the indirect pathway and output corresponded to the word input. 
Reactionn times for the congruent and incongruent conditions hardly differed. So, the 
modell  showed no interference with word reading. The interference in color naming by 
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thee incongruent word, however, was clearly visible in the activation plots of the 
outputt nodes (Figure 9). Initially, the (incorrect) word response was more strongly 
activatedd than the (correct) color response. Eventually, the color activation, which was 
helpedd by activation from the instruction, recovered and succeeded in suppressing the 
incongruentt word. 
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Thee levels of activation and reaction times in the congruent condition of color 
namingg were exactly the same for all inhibition conditions. The maximum activation 
wass always reached sooner here than in the incongruent and neutral conditions (see 
Figuree 10a). The error rates were effectively zero for congruent and neutral conditions 
(congruent:: between 0.054 for the lowest and 0.012 for the highest level of 
inhibition).. Only in the incongruent condition was an effect of inhibition level found. 
Thiss resulted in a positive correlation between level of inhibition and reaction time, 
r=Q.l&,r=Q.l&,  (p<0.01). There also appeared to be a second-order polynomial trend in the 
dependencyy of reaction time on inhibition (second-order polynomial: r=0.96,p<0.0\). 
Thiss may reflect the effective suppression of the distractor with small inhibition, 
whereass the interference by the distractor increased with larger inhibition. Similar 
patternss were found for the error rates (see Figure 10b). This was evidenced by the 
linearr (r=0.68, p<0.05) and second-order polynomial (r=0.95, p<0.01) correlations. 

Inn conclusion, a predominantly positive relation between interference and 
inhibitionn was found in this simulation of the Stroop task, which seems to contradict 
thee central claim of the defective inhibition hypothesis (Fox, 1994), that interference 
increasess for decreasing inhibition. Interference decreased somewhat with increasing 
inhibitionn only for small inhibitions. The rise in interference was, however, much 
largerr with stronger inhibition. Thus these results may rather be seen to support an 
'effective'' inhibition hypothesis for anxiety. Interference even appears to rise 
quadraticallyy with inhibition. Particularly when inhibition is very high (see Figure 10), 
ass may be the case in clinical populations, interference effects may be observed in the 
Stroopp task. Effective inhibition as a consequence of high anxiety may be a functional 
mechanismm because, in this simulation at least, it inhibited concern-irrelevant but task-
relevantt (color-) processing and may have facilitated concern-relevant (word-) 
processing.. In general, such a mechanism would enable attentional shifts away from 
thee current task and towards potentially threatening stimuli and situations. 

Thee experimental results corresponding to these simulations also seem to show 
moree interference by incongruent color words on color naming for individuals with 
highh levels of anxiety than with lower levels of anxiety. Whereas Watts, McKenna, 
Sharrock,, and Trezise (1986) found only a small and nonsignificant increase in 
classicall  Stroop interference for spider phobics relative to low-anxious controls, 
Dawkinss and Furnham (1989) reported a much larger increase for a non-clinically 
high-anxiouss group than for the low-anxious controls. 

AA clear deficiency of this approach of modeling individual differences in 
Stroopp interference is that it does not seem to explain specific interference by threat-
relatedd words. It would only show why high-anxious individuals are more disrupted 
byy all types of distracting material than low-anxious individuals. A general 
interferencee effect by anxiety may well be found, but a sufficient account would also 
needd to incorporate attentional biases toward concern-specific material. Neither a 
generall  defective inhibition hypothesis, as seems to be suggested by Fox (1994), nor 
ourr effective inhibition hypothesis seems to provide an account for such specific 
interference. . 

Ann interesting alternative, though in a different context, has been provided in 
thee work of Dixon, Brunet, and Laurence (1990). They hypothesized that individuals 
mayy differ in the general fluency of processing verbal information, possibly due to 
differentt amounts of practice (cf. Cohen et al., 1990; see also Matthews & Harley, 
1996).. Their hypothesis was supported by connectionist simulation work in which 
theyy showed that Stroop interference increased with the strength of the connections 
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betweenn word input and word responses. According to Dixon, et al. (1990), strong 
verball  connections would correspond to participants high in hypnotic susceptibility. 
Thiss hypothesis was corroborated by experimental findings that these participants 
showw larger interference in classical Stroop tasks, both in subliminal and supraliminal 
conditions,, than participants who are not very susceptible to hypnosis. 

Researchh in our group (e.g., Elzinga, de Beurs, Sergeant, Van Dijck, & Phaf, 
2000)) showed high correlations between hypnotic susceptibility, dissociative style, 
andd trait anxiety. So, the general mechanism postulated by Dixon, et al. (1990) may 
alsoo be at work with high-anxious participants. The hypothesis regarding the strength 
off  the verbal connections, which we will call the excitation hypothesis, can also be 
appliedd specifically to the verbal strength of threat-related words, so that it can 
explainn why interference for this material is larger than for neutral material. This 
contrastss with the inhibition hypothesis, for which it is not immediately clear how it 
cann be made to work for only one type of material. 

Inn our next simulation, we tested the hypothesis that raising strengths of verbal 
connectionss strengths results in increased interference in our model. The variation in 
strengthh of verbal connections between word input and word output may reflect 
differentt amounts of relevance the words may have to a person, or different amounts 
off  practice a person may have had with them. 

Varyingg verbal connection strengths 

Method Method 

Inn this simulation, the strengths of verbal connections were systematically varied, 
whereass the values of all other connections were kept constant. For the inhibitory 
connections,, we chose an intermediate value {e: -2.6; f. -3.6) from the range in the 
firstt simulation. Strengths of verbal connections were again varied over the total range 
inn which the model would show correct Stroop behavior (a: 0.7 to 2.3), including 
Stroopp asymmetry. 

Results Results 

Itt should first be noted that in the absence of competition (i.e., distraction) reading 
timess of the words in the model were not strongly affected by increasing the strength 
off  verbal connections. The faster increase in activation at the output level was offset 
byy the rise in asymptotic activation. Similarly, Martin, Williams, and Clark (1991) 
foundd no clear effect of trait anxiety on the reading times of threatening words in their 
Stroopp experiments. 

Thee reaction times in the congruent condition were approximately the same 
overr all strengths of verbal connections. Also the error rates in this condition 
remainedd close to zero (between 0.006 and 0.044), showing that there was hardly any 
influencee from the non-target node in this condition (see Figure 11). Higher strength 
off  verbal connection in the incongruent condition resulted in higher reaction times and 
errorr rates. The correlation between strength of verbal connection and reaction time 
wass positive (r=0.89, p<0.01), as was the correlation with the error rate (T^O.88, 
p<0.01).. This time, there was no indication of an initial decrease of interference. As 
couldd be expected, interference increased monotonically with the amount of activation 
off  the distracting word. The increase, however, accelerated for greater strength of 
verball  connection (reaction time: second order polynomial r=Q.98, p<0.01; error: 
secondd order polynomial r=0.98, p<0.0l) until the distractor dominated the response 
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andd 100% incorrect responses were produced. This polynomial trend was caused by 
thee fact that for low activations the distractor was suppressed quite easily, whereas for 
higherr activations, distractor and target had about equal activations and it took a 
disproportionatelyy long time to solve the competition. 
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Figuree 11. a. Congruent, incongruent, and neutral reaction times (in 
iterations)) for the simulation in which strengths of verbal connections 
weree varied, b. Error rates in the incongruent and congruent conditions 
fromm the simulation of strength of verbal connection. 

Discussion n 

Althoughh the model is quite simple, the simulations support the notions that high 
anxietyy may either correspond to a general high inhibition or to high strength of 
verball  connection to threat words. The current version of the defective inhibition 
hypothesiss (Fox, 1994) was not supported by these simulations. Only for low 
inhibitionn was there some indication that the inhibition of the distractor was more 
importantt in the interference process than was the inhibition of the target. 

Forr both the inhibition hypothesis and the excitation hypothesis an underlying 
mechanismm seems available. The global increase in inhibition may be due to the 
productionn of some neuromodulator. Whereas several candidates for such a global 
modulatoryy function on neural networks have been suggested (e.g., norepinephrine, 
Keelerr et al., 1989), there are almost no connectionist models that simulate these 
modulatoryy effects. Higher strength of verbal connection may develop as a result of 
greaterr experience with threat-related words by high-anxious individuals. In a way, 
threat-relatedd words are very high-frequent for these individuals. An important 
differencee between the two accounts is that the inhibition hypothesis does not 
specificallyy address threat-related representations, whereas the excitation hypothesis 
cann explain why this material produces more interference than does neutral material. 
Off  course, there is no logical necessity for deciding between the two accounts and 
bothh may be required to provide a full explanation of modified Stroop performance in 
high-anxiouss individuals. 

Though,, in principle, many alternative models for these individual differences 
seemm possible, only few are suggested in the literature. In their comprehensive review 
off  the emotional Stroop task, Williams, et al. (1996) suggested three possible ways of 
simulatingg emotional Stroop interference in a connectionist model. Their first 
proposal,, that increased interference effects reflect extended exposure (see also 
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Matthewss & Harley, 1996), corresponds to the excitation hypothesis. This account has 
beenn implemented by Dixon, et al. (1990) and by us, and has indeed been shown to 
producee the postulated increased interference. Williams, et al. (1996), however, 
rejectedd this account because emotional Stroop interference appears to decrease after 
therapy,, which constitutes additional practice with threat-related material and so 
shouldd lead to more interference, not less. 

Williams,, et al. (1996) suggested two further ways of modeling interference 
whichh would not suffer from this criticism. The resting level of activation of input 
nodess for emotional words may be elevated for concern-related stimuli, so that nodes 
representingg these stimuli effectively have higher activations and interfere more with 
thee production of target responses. This account, however, suffers from the same 
problemm as the excitation hypothesis. Resting levels of activation probably develop as 
aa result of practice and are not reduced by additional practice. 

Thee final suggestion by Williams, et al. (1996) entails that the nodes 
associatedd with threat are subject to neuromodulatory control so that in high-anxious 
statess the responsitivity of these nodes is increased. This suggestion may be taken to 
correspondd to the inhibition hypothesis, but their connectionist framework (cf. Cohen 
ett al., 1990; Matthews & Harley, 1996) does not explicitly contain modules or 
intramodularr inhibition and competition and, therefore, does not implement the 
inhibitionn hypothesis. 

Inn our view, the last suggestion or a similar design may solve the problem 
raisedd by Williams, et al. (1996). We propose that anxiety activates (an assembly of) 
nodess which, either by neuromodulatory control, or by direct network connections, 
facilitatee processing of concern-related words. It represents a modified version of the 
excitationn hypothesis, in which the high strengths are not necessarily brought about by 
practicee with threatening words. High trait anxiety would correspond to high 
activationn levels of this 'anxious' assembly. It can be compared with the instruction 
nodee in our present model which favors processing of colors above processing of 
words.. Similarly, 'anxious' instruction nodes may facilitate the processing of 
threateningg material. Therapy could serve to regulate activity in this assembly of 
nodes,, so that there is less facilitation of verbal processing of threat-related words. 

AA similar design also seems to be favored by Matthews and Harley (1996). 
Theyy postulated an additional task demand unit for threat monitoring in their 
networks.. The network was subsequently trained to respond to emotion words only 
duringg which the threat-monitoring node was activated. When this node had a low 
levell  of activation during testing, color naming of emotion words was impaired to a 
largerr degree than color naming of neutral words. According to Matthews and Harley 
(1996)) therapy may reduce the likelihood of activation of the threat-monitoring node 
andd thus reduce interference. The extant models on individual differences in Stroop 
interferencee seem to converge on the presence of (an assembly of) nodes, which get 
theirr activation either due to prolonged personality traits or due to momentary states. 
Thee nodes subsequently have modulatory effects on processing of neutral stimuli but 
evenn larger effect on the processing of concern-related stimuli. We agree with 
Matthewss and Harley (1996) that this probably provides the most promising 
mechanismm for explaining emotional Stroop effects but would also like to note that 
thiss hypothesis is not incompatible with either the inhibition or excitation hypothesis. 
Inn fact, both may have played a role in their simulations, but they cannot be 
distinguishedd very clearly because inhibition and excitatory connections are mixed in 
thee back-propagation framework and may even interchange 
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Thee simulations with the present model by no means prove that the actual 
systemm performs these tasks in the same way. They merely help to clarify the relation 
betweenn theory and empirical data, but do not exclude other implementations or 
models.. The first simulation, for instance, showed that, in contrast to expectations 
derivedd from a conceptual model, defective inhibition does not necessarily lead to 
moree interference in a computational model. Of course, it can be argued that 
inhibitionn should be envisaged in some other manner, but then it should be specified 
howw this type of inhibition relates to interference and simulations with a model 
implementingg this type of inhibition should be done. A conceptual model may not be 
sufficientlyy detailed to provide exact predictions for experimental results. On the other 
hand,, implementation of a model requires many further specifications which are not 
prescribedd by the conceptual model. From the fact that the excitation hypothesis has 
beenn simulated in different connectionist frameworks (i.e., by Dixon et al., 1990), it 
cann be deduced that many details of implementation (e.g., activation rules, etc.) do not 
matterr much. In so far as they do matter, they may provide further hypotheses for 
experimentall  research and so stimulate further development. The present simulation 
mayy give rise to research in which the roles of inhibition and competition are 
investigated.. Simple lexical decision, for instance, does not seem to involve much 
competition.. Enhanced processing of threat-related material due to stronger verbal 
connectionss would only facilitate lexical decision. If inhibition indeed plays a role in 
anxiety,, the introduction of competition in the experimental design (e.g., by 
presentingg two letter strings at different positions) would be required to show 
differentiall  effects of high and low anxiety on lexical decisions involving threat 
words.. Such results have indeed been obtained by MacLeod and Mathews (1991), 
whichh may be interpreted as showing that an excitation hypothesis alone is not 
sufficientt for explaining attentional effects of anxiety. We feel that the research into 
information-processingg effects of emotion provides many more opportunities for 
specifyingg a more exact relation between theory and data. 

Individua ll  Differences in a Model of Attentional Deployment 

Onee of the few hypotheses explicitly linking anxiety to cognitive processes is the 
'attentionall  bias' hypothesis, which assumes 'that anxiety is associated with the 
assignmentt of high processing priorities to related information from memory' 
(MacLeodd & Mathews, 1991, p. 599). The effects of such priorities can be measured 
mostt purely in the attentional deployment task where there is a competition between 
thee processing of different stimuli at different locations of the visual field. 

Thee task we will focus on in this research was first performed by MacLeod, 
Matthewss and Tata (1986). In this task two words were presented simultaneously 
abovee and below the center of the screen. The subject was instructed to always read 
thee top word. In some cases a probe appeared right after the presentation of the words 
att the position of either the upper or the lower word. The subject had to press a button 
ass soon as the probe was noticed. One of the words in each pair, however, was 
emotionallyy threatening. The presentation of such a threat word influenced the 
reactionn to the probe. If there was a fast reaction this was considered as an indication 
thee preceding word had directed the attention of the subject towards that location. 

Resultss from the first experiment with the attentional deployment task 
(MacLeodd et al., 1986) indicated that there was a difference between two groups of 
subjects.. The high-anxious participants seemed to direct their attention towards 
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threateningg material, while low-anxious participants tended to direct their attention 
awayy from threatening material. 

Heree we present a connectionist model, which simulates the results from this 
experiment,, addressing how the differences in trait-anxiety between participants may 
leadd to differences in attentional performance. The models for the two types of 
participantss will have the same architecture and will differ only in the value of some 
off  the connection strengths. 

Thee experiment 

Inn the experiment by MacLeod et al. (1986) a group of 16 high-anxious participants 
andd a group of 16 low-anxious participants were selected on the basis of prior testing. 
Forr the experiment 48 word pairs were used, consisting of one threatening word and 
onee non-threatening word. Each word pair was presented for 500ms. One word was 
presentedd above the center of the screen, and one below. The threat word could appear 
inn each of the two locations with equal probability. After the presentation of the word 
pairr a dot probe appeared in 33% of the trials, which was presented either in the upper 
locationn or the lower location. Participants were asked to always read the upper word 
aloudd and only press a button as quickly as possible whenever the probe appeared. 
Responsee latencies were recorded (see Table 1). 

Trait t 

Highh anxiety 

Loww anxiety 

Locationn probe 

Upperr area 
Lowerr area 

Upperr area 

Lowerr area 

Threatt in 

upperr area 

592.82 2 

694.53 3 

540.41 1 

583.65 5 

Threatt in 

lowerr area 

651.98 8 
662.85 5 

523.63 3 

615.99 9 

Tablee 1: Response latencies to probe presentation in the experiment by 
MacLeodd etal. (1986) 

Latenciess for probe presentation in the upper area are lower than the latencies 
off  probe presentation in the lower area, because of the instruction to always read the 
upperr word. The probe-above and probe-below conditions can, therefore, not be 
compared.. Comparing latency pairs within each location shows that for high-anxious 
participantss the shortest latencies are in the condition where the probe appears in the 
locationn of the threat word. For low-anxious participants this pattern is reversed. This 
indicatess that high-anxious participants direct their attention toward the location of the 
threatt word, and low-anxious participants direct their attention away from the threat 
word. . 

Thee model 

Too simulate the experiment a connectionist network was constructed. The network 
hadd no learning connections and was based on the competitive learning paradigm 
(McClellandd & Rumelhart, 1981). The activation and learning rule were taken from 
Murre,, Phaf, & Wolters (1992). In designing the model we set out to construct a 
minimall  architecture with which simulation of all conditions in the experiment would 
bee possible. Figure 12 depicts the network schematically. 
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Figuree 12. Schematic representation of the model 

Thee bottom layer consists of two modules with nodes that correspond directly 
too the different stimuli used in the experiment. The two middle modules have more 
abstractt representations, which become activated by certain features present in the 
stimuli.. The bottom and top layer have bi-directional connections, allowing feedback 
fromm the feature modules back to the stimulus modules, so that it can facilitate the 
processingg of specific stimuli. Attention for a location can be simulated by feedback 
activationn from the Location Module to stimuli at specific locations in the stimulus 
layer. . 

Inputs::  There were six different inputs to the network. The three types of 
input,, threat word, neutral word and probe, were represented separately for the two 
locations,, upper and lower. The inputs were presented to the network from an input 
layerr that had one to one connections to the stimulus layer of the network. 

Processingg modules: The 6 nodes in the two bottom modules of the model, 
thee Word Module (4-nodes) and the Probe Module (2-nodes), are direct 
representationss of the 6 possible inputs in the experiment. The nodes in the middle 
twoo layers are representations for location and affect of the stimulus. The Location 
Modulee represented upper and lower locations on separate nodes, and the Affect 
Modulee represented threat and neutral words on separate nodes. 

Output::  In the experiment the dependent variable was latency of probe 
identification.. In our model activation of a single node represented this response. 
Whenn this activation exceeded a threshold the model produced the response. The 
thresholdd for probe-identification was simulated by way of a response-inhibition-
node.. This node had bi-directional inhibiting connections with the probe-
identification-node,, and had a bias to its activation, i.e., each iteration 1.0 was added 
too its incoming activation. Activation of the probe-identification-node was now only 
possiblee with enough activation coming from the probe-stimulus-nodes to inhibit the 
response-- inhibition-node and to overcome the inhibition by this node. 

Instructio nn bias: In the experiment, participants were instructed to read the 
abovee word aloud, causing systematically faster reactions to probes presented in the 
topp location. We simulated this by adding a bias of 1.0 to the incoming activation of 
thee node representing attention to the above location in the Location Module (node 
AAA in Figure 13). 
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Figuree 13. Complete network and connection strengths for high-
anxiouss participants. 

Connectionn scheme: The connection scheme for high anxiety networks was 
suchh that the nodes of the bottom layer had connections to the nodes in die middle 
layerr which represented the corresponding features. Thus, the Probe Above Node in 
thee Probe Module was connected to the above location in the Location Module, and 
thee Threat Word Above Node in the Word Module is connected to the Above Node in 
thee Location Module and the Threat Word Node in the Affect Module. Both nodes in 
thee Probe Module had connections to the Probe Identification Node in the Output 
Module.. All connections were bi-directional. Within all modules there were inhibiting 
connectionss between all nodes. The exact connection scheme is depicted in Figure 13. 
Thee connections to the Location Module were 1.0 for threat words and 0.1 for neutral 
words,, representing the difference in capacity to direct attention to them. 

Thee low-anxious networks differ from the high-anxious networks in that they 
divertt their attention away from the location of the threat word. Therefore, the model 
forr low-anxious participants had connections from the Threat Above Word to the 
Beloww Location and from the Threat Below Word to the Above Location. For the 
remainderr the model was identical to the model for high-anxious participants. 

Decayy of activation: The activation rule of the model specifies a gradual 
decayy of activation. This is essential for the simulation because the general 
mechanismm of attention is simulated by pre-activation of certain nodes. When a node 
iss activated by a stimulus, it will have retained some trace of previous activation. 
Whenn a second stimulus activates the node while the decaying activation is still 
present,, its activation will be higher than without pre-activation, and this will be and 
advantagee in the competition with other nodes. Only a small residue of activation can 
bee decisive in a competition process between two mutually inhibiting nodes. 

Method Method 

Becausee the network was completely deterministic no replication or randomization 
proceduree was necessary, but only a single presentation for each condition was 
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examined.. There were four conditions, two types of word input, threat above or threat 
below,, which could be followed by a probe in the below or above location. The word 
inputt always consisted of a threat word accompanied by a normal word in the other 
location.. Within a trial, first the word pair was fed to the network for 60 iterations 
(wordd input activations were clamped at 0.5). Subsequently, no input was presented 
forr 3 iterations. Then the probe input was fed to the network for 60 iterations. Before 
eachh trial all activations in the network were set to zero. The procedure was repeated 
forr all four possible input patterns and for both networks (high-anxious and low-
anxious). . 

Responsee latencies were established by recording the number of iterations 
beforee a stable level of activation was reached, i.e., when there was no change in 
activationn (as determined by the MacBrain simulation software, Jensen et al., 1991) of 
thee output node. To evaluate our model we compared the simulated results to the 
resultss from the experiment by MacLeod et al. (1986), as presented in Table 1. We did 
nott attempt to produce a quantitative correspondence, however, but only the 
qualitativee direction of the effects was compared to the actual results. 

Forr most parameters the initial choices were sufficient. It was not possible, 
however,, to find one level of inhibition for both intermediary modules which was 
strongg enough to produce a clear effect of previous presentation in the Location 
Modulee without interfering with normal processing of stimuli in the Probe and Word 
Module.. Thus, different inhibition levels had to be chosen for the Location Module 
andd the Probe and Word Module. Also, the connections to and from the Affect 
Modulee were set to 0.5 instead of our initial choice 1.0, this is because high 
connectionn strengths interfered with processing within the Word Module. 

Results Results 

Thee simulation results (see Table 2) were similar to the experimental results. For the 
high-anxiouss model responses were faster when the probe appeared on the same 
locationn as the threat word. For the probe-above condition this was 64 instead of 68 
iterations,, for the probe-below condition this was 85 instead of 97 iterations. For the 
low-anxiouss model these effects were reversed. For the probe above condition this 
wass 21 instead of 25 iterations, and for the probe below condition this was 48 instead 
off  51 iterations. For both models, responses to probes in the upper area were faster 
thann probes in the lower area because of the instruction bias, as was the case in the 
experiment.. The correlation between the experimental data en the simulated results 
wass 0.96, t(7) = 8.69, p < 0.0001. 

Traitt location probe Threat in Threat in 

upperr area lower area 

Highh anxiety Upper area 64 68 

Lowerr are 97 85 

Loww anxiety Upper area 25 21 

Lowerr area 48 51 
Tablee 2: Number of iterations between probe presentation and reaching 
stablee probe-identification-node activation. 
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Overall,, the results obtained were in accordance with the experimental results. 
Thee mechanism responsible for this effect is the pre-activation of the location node. 
Thee pre-activation caused faster convergence if the probe was presented at that 
locationn of the active node. The high and low-anxious models only differed in which 
locationn node was activated by the threat word. 

Discussion n 

AA remarkable aspect of the original findings of MacLeod et al. (1986) is that normal 
participantss apparently divert their attention away from threat stimuli. This does not 
seemm to be adaptive behavior. If threat stimuli matter at all, we would rather expect 
normall  people to direct their attention towards a threatening stimulus. Whether the 
subsequentt reaction is withdrawal or approach is a second matter, but in order to make 
ann appropriate choice attention seems necessary. 

Onee explanation is that the threat stimulus is no real threat. It is just a word 
withh a negative meaning, and only overly anxious people will treat it as a threat for 
pathologicall  reasons. It remains mysterious, however, why low-anxious people should 
directt their attention away, and not simply ignore the threat words. MacLeod et al. 
(1986)) hypothesize that this is to protect the cognitive system. 

Mildl yy threatening stimuli are extremely common in the everyday 
environment.. ... One could reasonably speculate that the perceptual 
biass in normal subjects may be protective in limiting increases in 
anxietyy by excluding such minor threatening stimuli from the cognitive 
systemm at a very early stage. (MacLeod et al., 1986, p. 18) 

Thus,, because the environment is full of threatening stimuli the higher 
cognitivee systems have to be protected from it, which is done by diverting attention 
awayy at a very early stage of processing. There are at least two assumptions 
underlyingg this argument. First, there is the assumption that too much threat 
informationn poses a problem for higher level cognition. Although we experience 
threatt as unpleasant, it is not self evident that higher cognitive systems should have a 
problemm with processing threatening information. A second assumption is that more 
primitivee systems are capable of discriminating between seriously threatening and 
minorr threatening stimuli, and apparently on a very early stage. This is not a trivial 
taskk because if a truly dangerous stimulus is mistaken for a harmless stimulus this 
mayy have serious consequences. What is least likely, however, is that both 
assumptionss can be true at the same time. It seems peculiar that the threat information 
att the higher level poses a problem, and yet more primitive systems can filter out 
irrelevantt threats just fine. Rather one would expect this to be the other way around. 
Off  course the human cognitive system is not designed for beauty, and there might be 
unknownn reasons for such an organization, but at first hand it does not seem to be a 
veryy likely evolutionary solution. 

Ourr model was not an attempt to make a mechanism as complex as the one 
discussedd above, but we think that by building a simple model it has already become 
clearerr what the implications would be for model based on the explanation of 
MacLeodd et al (1986). Such a model would discriminate between two stages, an early 
stage,, which performs a fast discrimination, and a later stage, which is supposed to be 
moree sophisticated. We discuss a similar distinction between two cognitive systems in 
thee following chapters. Although that distinction does not discriminate between 
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stages,, but between routes, which operate in parallel. In that case the function of the 
moree primitive system is not to do something the higher cognitive simply cannot 
handle,, but to do it faster than the higher cognitive system could do. 

Ann advantage of modeling is that it requires the explicit formulation of 
implicitt assumptions. An important assumption in the interpretation of the effect of 
thee attentional employment task is in the way attention functions. MacLeod et al. 
(1986)) assume that focused attention means focussed at a certain location, and its 
consequencee is facilitation of processing at that location. This could make sense as an 
evolutionaryy adaptation, since we could expect more relevant stimuli at a location 
wheree we have already seen something. However, we could also imagine attention to 
focuss on a certain concept or type of stimulus. For example, when we have seen one 
sparrow,, we could expect more, and thus our attention could become focussed on 
sparrows,, as a general concept, and a subsequent encountered animal might be faster 
recognizedd if it happens to be another sparrow. This could make sense as an 
evolutionaryy adaptation just as well, because when we have seen some type of 
stimuluss we could expect more stimuli of that type. A mechanism like that is present 
inn our model in the form of the Affect Module, and the connections between the Word 
andd the Affect Module. The connections between the Word and Affect Module, 
however,, have been made weaker than between the Word and Location Module, and 
thiss is for a reason. With stronger connections presentation of a threat leads to 
activationn of both nodes in de Affect Module, which feed back their activation to the 
Wordd Module and this is relayed to the Location Module. Both locations will be pre-
activated,, however, and competition between the locations will cause a longer delay 
inn the response, which is at odds with the behavioral data. This indicates that this is 
nott the way the brain functions, i.e., attention is directed to a location, and not to a 
typee of stimulus. 
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Connectionistt  Model of a Dual Route 

Modell  of Fear  Conditioning with 

CALMM  Maps3 

Amongstt all psychological phenomena that have been subject to connectionist 
modeling,, affective processes seem relatively neglected. Neurobiological, and 
particularlyy animal, research has provided some conceptual models that may be 
excellentt starting points for such neural network modeling. The dual route model of 
LeDouxx (1986; 1996), in particular, has already served as inspiration for a neural 
networkk model by Armony et al. (1995). Though some may argue that classical 
conditioningg has littl e to do with affective processes and conscious emotions in 
humans,, LeDoux (1996) has taken animal fear conditioning as the model process for 
studyingg affective processes and emotions. He argues that, though conscious 
experiencee may certainly be an important part of emotions, there is much more than 
meetss the mind's eye in an emotional experience, and we should not confine our 
researchh to the conscious aspects. Animal studies may remain very relevant for the 
studyy of human emotions, because the brain systems involved in emotions seem well 
conservedd through many levels of evolution (LeDoux, 1996). 

Inn classical conditioning an affectively neutral conditioned stimulus (CS) (e.g., 
aa tone of a particular frequency) and a fear evoking unconditioned stimulus (US) (e.g., 
ann electric shock) are presented together, subsequently, isolated presentation of the CS 
alsoo evokes a fear response. The intensity of the fear response decreases with repeated 
presentationn of the CS without an US (i.e., extinction). 

Neurobiologicall  research, mainly lesion studies on rats, has shed some light on 
thee neural systems involved in classical conditioning. LeDoux, Sakaguchi, and Reis 
(1984)) showed that rats can still be conditioned to auditory stimuli even after total 
ablationn of the auditory cortex, but lesions to the thalamus and the midbrain totally 
preventedd conditioning. Apparently, some subcortical path, sprouting from the 
thalamuss was sufficient for conditioning. Anatomical tracing techniques, revealed a 
directt connection from the thalamus to the amygdala, which may be the central 

33 This chapter is based on Den Duik, Rokers and Phaf (1999) and Phaf, Den Dulk, Tijsseling and 
Lebert(2001). . 
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structuree for fear-related processing (LeDoux, 1996). Lesion studies of this direct 
route,, however, did not fully eliminate conditioning (Romanski & LeDoux, 1992). 
Thee path along which the CS is transmitted thus seems to branch at the level of the 
thalamus.. Further research suggested that the direct route between thalamus and 
amygdalaa is more important for learning relatively crude CS-US associations, whereas 
ann indirect route (from thalamus through the cortex to the amygdala) is necessary for 
learningg more detailed and specific associations. 

Anotherr difference between the two routes is that the effects of extinction are 
mainlyy caused by the indirect route, not the direct route. After lesioning the indirect 
routee even many presentation of the CS without the US seem to have no effect on the 
conditionedd response (LeDoux, 1996). Also, from behavioral experiments we know 
thatt some trace of the conditioned stimulus remains after extinction, because in a 
numberr of different situations relapse of the conditioned response can occur (Bouton 
&&  Swartzentruber, 1991). Apparently, extinction functions by an active inhibition via 
thee indirect route, of a still present CS-US association in the direct route. 

Thesee findings imply a control or regulation of more direct activation of 
affectivee processes by higher level mechanisms, which is also suggested by 
experimentss on affective processes in human subjects. Murphy and Zajonc (1993), for 
instance,, found that sub-optimal (i.e., presumably not consciously visible) 
presentationn of affective stimuli had more influence on the evaluation of an 
affectivelyy neutral Chinese character than optimal presentation. The smaller effect in 
thee optimal condition, can be explained by assuming an indirect control process, 
whichh needs an optimal presentation in order to regulate the affective response. This 
chapterr will be restricted to simulating conditioning data. Simulating this type of 
humann behavior will be the target of the next chapter. We will focus on the control 
processess by performing lesion studies in the model to identify the contribution of the 
pathways,, and by investigating the nature of extinction in the model. The first step 
wil ll  be to rebuild the Armony et al. (1995) model in a somewhat different competitive 
learningg framework (CALM Maps, Murre et al., 1992; Phaf et al., 2001). By 
replicatingg these results in another neural network paradigm a more general claim can 
bee made with respect to Armony's findings. Also, it may improve the neurobiologie al 
plausibilityy of the model and may improve its functionality because of some of the 
featuress of the CALM Map. Apart from this replication three extended simulations 
wil ll  be performed, showing either enhanced capabilities, for instance, latent inhibition 
emergess naturally as a consequence of the novelty detection property of CALM Maps, 
orr shortcomings of the current architecture, for instance, inhibition does not function 
ass observed in animal research. 

Thee Armony Model 

Thee Armony et al. (1995) model (the 'ASCL' model) consists of four modules 
representingg the amygdala, the cortex, and two substructures of the thalamus involved 
inn auditory processing: the medial division of the medial geniculate body combined 
withh the posterior intralaminar nucleus (MGm/PIN) and the ventral division of medial 
geniculatee body (MGv). MGm/PIN has direct connections to the amygdala, but it also 
hass connections to the cortex. MGv is part of the indirect path and only has 
connectionss to the cortex. The cortex module, in turn, is connected to the amygdala 
module.. There was full (unidirectional) connectivity between modules. The extent of 
processingg in the two pathways is reflected by the respective sizes of the modules 
(i.e.,, the number of categories distinguished in a module): 8 nodes in MGv and 8 
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nodess in the cortex (i.e., the indirect path), and 3 nodes in MGm/PIN (i.e., the direct 
path).. The amygdala consisted of 3 nodes. 

AA modification of the competitive learning algorithm by Rumelhart and Zipser 
(1985),, with the inclusion of continuous instead of discrete values for the activations, 
wass used by Armony et al. (1995). Within-module competition was, furthermore, 
implementedd by actual lateral inhibition between nodes in a module. Competitive 
learning,, generally, leads to the spontaneous emergence of different receptive fields 
onn the nodes of a module in response to a set of input patterns. The module, thus, 
categorizess the input. In these simulations a series of pure tones of contiguous 
frequenciess (and equal intensities) in an arbitrary scale served as input patterns to 
MGvv and MGm/PIN. The US was represented as an external binary input to all nodes 
off  MGm/PIN and amygdala modules, so that an equal amount of activation would be 
sentt to all nodes in these modules. The specificity of cell responses in all modules was 
firstt recorded after a familiarization phase of all input patterns without an US. 
Couplingg the US to one pure tone caused changes in receptive fields in the 
correspondingg modules of the model, which were similar to those observed 
experimentallyy in animals. The total activation of all nodes in the amygdala, 
moreover,, showed a clear increase for the selected tone, indicating successful 
conditioning. . 

AA Dual Route Model with CALM Maps 

Thee architecture of our network model mirrored the ASCL model, except that we 
appliedd CALM Maps as the competitive learning algorithm (see Appendix B for an 
extensivee discussion of CALM Maps). The connection scheme was identical to the 
ASCLL model (i.e., connections between modules were again all-to-all and 
unidirectional,, see Figure 14). 
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Figuree 14. The architecture of the dual route model with CALM Maps. 
Inputt is given through the bottom input module. All other rectangles 
representt CALM Maps, with Arousal-nodes and External-nodes 
indicatedd externally of the module. Activity bubbles around a winning 
nodee are depicted. 
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Parameterss in the model are mostly the fixed intramodular connections (e.g., 
thee connection weight from R- to V-node; see Appendix for the parameter set), which 
weree not fitted to the present experiments, but were taken from previous simulation 
workk (see Phaf et al., 2001; Phaf & Immerzeel, 1997). After the initial parameter 
choice,, no effort was spent here to adjust parameters to obtain optimal model 
behavior. . 

Thee value of s (see Equation 5) that determines the width of the gaussian 
distribution,, which varies with the size of the module, is determined by equation 6. 
Thee values are rounded to the nearest half, resulting in a s value of 2, 2, 3 and 3 for 
thee MGm/PIN, Amygdala, MGm and cortex, respectively. 

Becausee in CALM Maps the first and the last nodes in a module are 
connected,, all nodes have the same number of neighbors. In the Armony et al. (1995) 
simulationn neighboring frequencies were probably not represented on neighboring 
nodess in the module, because their competitive learning scheme did not allow for the 
orderingg of representations. Such a tonotopical ordering (i.e., tones close to each other 
inn pitch are represented on neurons next to each other in the brain), which can be 
foundd in the auditory pathways of many animals emerges automatically from the 
learningg procedure in CALM Maps. 

Replicationn of Conditioning 

Inn the first phase of the simple conditioning experiment, all patterns were 
familiarized.. The input patterns (potential CSs) represented 15 contiguous 
frequencies.. Each frequency-pattern consisted of two neighboring nodes, and had an 
overlapp of one active node with one pattern to either side (see Figure 15). The right-
andd left-most frequencies, only had overlap to one side. In the second phase, one tone 
(thee CS) was coupled to an US. We chose the same CS as Armony et al. (1995) (i.e., 
Frequencyy number 5). 
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Figuree 15. Input patterns, representing the consecutive frequencies. An 
activee input node had a clamped activation of 1.0, whereas the others 
weree zero. 

Thee CALM Map probably provides a more suitable way of administering the 
unconditionedd stimulus than the Rumelhart and Zipser (1985) type of competitive 
learning.. Novelty is often associated with fear responses, so the novelty detection in 
CALMM can be seen as one way of evoking fear responses. Direct activation of the 
Arousal-nodee can, therefore, be considered a fear response. The US-input (with 
activationn 1.0) was fed directly to the A-nodes of the two modules (MGm/PIN and 
Amygdala)) which also received the US in the ASCL model. 
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Inn the familiarization phase all 15 patterns were presented 150 times for 20 
iterationss (a cycle of calculating all activations and weights) each. In the conditioning 
phasee Frequency 5 was coupled to the US, thus making this pattern the CS. The US-
CSS pair was fed to the network for 10 presentations. Because CALM Maps contain a 
(state-dependent)) stochastic factor, the same network (after conditioning) was tested 
fivee times and average values were used as measure of performance (see Murre et al., 
1992;; Phaf et al., 2001). To examine the effects of conditioning we compared the 
receptivee fields of individual nodes before and after conditioning. Because amygdala 
activityy is assumed to result (via the hypothalamus, e.g., LeDoux, 1996) in various 
autonomicc and endocrine reactions, total amygdala activity can be seen as a measure 
off  autonomic activity. The summed activation in the amygdala was, therefore, also 
registeredd as a function of the frequencies presented, both before and after 
conditioning. . 

Figuree 16. Tonotopical organization in MGv. Because the CALM Map 
hass a 'ring' structure the starting node in the map is arbitrary. 

DevelopmentDevelopment of tonotopical organization. 

Thee CALM Maps produced a good tonotopical ordering in all modules (e.g., see 
Figuree 16). Such organization was probably not obtained in the ASCL model. 

ShiftShift in Receptive Fields. 

Becausee all modules have less nodes than there are input patterns, a receptive field 
generallyy contains more than one pattern. As a consequence of conditioning the 
receptivee field of the relevant MGm/PIN node (Figure 17) sharpens and shifts toward 
thee frequency of the conditioned stimulus (Frequency 5). The frequency-specific 
changes,, moreover, occurred only for nodes in which the CS evoked a non-zero 
responsee before conditioning. The receptive fields of the cortex and the amygdala 
moduless showed similar shifts. All three modules showed a substantial increase in 
theirr response to the CS. Only the representations in those modules that received input 
bothh from the CS and US showed these changes. 

Inn MGv there was no clear effect of conditioning. This is expected because 
MGvv is not activated, either directly or indirectly, by the US. The converging 
activationss of US and CS, could only arrive at the cortex through MGm/PIN. The 
changee of receptive field in MGm/PIN, therefore, led to a change of receptive field in 
thee cortex. The amygdala received US activation in three ways, direct from the US to 
itss Arousal-node, indirect activation from MGm/PIN to the amygdala, and indirect 
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activationn via the cortex to the amygdala. The architecture of this model is such that 
thee effect of conditioning converges on the amygdala. 

-pre-conditioning g 

-post-conditioning g 

66 7 8 9 

Frequenc y y 
111 12 13 14 15 

Figuree 17. Pre- and post-conditioning receptive fields in MGm/PIN of 
thee node most responsive to the CS before conditioning. 

BehavioralBehavioral Response. 

Afterr conditioning, the CS produced the highest total amygdala activation relative to 
thee other stimuli. As the distance of the frequency from the CS increased, moreover, 
thee quasi-autonomic response decreased and the response was smaller than before 
conditioningg (Figure 18). These results were similar to the simulation results found by 
Armonyy et al. (1995) and to experimental results obtained in fear conditioning of 
animalss (Desiderate, 1964; Mackintosh, 1983). 

oo -
1 1 
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-o—— post-conditioning 
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Figuree 18. Summed activation of all three nodes in the Amygdala as 
functionn of input frequency. 
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Inn sum, the actual competitive learning procedure used does not seem critical 
forr obtaining these conditioning results, because both Armony (1995) and we found 
thee same results with different neural network paradigms. They seem to arise 
primarilyy from the neurobiologically inspired network architecture. A possible 
advantagee of CALM Maps may be that it is prepared for administering unconditioned 
stimuli.. Activation of the Arousal-node appears to be a suitable way of eliciting fear 
responses.. At any rate, with this type of US, classical conditioning can be simulated 
successfully. . 

Latentt  Inhibitio n 

Latentt inhibition can be described as the lower susceptibility to conditioning of a 
familiarr stimulus than of an unfamiliar one. The model may provide an excellent 
opportunityy for simulating this, because both novelty and the US lead to fear 
responses.. With relatively novel stimuli the fear response during conditioning would 
bee larger than with familiar stimuli. To reflect this difference in experience, one half 
off  the frequencies was presented 100 times, and the other half 200 times in the 
familiarizationn phase. Stimuli from both groups were alternated. In one condition we 
chosee a CS that was previously presented 100 times (Frequency 4) and in the other 
conditionn a CS that had been previously presented 200 times (Frequency 5). 
Conditioningg again consisted of 10 presentations of the CS-US pair. 

- * -- pre-conditioning 

- o -- post-conditioning 

Frequenc y y 

Figuree 19. Total amygdala activation as a function of frequency in the 
latentt inhibition simulation. Frequency 4 was conditioned, after it was 
familiarizedd in 100 presentations. 

AA latent inhibition effect was found in the total amygdala activation, because 
conditioningg was larger for low-familiar (LF) stimuli than for high-familiar (HF) 
stimulii  (Figure 19 and Figure 20). It should be noted that latent inhibition was found 
despitee the fact that LF stimuli were represented less strongly in the network than HF 
stimuli.. Without such novelty-dependent elaboration learning, conditioning would 
probablyy be smaller for the LF than for the HF stimulus. A similar novelty detection 
mechanismm is not present in the ASCL model. The application of CALM Maps in this 
model,, therefore, extends the simulation opportunities to include latent inhibition of 
conditioning. . 
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Figuree 20. Total amygdala activation as a function of frequency in the 
latentt inhibition simulation. Frequency 5 was conditioned, after it was 
familiarizedd in 200 presentations. 

Extinction n 

Wee investigated whether repeated presentation of the CS, without the US, could lead 
too extinction of the conditioned response to the CS. Repeated presentation of a single 
stimuluss within a competitive learning framework will generally not lead to extinction 
butt to a strengthened representation for that stimulus and consequently higher 
activationss throughout the modules of the network. Only the total amygdala activation 
forr the CS may decrease somewhat due to the sharpening of the representation. We 
chosee to simulate extinction by assuming that it was caused by interference due to 
learningg of intervening material (e.g., noises in the environment). For this purpose we 
presentedd all other frequencies together with the CS during extinction. The other 
frequenciess were presented twice as often as the CS to ensure sufficient interference. 
Thee network state that resulted from conditioning in the previous simulation was 
exposedd 15 times (for 20 iterations) to a randomized pattern batch consisting of the 
CSS and two instances of all other frequencies. For comparison, we performed the 
samee extinction procedure on the network that resulted from the familiarization phase 
(i.e.,, before conditioning). 

Thee conditioned frequency showed a decrease in fear response over repeated 
presentationss (Figure 21), whereas the control stimulus lacked such a decrease. In 
fact,, it increased slightly. After 15 presentations the activation levels were about 
equal.. Though extinction can be interpreted as caused by interference, this is not 
suggestedd by animal research. In behavioral experiments on rats a relapse of the fear 
responsee can occur in a number of situations (Bouton & Swartzentruber, 1991). In our 
modell  such a relapse is not possible because the conditioning information was lost 
permanentlyy by interference. An adequate simulation of extinction in a network model 
probablyy also requires an active top-down control process, which can be eliminated by 
lesioningg the indirect route. 

-- pre-conditioning 

- o -- post-conditioning 
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conditionedd stimulus 

non-conditionedd stimulus 

Presentation n 

Figuree 21. Total Amygdala activation by the CS, both when it had and 
hadd not been conditioned. 

Lesioningg the Routes 

Too investigate the contributions of the individual routes to conditioning, we lesioned 
thee direct and indirect routes of the network both before and after conditioning. The 
lesionss to the indirect path were implemented by disabling the connections from the 
cortexx module to the amygdala module. In the direct path the connections between 
MGm/PINN and amygdala were disabled. Apart from the lesions, all features of this 
simulationn were identical to the first simulation. The simulation of lesions to the 
indirectt route before conditioning, is essentially a simulation of the kind of cortical 
lesionn studies by LeDoux et al. (1984), which led to the conclusion that the 
subcorticall  pathway alone, was also sufficient for conditioning. Our model could also 
bee conditioned without the cortical route (see Figure 22). The conditioning effect had 
aboutt the same size as the effect found with both routes intact. 

pre-conditioning g 

post-conditioning g 

Frequency y 

Figuree 22: Total pre- and post-conditioning amygdala activation as 
functionn of frequency, after lesioning the indirect route before 
conditioning. . 
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Figuree 23. Total pre- and post-conditioning activation as a function of 
frequency,, after lesioning the direct route before conditioning. 

pre-conditioning g 

post,, direct lesion 
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Figuree 24. Total pre- and post-conditioning amygdala activation as a 
functionn of frequency, after lesioning the indirect route or the direct 
routee after conditioning. 

Lesioningg the direct pathway before conditioning resulted in a large decrease 
inn autonomic response, though a slight conditioning effect remained (see Figure 23). 
Thiss seems at odds with the experimental finding that, without the direct path, 
conditioningg is still possible. Because there is an additional layer in the indirect 
pathway,, activations transported to the amygdala through this pathway are attenuated. 
Conditioningg effects may have been smaller as a result of this attenuation. Contrary to 
experimentall  findings, the contribution of the indirect pathway to conditioning in the 
modell  seems much smaller than the contribution of the direct pathway. 

Lesioningg the indirect path after conditioning revealed that almost the entire 
conditioningg effect remained, whereas it almost completely disappeared after 
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lesioningg the direct path (see Figure 24). This again strengthens the idea that the direct 
routee in the model is more important for conditioning than the indirect route. It is not 
clearr whether the ASCL model shows similar, unevenly balanced, conditioning 
effectss along the two routes, but it would not conform to the underlying biological 
model. . 

Discussion n 
Thee CALM Map implementation of the dual route model replicated the simulations of 
Armonyy et al. (1995) successfully. Characteristic changes in receptive fields and 
behaviorall  response were obtained with the model after conditioning. In addition, 
tonotopicall  ordering was achieved in the modules. Latent inhibition of conditioning 
followedd quite naturally from the novelty detection property of CALM Maps. 
Extinctionn could be simulated in the model provided it was implemented as an 
interferencee phenomenon. Lesion simulations showed that either pathway alone may 
supportt conditioning effects, but that the direct pathway was the main contributor to 
thosee effects. There were no clear indications that the direct pathway in this model is 
involvedd in more crude processing than the indirect pathway. 

Thee replacement of competitive learning in the ASCL model by CALM Maps 
showedd a number of advantages. Due to the gradient inhibition a tonotopic ordering of 
inputt frequencies arose automatically in all modules. Another advantage may be that 
thee network can easily be extended to include feedback connections between modules 
ass has been done in other multimodular models with CALM (Murre et al., 1992; Phaf 
ett al., 2001; Phaf & Immerzeel, 1997). The theoretical model (e.g., LeDoux, 1996) 
assumess bidirectional (but not symmetric) connections between amygdala and cortex. 
Thee most important advantage, however, is that CALM Maps are prepared for fear 
responses.. In the standard CALM Maps, novelty automatically leads to activation of 
thee Arousal-node which can be seen as a fear response. The assumption that the US 
directlyy activates all nodes in the amygdala and the MGm/PIN can be avoided in this 
way.. The combined operation of novelty and US, moreover, leads to a latent 
inhibitionn effect, which probably does not occur in the ASCL model. 

Somee improvements to the computational model enabling a better 
correspondencee with the conceptual model also present themselves from these 
simulations.. A clear problem is that the contribution to conditioning of the indirect 
pathwayy seems much smaller than of the direct pathway. The additional layer between 
inputt and amygdala in the indirect pathway attenuates its activation. This renders it 
difficultt to judge the conditioning effects along the indirect pathway. If the cortex 
activationn would be larger, the indirect pathway might well show a finer 
discriminationn of stimuli than the direct pathway. In subsequent simulations 
(Pallamin,, Den Dulk, & Phaf, Unpublished results), we multiplied the connection 
strengthss from MGv to the cortex by two, resulting in equally strong conditioning 
effectss in both pathways. Another way to obtain larger activations in the cortex may 
bee to incorporate bidirectional connections between thalamus and cortex, so that 
positivee feedback enhances the representations in the cortex. 

Thee model may also be incomplete at a conceptual level. Although the two 
pathwayss of our model differ in speed (and intensity) at which signals are processed 
(thee indirect route is slower and weaker), as well as in the processing capacity of the 
twoo routes (the indirect route has more nodes), there is no further distinction made in 
thee explicit functions of either pathway. LeDoux (1996; LeDoux et al., 1984), for 
instance,, has suggested that the direct pathway may be more important for fast 
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reactionss in unexpected dangerous situations, whereas the indirect path may be 
involvedd in more higher order behavior, such as control processes. A better way to 
modell  extinction of conditioning would probably be to incorporate such control 
processes.. Extinction appears to arise from the learning of regulatory control in the 
indirectt route, but not from interference per se. Appropriate modeling of the function 
off  the indirect route would require implementation of this regulatory control. Though 
theree are few ideas on how to implement (sequential) control processes in a 
connectionn ist framework, Sequentially Recurrent Networks (SRNs), which also show 
aa working memory function (see Phaf et al., 1994; Phaf & Wolters, 1997), may 
providee an opportunity for learning and executing sequential operations on items 
activatedd in working memory. The disruption of (the influence of) these control 
processess after extinction, for instance by lesioning the indirect route, could then 
restoree the initial conditioning. 

Regulatoryy control via the indirect route was obtained in simulations in a non-
learningg version of the model (Pallamin et al., Unpublished results). A new module of 
sizee 8 (representing the prefrontal cortex) was added to the indirect route, which 
receivedd input from the auditory cortex. This module had inhibitory connections to the 
amygdalaa which could fully block the conditioned response. Reinstatement of the 
initiall  fear response occurred after presentation of the US. 

Thee full implementation of the dual route model may offer the possibility to 
simulatee recent experimental results with human subjects in the field of emotion (e.g., 
LeDoux,, 1996). Affective priming, for instance, is the remarkable phenomenon that 
affectivee stimuli, such as faces with emotional expressions (both positive and 
negative)) have a larger influence on the evaluation of neutral stimuli (e.g., Chinese 
ideographs)) when the affective prime is not consciously perceived than when it is 
(Murphyy & Zajonc, 1993). There are even indications that the priming effect reverses 
inn conscious conditions. This is at odds with non-affective priming results where 
consciouss influences are, generally, larger than non-conscious ones. Such results may 
emphasizee the importance of emotions (and emotion research) for human behavior, 
becausee it indicates that the human organism has been evolutionary prepared to 
performm direct emotional reactions, above which a good deal of regulatory control has 
developed.. Such a view seems to contradict the idea that subjective (conscious) report 
mayy provide a good means of researching emotions (see LeDoux, 1996). Consciously 
experiencedd emotions probably only give a 'controlled' and biased picture of 
emotions.. The best way to further our knowledge of emotions, would be to do both 
neurobiologicall  and human experimental research and to bridge the gap between the 
twoo with connectionist models. 

Appendixx A 

Thee parameters used in the simulations (for explanation Murre et al., 1992; Phaf et al., 
2001;; Phaf & Immerzeel, 1997) were the following: Connection weights: Up-weight 
0.5,, Flat-weight -1.0, High-weight -2.0, Low-weight 0.4, AE-weight 1.0, ER-weight 
(Strange)) 0.1, Initial learning weight value 0.5. Activation and learning rule 
parameters:: Grossberg K-parameter 1.0, Grossberg L-parameter 1.0, Base rate 
learningg 0.005, Virtual weight from the E-node to n 0.0005. Parameters for the 
Gaussiann inhibition gradient: A 8.8, B 10.0, s was; 3.0 for MGv, 3.0 for Cortex, 2.0 
forr MGm/PIN, 2.0 for Amygdala, test 
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Appendixx B 
Self-organizationn is usually accomplished in neural networks with competitive 
learningg procedures. Such procedures are characterized by a selection among 
alternativee (competing) winner-take-all's and, therefore, invariably perform 
categorizationn or classification on the basis of regularities in the input. Features of two 
differentt and independently developed competitive learning procedures are combined 
heree in a new procedure. This revealed a tendency to stretch its representations as far 
apartt as possible, while maintaining the similarity gradient of the input space, and to 
createe intermediate representations of input patterns. It also proved suitable as a 
buildingg block for multi-modular networks, which could learn more subtle distinctions 
thann a single module. 

Onee procedure, called CALM, from Categorizing And Learning Module 
(Murree et al., 1992), has been proposed as a building block for modular network 
models.. It develops local representations on specific nodes at a modular level, but 
semi-distributedd representations at a global network level (which is assumed to consist 
off  many interconnected modules). CALM implements competitive learning by lateral 
inhibitionn between nodes and it incorporates a psychologically motivated, novelty 
dependent,, attentional mechanism which leads to a random search for new 
representationss and increased learning of these representations (i.e., elaboration 
learning). . 

Disadvantagess of this approach are that the learned representations do not 
matchh the topology of the input space, and that increasing amounts of overlap 
betweenn patterns may severely impair categorization performance. If a new pattern 
differss sufficiently from the already represented patterns, a new representation is 
selectedd at random from the remaining uncommitted nodes (i.e., nodes that do not 
havee a representation). Though it shows some ability to separate correlated patterns, 
itss performance breaks down for highly correlated patterns. Particularly in larger 
moduless and with larger patterns, even a large distance between patterns may not be 
sufficientt for a stable distinct categorization. 

Suchh a problem is not found in the more classical self-organizing procedure of 
Kohonenn (1982; 1988; 1995). In the initial version of these self-organizing feature 
mapss activations of the representational nodes are determined by the Euclidean 
distancee between the input vector and the weight vector to the node. The 
computationall  procedure selects the node with the highest activation together with a 
neighborhoodd of nodes (the 'activity bubble') for weight change. Neighborhood size 
andd learning rate are adjusted during successive learning of the patterns. In this 
manner,, similar patterns will be represented on neighboring nodes, whereas dissimilar 
patternss remain far apart. The preservation of the order in the input space by the 
representationss of patterns is generally referred to as topological self-organization. 

Thiss study develops a combination of the CALM module and the Kohonen 
map.. The CALM procedure provides a powerful mechanism for internally adjusting 
thee learning rate as a function of novelty. Following Murre (1992), we modified 
CALMM to stretch representations along the module according to the similarity gradient 
off  the inputs by introducing a gradient in the lateral inhibition within a module. The 
formationn of feature maps on the basis of explicitly simulated inhibitory dynamics 
betweenn nodes has previously been studied by Miikulainen (1991), but this model still 
neededd control of the 'activity bubble' radius by hand during learning and was also 
quitee sensitive to boundary conditions (see also Murre, 1992). 
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Thee new map adheres to the principles described by McClelland (1993). He 
did,, to our knowledge, not present a general learning procedure for his theoretical 
frameworkk (called GRAIN, standing for Graded Random Adaptive Interactive 
(nonlinear)) Network). Although both types of CALM modules have some additional 
mechanismss not specified by McClelland, both modules seem to qualify as learning 
proceduress within such a framework. Probably due to the difficulty of regulating the 
differentt maps and of handling bi-directional connections, to our knowledge, 
Kohonenn maps have not been applied to this kind of, interactive, multimodular, 
networks.. Because CALM Map is intended as a building block for such networks, we 
wil ll  focus here on the comparison of CALM Maps and CALM modules and consider 
thee Kohonen Maps as a useful heuristic for improving CALM. 

Competitivee modules 
Inn Kohonen's self-organizing feature map (Kohonen, 1982; 1988; 1995) nodes are 
arrangedd according to some type of 1, 2, or 3 dimensional neighborhood of 
connectivityy (e.g., a line, grid, or cube). Starting from a random pattern of weights, 
inputt patterns are compared to the weight vector associated with each node using an 
Euclideann distance measure, resulting in the selection of a best-matching or "winning" 
node.. Weights on links to nodes that are neighbors of the winning node are also 
modified.. As a result, similarity between input patterns will be mapped into proximity 
off  activated nodes. In this manner, representations will be forced in an order 
dependingg on the dimension with the largest range of variation in the whole data set. 
Smalll  variations tend to be ignored or play only a minor role in the ordering process, 
dependingg on the available representation space. 

Too obtain maximal stabilization in the Kohonen map during learning, usually 
twoo parameters are regulated according to a fixed schedule. First, the neighborhood 
sizee of activated nodes is reduced monotonously with repeated presentation of the set 
off  input patterns, and second, the learning parameter is decreased gradually. This 
regulationn requires prior knowledge about the presentation schedules according to 
whichh the neighborhood and the learning parameter have to be adjusted and may be 
hardd to reconcile with the unsupervised character of learning in self-organizing maps. 
Itt seems, therefore, desirable to implement processes capable of automatically self-
adjustingg global network parameters such as the size of the neighborhood and the 
learningg rate. CALM seems well suited for this purpose, because it already 
incorporatess a novelty dependent learning rate, which automatically decreases when 
competitionn in the module levels off (i.e., when patterns become more familiar and 
havee a better match with stored representations). If moreover, contrary to the 
Kohonenn map, competitive learning is implemented by a gradient of inhibitory 
connections,, the size of the winning (i.e., activated) neighborhood of nodes no longer 
needss to be specified externally, but will be dependent on the range of activations in 
thee module, which will be tuned more finely due to the increasing match between 
weightt pattern and input pattern. In this manner, both the winner-take-all behavior and 
thee 'activity bubble' arise from the incorporation of actual inhibitory connections. 

AA standard CALM (see Figure 25) is a competitive learning module, in which 
thee competition process is performed by intramodular interactions between excitatory 
RepresentationRepresentation nodes (R-nodes) and inhibitory Veto nodes (V-nodes). Nodes with 
excitatoryy and inhibitory effects have been explicitly separated in the module. Every 
R-nodee has an excitatory connection to a single (matched) V-node. The strongly 
inhibitoryy weights from V-nodes to all other (nonmatched) R-nodes have an equal 
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valuee and impose a strong veto effect on these R-nodes. Incoming signals arrive along 
modifiablee intermodular connections at the R-nodes. An Arousal node (A-node), 
receivingg connections from both R and V-nodes, weighs the amount of competition, 
whichh is then a measure of the novelty of the presented pattern. When an input pattern 
closelyy resembles the weight pattern to a particular R-node there will be littl e 
competitionn and the total amount of excitation from the R-nodes to the A-node will be 
suppressedd by the inhibition from the V-nodes. When many R-nodes have weight 
patternss that match the input pattern about equally well, there will be much 
competitionn and due to the inhibition between V-nodes, the A-node will receive more 
excitationn from R-nodes than inhibition from V-nodes. The A-node activates an 
ExternalExternal node (E-node), which spreads random activations among the R-nodes, and 
controlss the learning rate in the module. In the case of much competition, the E-node 
wil ll  be highly active and will generate relatively large random pulses to prevent 
potentiall  "deadlocks" in the competition. This is not necessary, of course, when there 
iss littl e competition, because a winning pair of R and V-nodes has already been 
selected. . 

Figuree 25. A CALM module with node types and connection names (in 
italics).. The three internal node types, V-nodes (Veto nodes), R-nodes 
(Representationn nodes), and A-node (Arousal node), as well as the E-
nodee (External node) are shown. An excitatory Up weight connects a 
R-nodee to its matched V-node. In a standard CALM module the 
inhibitoryy Cross weights from a V-node to nonmatched R-nodes are 
equal,, and the Down weight to the matched R-node is somewhat 
higher.. The A-node receives activations from both R and V-nodes via 
Loww and High connections, respectively. The AE weight connects the 
A-nodee to the E-node, which inputs random activations through the 
Strangee connections to the module. Note that only intermodular 
connectionss are modifiable. 

Thee equation governing the activation states (real values between 0 and 1) of 
alll  nodes in CALM is: 

aaii(t(t + l) = (l-k)al(t) + -^-[l-(l-k)a i(t)] w) 
ll  + ei 

iff  the input e, > 0, and 
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aaii(t(t + ï) = (\-k)ai(t) + -$-(l-k)ai(t) (2) 
l~el~ei i 

iff  the input e, < 0 where a is the match between inputs and the modifiable 
intermodularr weights determined by the inner product of both vectors, and k is a 
decayy parameter. 

Inn these equations three components may be distinguished. The first 
componentt (1 - k)cn(t), represents autonomous decay, and for e, > 0 the second part e, 
/ll  + et is (half of) a sigmoid function between zero and one. The third part of the rule 
[11 - (1 - k)a((t)] ensures that the increase in activation due to net excitatory input 
approachess the maximum activation asymptotically. Similarly, for a < 0, e, /ll  - e, 
squashess the negative excitation (inhibition) between minus one and zero. The (1 -
k)a,(f)k)a,(f) component then ensures an asymptotic approach to the minimum activation 
value.. It should be noted that in CALM, contrary to the Kohonen map, activations are 
nott determined by an Euclidean distance measure but by a shunting equation (e.g., 
Grossberg,, 1973; 1988), where the input term e, is determined by the more common 
weightedd summation rule. 

Thee adaptation of the intermodular weights (all other weights are fixed) is 
governedd by an extension of a learning rule published by Grossberg (1982). 

kwkwl]l] (t(t + X)=val (K(K - Wy (t))aj - Lw{j ( f )£ wlf (t)aj 
f*j f*j 

(3) ) 

wheree /*v)i s a parameter which controls the learning speed. The value of this 
parameterr depends on the activation of the E-node according to: 

}i(t)}i(t)  = d + w^aE(t) (4) 

wheree d is a constant with a small value determining base rate learning, w Ê 

iss a virtual weight from E to fi(t) (from the E-node to the learning parameter), and aE 

iss the activation of the E-node. The E-node also sends random activation pulses to all 
R-nodess in the module which are uniformly distributed over the interval [0,a£(?)] 
wheree aE(t) stands for the activation of the E-node at time t. Because all intermodular 
weightss start out at exactly the same value, the random activations are required to 
breakk the symmetry, but are also useful in later phases when there may be many 
nearly-matchingg nodes. A more extensive description of CALM can be found 
elsewheree (Murre, 1992; Murre etal., 1992; Phaf et al., 1994). 

CALMM incorporates two modes of learning: elaboration learning and 
activationn learning. The elaboration process is dependent upon the amount of 
competitionn among the R-V node pairs. If a pattern is not yet represented in the 
modulee it will generally elicit much competition, because many nodes are 
simultaneouslyy activated by the pattern. This gives rise to a high arousal level at the 
A-nodee and the E-node, yielding an increased learning rate, and relatively large 
randomm pulses facilitating the resolution of competition. A well-established pattern 
activatess its corresponding node without much competition and only strengthens its 
representationn through activation learning, which is characterized by a relatively low 
learningg rate. Learning in CALM, thus, has the effect of reducing the competition 
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withh repeated presentation of the pattern set, whereby elaboration learning is 
graduallyy replaced by activation learning. 

Thee implementation of this attentional modulation of learning was motivated 
byy a psychological theory of memory and learning (Mandler, 1980; see also Murre et 
al.,, 1992; Phaf et al., 1994), which was first used to explain results from recognition 
experimentss and which was later applied to dissociations between implicit (e.g., 
thresholdd identification, word stem completion) and explicit (e.g., free recall, 
recognition)) memory performance (see also Bower, 1996; Graf & Mandler, 1984). An 
examplee of such a dissociation is that implicit memory performance is generally 
preservedd in severely anterograde amnesic patients, whereas explicit memory 
performancee is often completely absent. A similar dissociation can sometimes be 
observedd in normal subjects when the to-be-remembered material is presented outside 
off  attention (e.g., in a divided attention task). This dissociation can be accounted for 
byy assuming that elaboration learning has been impaired in these patients (and is 
dependentt on attention in normal subjects), but that activation learning still serves to 
consolidatee existing representations. A simulation of this dissociation has been 
performedd in a multimodular CALM network (Phaf et al., 1994) by disabling 
elaborationn learning (lesioning the connection to the External node). After this lesion, 
thee network lost its ability to form new representations (in the short time available 
duringg single trial presentation), but still revealed consolidation of existing 
representations. . 

Thoughh such an account of the functioning of the hippocampus is probably too 
simplistic,, there is some neurophysiological evidence to support dual learning 
processess of which one (elaboration learning) is dependent upon the hippocampus (the 
Externall  node in our model). On the one hand cells have been found in the 
hippocampuss that selectively respond to novelty and on the other hand the dentate 
gyruss (the lowest level) of the hippocampus seems to be involved in oscillatory 
activityy which may be gated by subsequent layers (CA3 and CA1) and relayed to 
manyy areas of neocortex. The hippocampus also seems to be damaged in anterograde 
amnesicc patients. The fact that in these patients the formation of new memories is 
affectedd more than the preservation of old memories further suggests that the 
hippocampuss is not itself the actual storage system but plays a role in the binding 
processess that lead to storage at other locations in the cortex. We do not want to 
presentt the psychological and neurophysiological backgrounds of dual learning 
processess in great detail here, but we want to argue that novelty-dependent learning 
(seee also Tulving & Kroll, 1995) is not merely a convenient method for adjusting 
parameterss in topological maps, but also has some relevance on the macroscopic 
(behavioral)) and microscopic (neural) levels. 

CALMM  Map 

Ann early approach to implement a neighborhood of activated nodes in CALM, 
CALSOMM (Murre, 1992), had a linearly decreasing gradient of inhibition from the 
winningg node. Murre did, however, not obtain maximal separation of representations. 
Inn his simulations (with single module networks) adjacent input patterns were 
sometimess represented on the same node and boundary nodes tended not to be 
occupiedd by particular patterns. A further problem concerned the fact that, though a 
topologicall  ordering was achieved, subgroups were sometimes inverted (i.e., 'twists'). 
CALMM Maps differ from CALSOM due to the incorporation of a Gaussian, instead of 
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aa linear inhibition gradient (or a 'Mexican hat' gradient, as was the case with 
Miikulainen,, 1991) as a solution to boundary problems. 

Inn the approach presented here a convex inhibition gradient (i.e., part of a 
Gaussiann function) is applied, for which it hass been proven in terms of Kohonen Maps 
that,, when the "full width at half height" of the Gaussian equals the number of 
neurons,, convergence is optimal (Erwin, Obermayer, & Schuiten, 1992). Only one-
dimensionall  topologies will be considered here (e.g., a line or a ring). Though there 
aree ways of circumventing boundary problems in a line topology (i.e., by reducing the 
nett inhibition to the boundary nodes), we have chosen to avoid the problem by 
eliminatingg boundaries altogether (i.e., in a ring topology in which the first node is a 
neighborr of the last node in a module). 
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1.0 0 
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0.5 5 

0.25 5 
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1.0 0 

0.00011 ** * 
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**  In the conditioning simulations this parameter was set to 0.1. 

***  In the conditioning and implicit memory simulations this parameter was set to 2.0. 

** **  In the conditioning simulations this parameter was set to 0.005. 

Tablee 1. Fixed weight values and parameters in CALM Map (see also 
Murreetal.,, 1992). 

Thee parameter values (mostly fixed intramodular weight values) were 
generallyy the same as in the standard CALM module (Murre et al., 1992 see also 
Tablee 1). Simulations have shown that these parameters can be varied over large 
rangess to preserve global behavior of CALM Maps and modules. Though this set was 
chosenn after some preliminary simulations, it cannot be excluded that better values 
cann be obtained. The parameter values have to obey some global rules. To enable a 
transitionn from elaboration to activation learning, for instance, the inhibitory weights 
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fromm the V-nodes to the A-node have to be larger in absolute value than the excitatory 
weightss from the R-nodes to the A-node. Because there is generally more than one 
nodee active in the activity bubble, the weights to the A-node in the CALM Map had to 
bee adjusted to the new proportions of excitation and inhibition. Relative to the CALM 
modules,, the activations of A- and E-nodes were reduced in the CALM Maps, so that 
theree would be enough noise to break symmetry but ordered representations would 
nott be disturbed. To allow for a smooth distribution of representations, furthermore, 
thee learning rate was reduced. Finally, two old (inhibitory) parameters were replaced 
byy two new parameters for the inhibition gradient, which had the following form: 

==  Ae 
U-JY U-JY 

B B (5) ) 

wheree hy denotes the inhibitory weight from the y'-th V-node to the i'-th R-
node,, A > 0, B > 0, and o determines the width (standard deviation) of the inhibition 
gradient.. Note that B > A, so that all h,s values are negative with maximum value A-B 
(thee inhibition to the matched R-node in CALM) and the minimal values approach B 
(thee cross-weight in CALM). The value of a may be kept dependent on module size, 
n,, according to the following empirical formula: 

(6) ) 

Thee values of a are rounded to the nearest half. Smaller values than those 
prescribedd by this formula tend to induce frequent twists. The parameters of the 
Gaussian,, furthermore, do not change during presentation of a pattern set, nor does 
anyy other parameter. 
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Figuree 26. Trace of categorization of pattern set (pl...p9) in CALM 
Mapp of size 11. 

Too illustrate the ordering process in the CALM Map, nine patterns (the same 
sett was used by Murre, 1992), were presented 100 times for 25 iterations each to a 
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modulee of size 11 (ring topology) from a number of clamped input nodes. Patterns 
weree presented in random order. Between presentations all activations, but not the 
connectionn weights, were initialized (to zero). In Figure 26 the pattern set and the 
categorizationn results are shown. After about 30 presentations the patterns are 
properlyy ordered on a one-dimensional scale. Due to the absence of twists and multi-
committedd nodes, the results seem somewhat better than in a similar simulation by 
Murree (1992). 

Itt may be interesting to consider the ordering process in CALM Maps. For the 
firstt presentations, the representations generally lie around an initially selected central 
node.. Because the activity bubble at the start extends over the full ring for every 
pattern,, learning a specific pattern on a node has the effect of attracting all input 
patternss around this node. The activity bubble subsequently narrows due to further 
learningg of this pattern. The competitive learning rule decreases the connection 
weightss from non-overlapping patterns (with inactive connections) to nodes within the 
activityy bubble. Patterns that are disjunct with the pattern causing the bubble, 
therefore,, tend to be represented outside the activity bubble. Because the weights to 
nodess farthest away from the (shrinking) bubble are reduced the least, these nodes 
wil ll  represent patterns that have the least overlap with the pattern responsible for the 
activityy bubble. The competitive learning mechanism, in combination with the 
activationn gradient, leads to the 'stretching' property of CALM Maps (i.e., dissimilar 
patternss will be represented as far apart as possible). The distance of such 
representationss of course depends on the size of the module and the presence of other 
inputt patterns that are even more dissimilar. This causes the patterns to organize 
accordingg to their degree of similarity. 

Thee random activations ensure the selection of a 'central' node and help to 
breakk symmetry when many patterns are represented close together, which is for 
instancee the case when initially all representations are around the central node. In fact, 
becausee differences in activations are smallest between neighboring nodes, the 
randomm activations will favor the separation of representations. In the beginning, the 
randomm activations will help the spreading out of representations, but later on they 
mayy disturb the ordering. The amplitude of the random activations, however, depends 
onn the E-node activation, which in turn depends on the size of the activity bubble. The 
internall  regulation of the activity bubble thus also reduces the random activations 
whenn they are no longer useful for the organization process. Eventually, the 
representationss will settle in an organized state with minimal competition and low E-
nodee activation, so that ordering is not disrupted by the random activations. 

Inn the Kohonen map only the initial weights are chosen at random and there is 
noo further (state-dependent) random process at work during processing. Consequently, 
thee representations start out at random positions without apparent ordering and then 
formm small clusters from which representations are gradually reordered according to 
theirr mutual relationships. It may be noted that the start from a core representation in 
CALMM Maps (and CALSOM), as compared to many random representations may 
leadd to a considerable shortening in separation times relative to the Kohonen map. In a 
comparisonn of CALSOM and Kohonen maps in the classification of wave 
spectrogramm data from the ESA GEOS satellite mission the former indeed appeared to 
arrivee at a slightly better categorization in an appreciably shorter time than the latter. 
Thee reordering of an initial random order is thus omitted in CALM Maps (and 
CALSOM),, which may be an advantage for practical applications of topological self-
organization. . 
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AA Connectionist Model for  Affective 

Primin g g 

Thee dual route model of LeDoux, presented in the previous chapter, may not only 
functionn as a model for fear conditioning, but also as a more general view on the 
relationshipp between conscious and nonconscious emotion processes. A dissociation 
betweenn these two processes, similar to that found in conditioning experiments, has 
beenn found in the human affective priming research (e.g., Murphy & Zajonc, 1993). 
Inn these experiments a sub-optimal prime influenced (i.e., primed) the affective 
evaluationn of a subsequent stimulus, whereas the optimal presentation showed no 
influence,, and even seemed to show a slight (marginally significant) reversal of the 
effect.. Murphy and Zajonc (1993) hypothesized that the effects in the sub-optimal 
conditionn were due to a diffuse and nonspecific influence outside of awareness when 
theree is insufficient activation of higher cognitive centers. In the optimal condition, 
however,, higher cognitive processes corrected for the influence of the irrelevant 
prime. . 

Thee architecture of the present connectionist model based on the connectionist 
modell  presented in the previous Chapter and on an analysis of the representational 
requirementss of the affective priming task. For the sake of simplicity, elements that 
weree not essential for affective priming, such as learning (i.e., dynamical weight 
modification),, were dropped from the model in the initial simulations. All connections 
inn the model were first set by hand, not by way of parameter fitting, but on the basis 
off  a global analysis. The ensuing model, which was more simple than the fear-
conditioningg model (e.g., had fewer nodes), revealed differential effects of processing 
inn the direct and indirect routes similar to experimental results. No claim is made that 
thee model even approaches the simulation of consciousness. The differential effects of 
consciouss and nonconscious processing can, however, be obtained even in this 
relativelyy simple version of the dual-route model. 

Followingg Jacobs and Nadel (1985), LeDoux (1996) has claimed that stress 
cann bring back responses that were extinguished through the action of the indirect 
route,, but were still preserved in the direct route. Jacobs and Nadel (1985) emphasized 
thee suppression of hippocampal activity, which is presumably responsible for the 
processingg of the context of an event. In humans, a similar phenomenon may be 
observedd when anxiety disorders treated with behavior (extinction) therapy return in 
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stressfull  situations (Bouton & Swartzentruber, 1991). The affective priming paradigm 
alsoo provides situations in which the indirect route counteracts processing in the direct 
route.. Shifts in the balance between the functioning of the two pathways are also 
investigatedd in the present modeling effort. 

Thee general principle underlying LeDoux' model for affective processing (i.e., 
fastt but global effects through a short pathway and slower but more detailed 
processingg through a long pathway) can also be used as an explanation for the type of 
affectivee priming results found by Murphy and Zajonc (1993). In these experiments 
photographss of angry and happy faces, as well as affectively neutral control stimuli 
servedd as primes, and Chinese characters (or ideographs), which were unfamiliar to 
thee participants, served as targets that had to be evaluated. A sub-optimally presented 
(non-conscious,, or at least less conscious than in optimal conditions) prime 
congruentlyy influenced (i.e., primed) the affective evaluation of a subsequent 
stimulus,, whereas optimal (fully conscious) presentation showed no influence, and in 
Experimentt 1 (Murphy & Zajonc, 1993) even seemed to result in a slight (marginally 
significant)) incongruent priming effect. Murphy and Zajonc (1993) hypothesized that 
thee effects in the sub-optimal condition were due to a diffuse and nonspecific 
influencee outside of awareness due to insufficient activation of higher centers. In the 
optimall  condition, however, higher 'cognitive' processes (e.g., incorporating a context, 
inn which an affective response to an emotional face is not relevant) corrected for the 
influencee of the prime. They also cited the LeDoux dual-route model in support of 
affective-cognitivee independence and primacy of affective processing. Clore and 
Ortonyy (2000), in contrast, concluded on the basis of their analysis of the role of 
cognitionn in emotion that LeDoux' research is essentially irrelevant to the findings of 
Murphyy and Zajonc. In their view, suboptimal affective priming reflects incomplete 
(semanticc but not episodic) parsing of the prime in the sequence of processes possibly 
leadingg up to a full emotion, whereas processing in the direct route represents rapid 
responsee preparation. The response generated in the direct route, moreover, would 
onlyy be a degenerate, or at the very least nonrepresentative, instance of an emotion. 

AA connectionist implementation of the dual-route model simulating the 
affectivee priming results would show that these results are, at least, compatible with 
thee model. In many cases the relation between conceptual models and experimental 
resultss remains vague and open to alternative interpretations. An implementation of 
thee conceptual model in a computational model forces one to specify many other 
aspectss of the model which are sometimes only of secondary relevance to the 
processess studied. This may lead to a further development of hypotheses and 
predictionss that may be tested experimentally. It has, for instance, not always been 
easyy to replicate the Murphy and Zajonc results (e.g., see Rotteveel, de Groot, 
Geutskens,, & Phaf, 2001) and the modeling work may specify exact conditions when 
itt can be replicated. If we, moreover, succeed in simulating these results in a relatively 
simplee model, this forms a further argument against the claim (cf. Clore & Ortony, 
2000)) that fear conditioning and affective priming involve different parts of the 
nervouss system. If evolution has provided for a fear-conditioning circuit of which we 
havee shown that it can also perform affective priming, then it would be very 
unparsimoniouss to add a new circuit for a similar affective task. The ability to perform 
bothh types of tasks, moreover, seems to have evolved from the same selection 
pressures.. The fast detection of threat, or the absence of threat, allows the organism to 
preparee itself in such a manner that with fuller processing it needs less time to act 
appropriately.. A fear preparation to a happy stimulus, for instance, could lead to the 
organismm missing out on advantageous situations, such as additional food or social 
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support.. These common origins and the common mechanisms, which we want to 
showw in the present study, make it unlikely that fear conditioning and affective 
primingg are subserved by different neural circuits. 

AA network model was constructed that had a similar architecture as the fear-
conditioningg models of Armony et al. (1995) and of den Duik et al.(1999). Both 
modelss had a modular design with within-module inhibition and between-module 
excitation.. A direct labeling of the modules with neuro-anatomical regions, as in the 
fear-conditioningg models was avoided in the present model. Because this work is less 
neurobiologicallyy motivated than the fear-conditioning work we cannot be completely 
suree which parts of the cortex are, for instance, involved in the indirect route. Also the 
visuall  nature of the stimuli, as opposed to the auditory nature in the conditioning 
experiments,, may implicate other regions in affective priming than in fear 
conditioning.. We would, however, preserve the general distinction between a 
subcorticall  direct pathway and a, partly cortical, indirect pathway. The 
correspondencee between the simulation results of the two fear-conditioning models, 
furthermore,, demonstrates that implementational details such as activation rules and 
learningg rules do not matter much. We choose to continue with the rules and 
parameterss of the model by den Dulk et al. (1999; see also Murre et al., 1992) In the 
firstt simulation we demonstrate how the Murphy and Zajonc (1993) effect could come 
aboutt within a dual-route model. In Simulations 2 and 3 we show conditions which 
couldd interfere with this effect. In the final simulation we show that the specific 
weightt settings in the indirect pathway needed for the correction effect could come 
aboutt through learning. 

Thee model 
Thee paradigm with which the model was built was a competitive learning paradigm, 
whichh used the activation rule from the CALM paradigm (Murre et al., 1992). An 
advantagee of this paradigm is the gradual change of the activation over the iterations. 
Withh a stationary input the activation of the nodes keeps changing over a number of 
iterationss until it reaches a constant level of activation, when net input to the node and 
decayy of activation are in balance. The gradual chance of activation allows us to 
representt convergence time as a measure of response latency. 

Thee underlying theoretical assumption of the model is that sub-optimal stimuli 
onlyy influence affect through the direct route, whereas, the optimal stimuli are also 
processedd along the indirect route. The model is schematically depicted Figure 27. 
Thee rough outline of LeDoux' (1996) model, on which this model is based, can be 
recognized.. From Input there is a direct connection to the Affect-Module, which 
correspondss to the direct route to the Amygdala in LeDoux' (1996) model. 
Enhancementss and corrections of this direct affect are possible through the Indirect-
Module,, corresponding to LeDoux' indirect cortical route. We do not claim the 
processess underlying the Murphy and Zajonc (1993) effect corresponds exactly to the 
processess in LeDoux' (1996) experiments, but do not exclude it either. The main 
motivationn for choosing LeDoux' architecture as a basis is that it can be applied to this 
neww data set without too many changes. Also, we see it as an advantage that LeDoux' 
(1996)) research has shown that such an architecture plays a role in at least some 
aspectss of cognition, so maybe also in others, like affective priming. 
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Figuree 27. Global structure of the model. 

AA more detailed representation of the model is given in Figure 28. Stimuli are 
fedd to the network through the pattern modules. These have no theoretical 
significance,, but only function as a way to present patterns to the network. The Input-
Groupp consists of two sub-modules which correspond to the two types of input 
presentedd in the experiment of Murphy and Zajonc (1993), i.e., Chinese characters 
andd faces expressing emotions. In the model we represented only positive and 
negativee faces for simplicity. There were also two representations for Chinese 
characterss of which one had a slightly positive and the other a slightly negative 
affectivee value, representing an a-priori preference for some of the Chinese characters. 
Inn the actual experiment the characters were considered neutral, but in practice it is 
probablyy impossible to select perfectly neutral characters, therefore, it was considered 
betterr to average die results over slightly positive and negative characters. A further 
typee of information presented to the network is the instruction to evaluate either the 
facess or the characters. The instruction is implemented as the pre-activation of a set of 
nodess which have representations that are compatible with the instruction. The 
Instruction-Modulee has two nodes, which stand for the indirect instruction to 
affectivelyy evaluate the Chinese character, or the direct instruction to evaluate the 
faces.. The Affect-Module, finally, consisted of two nodes, one node representing the 
positivee affect, the other the negative. 

Inn the modules of the indirect pathway every face and character input project 
towardss two nodes. One node representing the high activation of the concept, which 
wee call the congruent node, and one node representing low activation of the concept, 
whichh we call the incongruent node. By explicitly representing absence of a concept 
throughh activation of an incongruent node we can have active inhibition of other 
nodess that correspond to activation of the concept. The congruent face representations 
havee positive weights to the nodes in the Affect-Module which represent the 
correspondingg affect, and the incongruent nodes have positive weights to the opposite 
affectt nodes, (represented by the dotted lines in Figure 28). The function of the 
incongruentt face nodes is to correct for activations from the direct route whenever 
theyy are irrelevant. The congruent character nodes, however, have positive 
connectionss directly to the corresponding output nodes. The incongruent character 
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nodess have no positive connections to other modules, because there is no direct affect, 
whichh needs to be corrected. Their function to inhibit the congruent character nodes 
throughh lateral inhibition in case they are irrelevant. 

OutputOutput Group 
Output-Module e IndirectIndirect Group 

AffectAffect Group 
Affect-Module e 

InputInput  Group InstructionInstruction Group 

Instructionn Input 

Instructionn Partem 

Figuree 28. Boxes represent modules (i.e., groups of nodes). Arrows 
betweenn circles indicate connections between nodes. Arrows between 
boxess indicate one-to-one connections between the nodes in the 
modules.. The dotted arrows between modules indicates a crossed 
connectionn scheme (i.e., from node 1 to node 2 and from node 2 to 
nodee 1). All modules have inhibitory connections between the nodes 
withinn a module, these connections are -5.0 for all modules, except for 
thee Affect- and Output-Modules, which have inhibitory connections of 
-0.1. . 

Whetherr the network treats an input stimulus as relevant or not depends on the 
instructions,, and the instruction input serves to bias the activations in the Indirect-
Modulee either in the congruent or the incongruent direction. When, for instance, the 
instructionn is to judge the characters, activation from the Instruction-Module goes to 
thee congruent character nodes and to the incongruent face nodes. The congruent nodes 
bothh receive activation from the input modules, but because of the strong lateral 
inhibitionn within a module, only one of them can win the competition. The small 
instructionn activation provides sufficient bias to resolve the competition. To prevent 
deadlockss between two competing nodes a small noise activation was added to the 
incomingg activation during each iteration to each node in the network. The noise was 
randomlyy chosen from a flat distribution between -0.0001 and 0.0001. 

Thee idea of presenting stimuli suboptimally is that the very short presentation 
wil ll  be too short to reach higher cognitive systems and will only be processed by 
somee lower level systems. This seems intuitively true from our own subjective 
experience,, because it is obviously hard to detect very briefly presented stimuli, 
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whereass they may still influence our behavior in experiments (e.g., Greenwald, 
Draine,, & Abrams, 1996). From a modeling perspective such a mechanism is not 
immediatelyy obvious. In most neural network models a brief presentation will still 
leadd to output activation. This output will not be weaker, it will just be brief. More 
layerss of processing could cause the activation to take more time before it reaches the 
outputt layer, but it would still reach the output layer. In the competitive modules we 
usedd in these simulations, however, it takes time to resolve the competition between 
twoo equally activated nodes. 'Sharper' contrasts are, moreover, required to solve such 
competition.. With short and weak presentations, activations may already have 
decayedd before competition can be solved. We hypothesize that the higher cognitive 
centerss make finer distinctions between representations, and have, therefore, more 
competitionn among nodes. When a stimulus is presented, it will activate multiple 
nodess in the higher cognitive centers, which represent similar, yet more subtly 
differentt stimuli. In this specific model there is mainly such competition between the 
congruentt en incongruent nodes, but many other competing representations could be 
imagined.. When the model is presented with a stimulus for a sufficiently short period 
thiss will cause competition between nodes with similar representations that will not be 
resolvedd before the presentation ends. Therefore, corrective effects through the 
indirectt pathway are less likely when presentation is short. 

Connections s 
Alll  of the model weights in the network were initially set by hand. In tuning the 
modell  a number of choices had to be made. We will explain here how these choices 
camee about, and which aspects were considered. The first choice was to set all 
excitatoryy weights to the arbitrary value of 0.5. For the inhibitory connections, 
connectionss were required which were strong enough to prevent transmission of 
activationn before the resolution of competition. Inhibitory weights of -5 proved 
sufficientt for this. Additional tuning was necessary to allow the indirect route to 
correctt for activation coming from the direct route. First, the inhibiting connections in 
thee Affect- and Output-Module had to made weaker, because otherwise the inhibition 
off  the node that was first activated would completely prevent subsequent activation of 
thee other node. The inhibitory weights in the Affect-Module were, thus, set to the 
muchh lower value of -0.1. Second, the weights from the incongruent nodes to the 
Affect-Modulee were very sensitive; too low values were not sufficient for correction, 
tooo high values caused an extreme reversal of the effect, they were set at 0.25. 
Becausee the Chinese characters were assumed to also have some small intrinsic 
affectivee value a positive and negative Chinese character were distinguished. In the 
networkk this difference was expressed by positive connections from the character-
nodess to either the positive or negative output node. These weights were set to the 
defaultt value of 0.5. 

Theree were further weights from the Instruction-Module to the Indirect-Group. 
Thee instruction input determined whether the congruent or incongruent node would 
winn the competition. When the instruction was to name the faces, the face congruent 
andd the character incongruent node should win. With the instruction to name the 
characterr this should be reversed. A small connection strength was assigned to it 
(0.001).. A similar small value was given to the feedback connection from Affect-
Modulee to Face-Indirect-Module (0.0001). The function of these connections was to 
makee sure that the congruent node would win in case no instruction was given at all. 
Withoutt these connections there would be an about equal chance of obtaining 
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congruentt or incongruent affective reactions to faces, which is now slightly biased 
towardss congruent reactions due to the weak connections. In the experiment however 
theree were no situations where there was no instruction so in the simulations of the 
experimentss this weight did not contribute to the results. 

Simulationn 1: The Murphy and Zajonc (1993) effect 

Fourr conditions of Experiment 1 of Murphy and Zajonc (1993) were simulated: 
positivee and negative sub-optimal primes and positive and negative optimal primes. In 
aa single trial first the prime was presented by clamping one of the Face-Input-Module 
nodess at 1.0. This presentation lasted 5 iterations in the sub-optimal condition and 20 
iterationss in the optimal condition. The presentation time of 5 iterations for the sub-
optimall  conditions was chosen so that it could activate the Affect-Module through the 
directt connections, but did not lead to resolution of competition in the relevant sub-
moduless of the Indirect-Module. Immediately after the prime, the target was presented 
byy clamping one of the character-input-nodes to 1.0 for 20 iterations. The activation 
off  the output node was recorded after the presentation of the target. The instruction to 
evaluatee the character was activated during the whole trial. 

Thee evaluation was determined by taking the difference in activation of the 
twoo output nodes (positive output activation minus negative output activation). The 
activationn of the nodes could vary between 0.0 and 1.0, so the affective evaluation 
couldd vary between -1.0 and 1.0. Because Chinese characters also had some intrinsic 
affectivee value, in every condition both positive and negative characters were 
presented.. For all four conditions output was averaged over 11 presentations of a 
slightlyy positive character and 11 presentations of a slightly negative character. 

AA regression fit (the slope was 14.6 and the intercept 3.1) was performed 
betweenn the activations of this simulation and the ratings from Experiment 1 of 
Murphyy and Zajonc (1993). This has no theoretical significance but facilitates 
comparisonn between simulation and experiment. All other simulation results in the 
paperr were transformed according to the same regression fit. 
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Figuree 29. Ratings of the Chinese ideographs in the four priming 
conditionss obtained from the network in Simulation 1 after a linear 
transformationn of the activation. 
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Results Results 

Thee judgements of the model are shown in Figure 29. A T-test showed a significant 
congruentt difference in the sub-optimal condition (t(10) = -94.6, p < 0.0001). The 
incongruentt difference in the sub-optimal condition was also significant (t(10) = 46.1, 
pp < 0.0001). Overall, the simulations produce results very similar to the results of the 
experiments,, demonstrating that the dual-route architecture is, in principle suitable for 
explaningg the Murphy and Zajonc results. This is, of course, no more than an 
existencee proof. It remains possible that these results can also be obtained with other 
typess of architectures. 

Simulationn 2: Instruction to judge the prime 

Publishedd experimental results usually concern striking effects, which deviate from 
thee expected. Model development in psychology is often driven by such remarkable 
resultss because they receive much attention in the literature. Only when some implicit 
null-modell  seems contradicted, it is deemed necessary to construct some explicit (i.e., 
computational)) model to account the deviating findings. It is important, however, not 
onlyy to design models that capture special aspects of behavior, but also address the 
moree common aspects of expected behavior. In the following simulation we instructed 
thee network to evaluate the prime and ignore the target. Such direct instructions have, 
forr instance, been applied in an experiment by Geutskens en Rotteveel (1996). This 
simulationn was equal to the first, but now the name-face-node of the Instruction-
Modulee was clamped to 1.0, instead of the name-character-node. The results of this 
experimentt are not entirely trivial because we ask the participant to judge a stimulus 
whichh is not consciously perceived. If there is nevertheless an influence of these sub-
optimall  primes in the indirect instructions, why should we not also expect an effect 
withh direct instructions? If also congruent priming is found with sub-optimal 
presentationn and direct instructions, this means that the prime may not be perceived 
consciouslyy but that it is available for evaluations when a conscious reference is made 
too it. 

Results Results 

Thee affective evaluations, after the same regression fit as in Simulations 1, are shown 
inn Figure 30. As expected the judgements are congruent in both the optimal and sub-
optimall  conditions. The congruent priming effect is, moreover, stronger in optimal 
thann in sub-optimal presentation conditions and also much larger than with indirect 
instructions.. Direct and indirect pathway work in the same direction with this 
instruction.. Any contamination of indirect processing in sub-optimal conditions 
strengthenss the congruent priming effect instead of weakening it. Without indirect 
pathwayy the congruent priming effect in the sub-optimal presentation should have the 
samee size with direct and indirect instructions. This simulation, thus, also shows that, 
inn the model at least, all indirect processing cannot be exhaustively excluded by sub-
optimall  presentation, which is a longstanding issue of consciousness research (see 
Merikle,, 1992). Both the model and the experimental research, however, show 
qualitativee differences in processing between optimal and sub-optimal processing, 
whichh cannot be exclusively identified with conscious and nonconscious processing 
butt probably represent different mixtures of it. A further implication of these 
simulationss is that, if the participants, or only some of them, accidentally follow a 
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directt instruction instead of an indirect instruction, this would strongly reduce the 
effect.. This could be a problem in replications of the Murphy and Zajonc (1993) effect 
(e.g.,, see Rotteveel et al., 2001) 
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Figuree 30. Direct evaluations of the prime in Simulation 2 after optimal 
andd sub-optimal presentation. 

Simulationn 3: Effects of arousal in the model 

Itt is likely that participants respond differently in the stressing context of an 
experimentt from how they would in a more relaxed situation. Experimental stress may 
bee particularly relevant when affective processing is investigated. How would such a 
statee of arousal affect the outcome of an experiment? The famous Easterbrook (1959) 
hypothesis,, for instance, argues that attention is narrowed only to the most relevant 
featuress of the environment under stressful conditions. If the prime is relevant, 
primingg would be stronger due to experimental stress, but if it is not relevant priming 
mayy be diluted. In optimal conditions the incongruent effect may also reverse to a 
congruentt effect due to the attentional narrowing. Experimental stress may, thus, be 
anotherr factor which reduces the chances of finding the Murphy and Zajonc results. In 
thiss simulation we investigated what this model would predict if there was arousal in 
thee participants. Our method to simulate arousal is based on the idea that increased 
arousall  leads to the release of neuromodulators, which cause a higher level of lateral 
inhibitionn (see Izquerdo & Medina, 1997; Mintz, Gotow, Triller, & Korn, 1998, for 
chemicall  data) (see Keeler et al., 1989; Phaf et al., 2001; Rumelhart, 1997, for a 
connectionistt perspective). In fact, raising lateral inhibition in an array of nodes also 
hass the effect of enhancing contrast (Cornsweet, 1970) which leads to higher 
activationn of 'central' features and lower activation of peripheral features, which may 
correspondd to some form of the Easterbrook hypothesis (Easterbrook, 1959). The 
inhibitionn level of the Affect-Module was raised by a factor 10 in the first simulation 
(Simulationn 3.1), and 100 and 1000 in Simulations 3.2 and 3.3. In this simulation we 
usedd the normal indirect instruction again, i.e., the name-character node was clamped. 
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Results Results 

Theree was a congruent priming effect in both optimal and sub-optimal condition for 
alll  three inhibition levels (see Figure 31). The direct effect in the suboptimal 
conditionss was littl e affected by the increase in inhibition. The indirect effect that 
previouslyy led to a reversal in the optimal conditions, was no longer able to override 
thee direct effect. The (congruent) effect in the optimal priming conditions was now 
alsoo determined primarily by direct processing. Though the claim that the action of 
thee indirect pathway is disturbed by stress seems well supported experimentally 
(LeDoux,, 1996), to our knowledge, this is the first model that simulates such a 
phenomenon.. The account in terms of variable within-module inhibition is, of course, 
ratherr simple and readily leads to the expected behavior, but it still cannot be excluded 
thatt some other mechanism in the nervous system is actually responsible. 
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Figuree 31. 
a)) Evaluation of the Chinese Ideographs with optimal priming in 
Simulationn 3 as a function of inhibition in the Affect-Module. The first 
data-pointss (with inhibition -0.1) are from Simulation 1. 
b)) Evaluation of the Chinese Ideographs with suboptimal priming in 
Simulationn 3 as a function of inhibition in the Affect-Module. The first 
data-pointss (with inhibition -0.1) are from Simulation 1. 

Thesee results could also give some further indication why the Murphy and 
Zajoncc (1993) results are sometimes difficult to replicate. Only when all participants 
followw the indirect instructions and are relatively relaxed may the larger sub-optimal 
thann optimal priming effect of Murphy and Zajonc (1993) be found. 

Simulationn 4: Learning the indirect correction 

Itt is likely that, as (Darwin, 1965) thought, there is also a genetic basis, not only for 
thee production, but also for the recognition of facial expressions. In a study of 
Serrano,, Iglesias and Loeches (1992) it has been show that even very young children 
respondd differently to angry and happy faces. Such a genetic basis, of course, does not 
excludee further specification and modulation of face recognition by later learning. 

Inn terms of the dual route architecture the evolutionarily prepared reaction 
would,, of course, be coded in the direct pathway and for the modifications (i.e., both 
correctionn and enhancement) through learning the indirect pathway should be 
primarilyy responsible. Because the optimal correction effect in the Murphy and 
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Zajoncc results was previously attributed to the indirect pathway, it would be expected 
thatt this effect also comes about through learning. 

Thee theoretical idea behind this model assumes that processing in the 
evolutionarilyy older direct route is primarily based on genetic factors, whereas 
processingg in the evolutionarily newer indirect route seems primarily environmentally 
determined.. Through the direct route it could, thus, be learned that in some contexts 
angryy faces have a different meaning from our natural, direct, interpretation. When 
theyy are presented on a computer screen or television, for instance, they do not have 
thee same significance as when encountered in real life. Of course, the direct route is 
nott completely fixed; the experiments of LeDoux showed that it is capable of learning 
neww associations. It is also known, however, that some stimuli can be more easily 
conditionedd than others (Öhman, 1994). Context dependent conditioning, furthermore, 
wheree the predictive value of the stimulus depends on the context, also requires an 
indirectt pathway in order to be learned. The hippocampus, which is one of the 
'modules'' forming part of the indirect pathway is the primary structure known to be 
involvedd in this (LeDoux, 1996). 

Inn this simulation we will attempt to demonstrate that the weights in the 
networkk can be adjusted through a learning process so that it can correct the direct 
congruentt priming effect. First, there will be a learning phase, and subsequently the 
learnedd network will be tested on the affective priming experiment, identical to 
Simulationn 1. The weights from the Indirect-Module to the Affect-Module were 
adjustedd through a learning algorithm, but all other weights remained fixed. The 
learningg rule from the CALM module was applied in the simulations, which is a 
competitivee learning procedure, developed by Murre et al. (1992). 

Awtf(ff  + l) = jufl1. (K-w(K-wt]t] (t))(t))ajaj -Lwt j(t)^wl f (t)aj 
f*J f*J 

(1.1) (1.1) 

Wheree Awt] (t +1) is the weight change of the weight from node j to i. The 

activationn is represented by a. The size of the weight change controlled by parameter 
p.p. K and L are constants set to 1.0. The term ^wif(t) is the summed activation 

f*j f*j 

comingg from the other learning weights to node i. This term is to normalize the 
weights.. The learning weights were all initialized to 0.0, so that before learning the 
networkk responds congruently to faces in both conditions. The learning parameter was 
sett to 0.005. 

Inn the learning phase we presented four different input patterns. The two types 
off  input crossed with the two types of instruction input. The instruction input should 
inn this experiment be interpreted as a more general context, indicating whether the 
facee inputs are relevant or not. Supervised learning is achieved by clamping one of the 
affectt nodes in the Affect-Module. In the relevant instruction condition the congruent 
affectt node is clamped, and in the irrelevant instruction condition the incongruent 
affectt node is clamped. Thus, in the irrelevant conditions the associative learning 
mechanismm will cause the weight from the incongruent nodes to the opposite affect 
nodess to become stronger. Four thousand patterns were presented for 4 iterations. In 
eachh presentation one of the four patterns was chosen randomly. 
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Results Results 

Figuree 32 shows the weights between the Indirect- and Affect-Module. The weights 
roughlyy reach the same configuration as the hand-designed network. Weights which 
weree not present in the hand-designed network also stay close to zero after learning in 
thiss simulation. The most crucial weights, responsible for the correction effect, reach a 
valuee close to 0.25. Overall, the results of the affective priming simulation as shown 
inn Figure 33, have a very similar pattern as in Simulation 1. Again this simulation 
doess not show that the correction effect in humans is caused by learning, but it 
strengthenss the idea that it is. Though little is known of affective priming in children, 
itt suggests that congruent priming should be found in all ages, but that an incongruent 
primingg effect may only develop at later age. Again this suggests that the Murphy and 
Zajoncc results may not replicate in individuals who have not learned to correct for 
consciouss affect. 
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Figuree 32. The individual weights between the Face-Indirect-Module 
andd the Affect-Module after learning in Simulation 4. Next to each 
connectionn is the index of the Affect-Module and the index of the 
Face-Indirect-Modulee and the connection strength it converged to. 
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Figuree 33. Affective evaluations of the network after learning. 
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Conclusions s 
Simulationn 1 showed that the basic Murphy and Zajonc (1993) effect could be 
obtainedd within a dual-route architecture. Simulations 2 and 3 gave an indication of 
howw this effect could be disturbed by high arousal and by more direct instructions. 
Simulationn 4 showed that the weight configuration of the neural network could also 
comee about as a result of a combination of learning and genetic predisposition. These 
simulationss supported the idea that the underlying mechanisms of the Murpy and 
Zajoncc (1993) effect are based on a dual route architecture similar to LeDoux' dual-
routee model for fear conditioning. Though such simulations in no way prove that 
affectivee priming is performed by the dual-route architecture, they make the 
assumptionn that fear-conditioning and affective priming take place in different parts of 
thee system (Clore & Ortony, 2000) less plausible. The model also proposes an 
explanationn for why the congruent priming effect is more robust than the incongruent 
primingg effect. Essentially, this boils down to the fact that congruent priming is 
largelyy an innate phenomenon, whereas incongruent evaluations require elaborate 
learningg and processing which are much more easily disturbed by a number of 
differentt factors. It should also be noted that the correction effect only forms in the 
presencee of a biologically prepared direct reaction. This striking difference between 
affectivee and non-affective processing (i.e., in the conscious-nonconscious contrast, 
Murphyy & Zajonc, 1993), which seems to have been ignored by Clore and Ortony 
(2000),, can, thus, easily be accommodated in the present framework by assuming that 
thee biologically prepared dual-route architecture is available only for affective 
processing. . 

Ann alternative explanation of the incongruent effect in the optimal condition 
couldd be that the participants suspected that the purpose of the experiment was to bias 
theirr judgements of the ideographs by the emotional prime, and they explicitly tried to 
counteractt any influence of the prime. Such a more rule-based strategy is different 
fromm the learned correction effect in our model because it does not necessarily assume 
biologicallyy prepared action tendencies. There are, however, findings contradicting 
thiss explanation. Rotteveel et al. (2001), for instance, found that the larger 
suboptimal-than-optimall  pattern can also be obtained with more central measurements 
thann a Likert scale, such as facial EMG (i.e., of the musculus zygomaticus major and 
musculuss corrogator supercillii). If higher cognitive strategies played a role, we would 
nott expect to also see them play a role in these facial muscles. 

Ann even more central measure is provided by the recent neuro-imaging 
methodss that have already been used frequently to study the neural processing of 
emotionall  faces. The neuro-imaging (i.e., PET) study that came closest to obtaining 
thee larger suboptimal-than-optimal pattern was performed by Morris, Öhman, and 
Dolann (1998; 1999). The difference in activity between angry faces that had either 
beenn previously conditioned or not was larger in suboptimal than in optimal 
presentationn conditions for the right amygdala, whereas the reverse was true for the 
leftt amygdala. Covariation techniques showed that, only with masked (suboptimal) 
presentation,, right amygdala activity correlated positively with thalamic activity (i.e., 
thee direct route), but correlated negatively with orbitofrontal activity (i.e., the indirect 
route).. Also with masked presentation of fearful and happy faces, that were not 
conditionedd beforehand, the right amygdala was clearly implicated in a fMRI study 
(Whalenn et al., 1998). This evidence not only strongly supports, at least for the right 
amygdala,, the LeDoux model, but also supports the idea that the primary function of 
thee indirect pathway is to inhibit affective reactions. 
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Thee present model may be one of the very few computational models to 
actuallyy simulate the fate of suboptimally presented stimuli. These stimuli are not 
processedd completely in the indirect route because due to the short presentation time 
thee competition cannot be solved before the activations have decayed. Small 
activationss suffering from the inhibition by competing representations, can, however, 
stilll  exert some influence over subsequent processing (e.g., priming). Processing in 
thee direct pathway is littl e hampered by suboptimal presentation and this processing is 
primarilyy responsible for the congruent affective priming. Another somewhat similar 
accountt of suboptimal presentation is the object substitution theory by Enns and Di 
Lolloo (2000). In this theory the function of lateral inhibition is taken over by re-
entrantt (or recurrent from a higher level to a lower level) connections that allow for a 
comparisonn of activity at two different levels. Presentation is suboptimal in this view 
whenn there is a mismatch between the re-entrant signal and the lower-level activity. A 
mismatchh can, for instance, occur when either the lower-level activity has decayed 
duee to the short duration of presentation or has been replaced by a mask. 

Itt is likely that the two types of accounts and also the two types of connections 
(i.e.,, lateral inhibition and recurrent excitation, see also Phaf et al., 1990) should both 
bee used to explain suboptimal processing. Both can serve to implement the type of 
routee selection as a function of presentation condition that has been simulated here. 
Thee inclusion in the model of recurrent connections, only in the indirect pathway, 
wouldd probably have enabled more accurate simulations at the expense, however, of 
makingg the model more complex. In a broader sense, however, the dual-route 
architecturee itself can be envisaged as a (dual-route) implementation of object 
substitution.. A strong congruent reaction is only observed when direct and indirect 
processingg match. A weaker congruent reaction occurs when there is no re-entrant 
(i.e.,, indirect) signal, and, finally, an incongruent reaction (i.e., only the 'mask' is seen) 
iss given in non-matching conditions. 

Thoughh a model like the present one can only model nonconscious processes, 
importantt aspects of the contrast between conscious and nonconscious affective 
processess are captured by the model. Nonconscious processes in the direct route are 
largelyy fixed due to the biological preparation and do not seem to allow for much 
modulationn by other nonconscious processes. Nonconscious processes also occur in 
thee longer indirect route before competition is solved (i.e., before relaxation, see 
Kihlstrom,, 1987) and the winning activations can reach working memory (Phaf & 
Wolters,, 1997). The latter nonconscious processes differ from the first type by their 
abilityy to support all possible parsings (e.g., both congruent and incongruent 
responses)) of the stimuli. Conscious processes are characterized by a definite choice 
fromm all these alternatives (e.g., only congruent-negative or incongruent-positive). 
Modellingg of the kind reported here, therefore, supports experimental efforts to 
contrastt conscious and nonconscious conditions (Merikle, 1992) by providing a 
detailedd analysis of the component processes, so that the properties of conscious 
processess can eventually be combined in a bottom-up fashion. Two types of 
dissociationss between conscious and nonconscious processes are distinguished here. 
Dissociationss within the indirect pathway can occur both for affective and non-
affectivee processing. Dissociations between direct and indirect pathways may be 
specificc for affective processing. In the question what distinguishes emotions from 
otherr mental phenomena, this study takes the position that only the core components 
off  emotions, such as autonomic and bodily states and states of action readiness, can be 
(pre-)activatedd through direct nonconscious processes in a subcortical pathway. 
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Thee Adaptive Value of the Dual 

Routee Architecture4 

AA proper understanding of the large diversity of processes and architectures in the 
humann brain, probably, requires knowledge about its evolutionary history and the 
environmentall  demands placed on it in the past. Particularly the field of emotions has 
witnessedd the emergence of a neurobiological model motivated by evolutionary 
reasoningg (LeDoux, 1996; for related ideas see Oatley & Johnson-Laird, 1987, Tooby 
&&  Cosmides, 1990). LeDoux (1996) suggested that parallel direct and indirect 
pathwayss have evolved in the brain for fear processing and that the functional 
differencess in terms of speed and accuracy between the two are adaptive. An 
innovativee aspect of this approach is that the evolutionary reasoning focuses on 
internall  cognitive (and affective) processes instead of on externally observable 
behavior,, as was the case in the older ethological approaches (Darwin, 1965). 
Evolutionaryy psychology is often criticized for its lack of empirical constraints, but 
wee attempted to investigate LeDoux' evolutionary justification experimentally by 
applyingg Beer's (1990) method of computational neuroethology. This comprises the 
computationall  simulation of neural processes by artificial neural networks (e.g., 
Armony,, Servan-Schreiber, Cohen, & LeDoux, 1995), of evolutionary processes by 
geneticc algorithms (Holland, 1975), and of artificial environments giving rise to 
selectionn pressures (Beer, 1990). 

Evolutionaryy psychology has been attacked for providing only "just so" stories 
thatt can be tailored to fit any phenomenon at hand (e.g., Gould & Lewontin, 1979; 
Loorenn de Jong & van der Steen, 1998). In a discussion of this criticism Ketelaar and 
Elliss (2000) acknowledge the problems which stem from the absence of an 
appropriatee research tool other than conceptual speculation. They are more optimistic 
onn the present state of evolutionary psychology, however, and argue that speculation 
hass become more rigorous resulting often in formal hypotheses that can be tested 
empirically. . 

Evolutionaryy theorizing can be constrained with the help of a computational 
optimizationn procedure gleaned from evolutionary biology, called genetic algorithms 
(GAs).. They were introduced to artificial intelligence research by John Holland 
(1975)) and were defined by Goldberg (1989) as "... search algorithms based on the 

44 This chapter is a modified version of Den Duik, Heerebout and Phaf (In Press). 
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mechanicss of natural selection and natural genetics." (p.1). Biological systems contain 
theirr genetic information in minute structures called chromosomes. Likewise, GAs 
encodee the solutions to a problem in a string, which involves a coded parameter set 
(oftenn with binary features) that is subject, just as in nature, to mutations and 
crossovers.. Mutation may, for instance, randomly flip a bit from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0, 
and,, generally, has a low probability of occurring. Mutation can improve performance 
byy occasionally suggesting a new partial solution. With crossover, two strings selected 
forr reproduction are combined to produce a new solution. Often a crossover point at 
whichh the two parent strings are cut is chosen randomly. After parts of both strings 
havee been interchanged they are 'glued' together to produce new strings. 

Startingg from an initial population that may consist of random strings, the 
searchh for optimal solutions proceeds through reproduction. An organism has a certain 
chancee to live and reproduce, which is usually referred to as its fitness. Fit organisms 
aree more likely to live and reproduce than less fit organisms, or from a slightly 
differentt perspective: fit genes live, others die. From generation to generation, this 
leadss to a higher overall fitness of the population and to better solutions. In practice, 
stringss are pseudo-randomly selected, with high-fitness strings having a better chance 
off  survival and reproduction. According to its fitness, a new solution is inserted at the 
appropriatee position (rank) and 'pushes the worst solution off the table'. Because the 
bestt solutions are retained, the highest-ranking fitness value increases monotonically. 
Thee choice of a suitable fitness criterion eventually determines which problem is 
solvedd by the GA. 

Previously,, GAs mostly served as a powerful optimization tool in artificial 
intelligencee (Goldberg, 1989), for instance in design and scheduling problems with 
manyy boundary conditions. They were also used to optimize neural network models to 
performm particular tasks (i.e., written number recognition; Happel & Murre, 1994), but 
nott linked directly to specific neurobiological models. The increasing availability of 
computationall  power, however, allows for the simulation of more complex 
environmentall  conditions and, thus, enables the relatively novel application of GAs to 
evolutionaryy psychology. GAs have already been applied to a limited number of 
psychologicall  issues. Brinkers and den Dulk (1999; see also den Dulk & Brinkers, 
2000)) have, for instance, made a computational study of the emergence of altruism in 
viscouss populations. 

Heree we will apply such a method to LeDoux' (1996) hypothesis that the 
architecturee of a direct and indirect pathway, as found in neurobiological research, is 
adaptive.. The indirect pathway goes from the thalamus via the cortex to the amygdala, 
andd the direct path from the thalamus to the amygdala. This direct path is faster, has 
lesss capacity, and is more coarsely grained than the indirect pathway. According to 
LeDoux'' interpretation the fast path is primarily important in life-threatening 
situations,, when a fast response to a potentially dangerous stimulus can be life saving, 
whereass an inappropriate fear response does not seem too harmful. When the speed of 
thee reaction is not critical, however, a more accurate evaluation through the indirect 
path,, in which also the false alarms are corrected, is more productive. Due to the bias 
towardss fast fear-reactions, indirect processing will tend to restore balance and mostly 
inhibitt these reactions. In the example LeDoux gives someone sees a curved object 
lyingg on the forest floor. The direct route could identify this as a snake and initiate a 
fearr response. If, however, the object is in fact a stick the slower but more accurate 
processingg through the indirect route can feed additional information to the amygdala 
andd inhibit the fear response. 
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Thiss dual pathway model may be used to explain a much broader range of 
affectivee phenomena than only fear conditioning for which it was initially developed. 
Behaviorall  research on human subjects has suggested that a similar mechanism might 
bee responsible for the results found in affective priming studies (e.g., Murphy & 
Zajonc,, 1993). In these experiments the preference judgement of a neutral, 
meaningless,, stimulus was influenced by a prime only when it was presented very 
brieflyy (4ms) and not at longer presentations (1000ms). An explanation for this is that 
theree is a direct affective influence as the consequence of fast processing done by a 
simplee quick system, whereas at longer presentations there is some kind of inhibition 
off  this primary response coming from more developed systems. Although, it is not at 
alll  clear whether the same anatomical structures are involved in these phenomena, it is 
inn itself interesting that a similar mechanism seems to underlie it. The kind of 
architecturee suggested by LeDoux, might reflect a more general principle in affective 
processingg (also suggested by Buck, 2000). 

Thiss main question of mis chapter is whether the architecture suggested by 
LeDouxx can be adaptive, and under what specific environmental circumstances it will 
havee its adaptive value. To investigate this we will combine genetic algorithms (as 
presentedd in Chapter 2) with neural networks (as presented in Chapter 3,, 4 and 5). The 
geneticc algorithm will be used to optimize the weights of the neural network. To test 
thee adaptive value we will simulate an evolutionary process of an organism 
possessingg a neural network controlling its behavior. In the genetic algorithm 
proceduree the organism will be exposed to specific selection pressures, which are 
assumedd to have led to the evolution of the dual route architecture (i.e., dangerous 
predatorss and a limited amount of food). This simulation setup was inspired by work 
donee by Randall Beer (1990), who used a simple simulated organism, similar to the 
Braitenbergg vehicles (Braitenberg, 1984). In Beer's simulations an artificial organism 
(whichh we will call an agent) was optimized to navigate towards a food patch. Here 
thee organisms evolved in a similar setup but predators as well as food were present in 
thee environment. 

StartingStarting points 

LeDoux'' (1996) reasoning is best summarized in the following quote: "Although the 
corticall  pathway provides the amygdala with a more accurate representation than the 
directt pathway to the amygdala from the thalamus, it takes longer for the information 
too reach the amygdala by way of the cortex. In situations of danger, it is very useful to 
bee able to respond quickly. The time saved by the amygdala in acting on the thalamic 
information,, rather then waiting for the cortical input, may be the difference between 
lif ee and death. It is better to have treated a stick as a snake than not to have responded 
too a possible snake." (LeDoux, 1996, p. 166). 

Inn this quote LeDoux mentions a number of aspects thought to be relevant for 
thee adaptive value of the dual route architecture. The direct route processes 
informationn faster than the indirect route. The indirect route has as advantage that it 
hass a more accurate representation. This seems a simple concept, but there are few 
artificiall  neural networks suited for this, because they do not incorporate time 
explicitlyy in the neural processing. The stimuli processed in the direct route also take 
absolutee priority over all other processing. They are of vital importance and may 
decidee between 'life and death'. Not only do the stimuli processed through the direct 
routee have big consequences, they also are time critical, thus need fast reaction, 
whereass other factors, thought important, may not need such very quick reactions. The 
mostt significant issue here is the tension between speed and accuracy, which is 
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resolvedd by the dual routes. The next sections discusses how this tension is reflected 
inn the simulation. 

SelectionSelection pressure for speed 

Inn LeDoux' example a predator (a snake), is used as the source of danger. Although 
hee could have used another source of danger, the predator is a particularly suitable 
one,, because the predatory defense system for active escape and avoidance was 
probablyy among the first functional systems to evolve (Archer, 1979). The snake 
mightt be a particularly apt example, because according to Öhman (1985) 'the anti-
reptilee defense system of the early mammals provided the prototype around which 
laterr predatory defense systems were built' (p. 128). It is also important that the threat 
off  a snake needs a quick reaction. The time criticality needs to be significant enough 
too make evolution prefer the shorter less accurate pathways in an encounter with a 
predator. . 

Inn many types of simulated neural networks, for example back propagation of 
errorr (Rumelhart et al., 1986), information propagation is instantaneous. When input 
activationn is fed to such a network it is propagated to the output nodes immediately in 
aa single sweep. In such networks there is, thus, no advantage of a direct route over an 
indirectt route, because activation over both routes will reach the output layer at the 
samee time, i.e. instantaneous. It is, however, also clear that this type of instantaneous 
processingg is highly unrealistic, and that there are always time costs involved in real 
neurall  processing. The simulation presented here will take into account the time it 
takess to propagate activation over neurons and axons. 

SelectionSelection pressure for accuracy 

Inn order to obtain selection for accuracy there needs to be some demand upon the 
perceptuall  discrimination system. In a task in which the agent is only confronted with 
predatorss any stimulus will indicate the presence of a predator, thus no discrimination 
needss to be made. Therefore, the simulation should also include some other objects, 
whichh need a different kind of response. In mis simulation food was chosen as the 
competingg stimulus, because the contrast between the approach reaction required for 
foodd and the avoidance reaction required for predators, makes it easier to interpret the 
behaviorr observed in the simulation. 

Inn addition, discrimination between predator and food should not be too easy. 
AA very simple discrimination problem can be solved in a single layer of connections, 
andd an indirect route for more elaborate processing would not be necessary at all. The e 
problemm should thus be hard enough to make the organism gain something from more 
extensivee processing through the indirect route. The postulated trade-off between 
speedd and accuracy will not show up in a too simple problem, because both optimal 
speedd and perfect accuracy can be achieved in just a single route. Therefore, task 
complexityy has to be at a sufficiently high level to demand elaborate processing. In 
somee of the simulations this was obtained through overlap in the input pattern of the 
twoo types of stimuli. 

Wee will now discuss the implementation of the simulation environment in 
detail,, and after that the five simulations that were performed in this artificial 
environment.. Analyses of the results showed that only when there was i) delay of 
processingg in the neural network, ii) a sufficient discrimination problem and iii ) a big 
impactt of predator avoidance for the chance to reproduce, the dual-route architecture 
evolved. . 
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Thee General Simulation Setup 
Thee general methodology of this project was to simulate an artificial evolution and 
investigatee the neural networks of the organisms which evolved in it. Within this 
evolutionaryy process new agents were born, tested on fitness, and those with the 
highestt fitness were selected for reproduction. The fitness of the agents was 
determinedd by putting them into a virtual environment in which they had to avoid 
predatorss and collect food. 

Thee environment in which the agents had to survive was 400 by 400 length 
units.. It was torus shaped, i.e. when an agent went over the edge of the map on one 
endd it came back on the other end. This was the case for the left and the right as well 
ass the top and the bottom sides. 

Thee rules of the simulated world were based on real world physics laws. We 
simulatedd dynamical processes as a function of time and two spatial dimensions. Such 
continuouss rules of physics makes the simulation more complicated compared to the 
moree common grid world simulations, which use distinct cells and discrete time steps 
(ass in Chapter 2). For our simulations, however, the time factor is essential, because 
thee reaction times are the subject of investigation. An additional advantage of real 
worldd physics rules is that choosing the rules is less arbitrary, not just any rule can be 
chosen,, but only those that resemble real world physics. Of course the continuous 
physicss laws had to be approximated in the computer simulation with discrete time 
stepss (iterations) and floating point variables which have limited precision. 

Physicss laws were applied for the following aspects: Elasticity in collisions (as 
describedd by Francis, 1973); calculation of position, speed and acceleration (with 
respectt to both translation and rotation); and friction (for translation and rotation). 
Frictionn was considered to be linearly increasing with speed. 

TheThe agent 

Thee agent had a round body equipped with two pairs of smell sensors which were 
placedd at some distance from each other at the front of the agent (see Figure 34). The 
agentt also possessed two motor actuators on each side of the body, which exert a 
forcee straight backwards on the environment, resulting in a forward force on the 
agent'ss body. When one of the actuators is more highly activated than the other, the 
agentt will turn to the side of the less active actuator. By selectively activating one or 
thee other actuator the agent can navigate through the environment. Sensors and 
actuatorss are connected by a simple neural network, which we shall specify later. The 
agentt has a body with a radius of 10 length units. The actuators and sensors are 
locatedd at the edge of the agent's body. The actuators are at 90 and -90 degrees from 
thee front. The sensors are at 45 and -45 degrees from the front. The distance between 

thee sensors was thusloV »̂ 14.1421) length units. 
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body body 

outputoutput unit 

hiddenhidden unit 

motormotor actuator 

inputinput unit 

sensor sensor 
Neuron Neuron 

Figuree 34. The agent's body, with two sensor pairs at the left and right 
frontt of the agent. There is one motor actuator at each side. A three 
layerr neural network connects the sensors and the actuators. The 
networkk depicted is a somewhat simplified form, it shows two instead 
off  four nodes in both hidden and input layer. 

Chemotaxis Chemotaxis 

Thee principle by which the simulated agents navigate in the artificial world resembles 
chemotaxis,, which works as follows. The predators and food in the environment emit 
aa chemical that can be detected by the agent's smell sensors. The perceived strength 
off  the smell at a certain point depends on the strength of the source and the distance 
fromm the edge (not the center) of the source (see Figure 35) to the sensor. Since the 
smelll  sensors are positioned at some distance to each other on the agent's body there 
iss a difference in stimulation strength between the two sensors. This difference can be 
usedd to navigate towards or away from the smell emitting object in the environment 
(Seee Appendix A for the exact function and parameters used for the smell gradient). A 
smelll  consisted of two components (A and B). Different smells differed in the 
intensityy of these components. 

back k 

front front 

Figuree 35. The decrease of smell with distance with a source of 
strengthh 25 (arbitrary units). 
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NeuralNeural network 

Thee neural network connecting sensors and actuators consisted of three layers of 
nodes,, which had feed-forward connections from input to hidden layer, from hidden 
too output layer, and also direct connections from input to output nodes. The input 
layerr consisted of four nodes receiving direct input from the sensors (see Appendix 
B),, the hidden layer of four nodes, and the output layer of two nodes that activated the 
actuators.. Though the connections started out at zero, the unidirectional connections 
fromm all nodes in one layer to all nodes in another layer could achieve a non-zero 
weightt (from -10 to 10). Because the simulated evolution fully determined the 
connectionn weights, and, thus, which connections would eventually be used, the 
availabilityy of all potential connections allowed for the development of dual 
processingg in the network. The complete network consisted of 32 connections, 16 
(4x4)) connections between input and hidden layer, 8 (4x2) between hidden and 
output,, and 8 (4x2) between input and output. 

Activationn transfer between nodes was governed by the standard weighted 
activationn rule (Rosenblatt, 1962) which was combined with a sigmoid function to 
squashh the activation between 0 and 1 (see Appendix B). 

symmetryy line 

Figuree 36. Connections to the left and right side of the symmetry line 
weree implemented to have identical values. This means that for all 
connectionss a mirror connection was determined, which has the same 
connectionn strength. The figure illustrates how the mirror images of 
connectionss were determined. The connection from node i to j is the 
mirrorr image of connection from i' to j ' , both have strength Wl. The 
connectionn from i' to j is the mirror image of the connection from i to 
j ' ,, both have strength W2. 

Thee connection strengths in the neural network obeyed a left-right symmetry 
(seee Figure 36). This means that each connection in the network had a mirror image, 
whichh had the same connection strength. To assign the mirror weight pairs we had to 
assignn mirror node pairs first. For the input and output layers the two nodes simply 
formedd a pair, for the hidden layer this was just an arbitrary choice. Two nodes were 
treatedd as being on the left side, the other two were treated as being on the right side 
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off  the symmetry line. Because of this symmetry the number of connection strengths 
thatt had to be specified was, thus, half of the number of connections. This was done to 
reducee the search space for the genetic algorithm, and also because it tends to produce 
goodd solutions for this specific task, which demands symmetric behavior. 

Byy adding connections directly from input to output as well as through the 
hiddenn layer the direct and indirect route are, in a way, already in place before the 
simulationn starts (although the connections were initialized as zero). It would in 
principlee also be possible to simulate the evolutionary development of the architecture 
ass well. Such an approach would, however, be much harder to analyze, and with the 
currentt method it is still possible to establish whether the two routes are adaptive by 
analyzingg the way the connection strengths develop. Depending on the condition in 
whichh the agent is put, we expect preference for either food or predators in the direct 
route.. If LeDoux' hypothesis is true and the evolutionary conditions are met in the 
simulation,, we should expect avoidance behavior to be primarily encoded in the direct 
route,, and approach towards food primarily encoded in the indirect route. This 
preferencee should not be found in conditions where there is no advantage for a dual 
routee architecture. 

Figuree 37. An overview of the artificial world. In this case a single 
agentt is in a world with ten food patches, and one predator. 

FoodFood and Predators 

Foodd was simulated by a round motionless object of radius 10, which emitted a smell 
consistingg only of component B. When an agent made contact with a food patch it 
wass considered eaten, and the food patch disappeared. There were always ten food 
patchess in the world. At the moment a food patch was eaten by the agent a new one 
appearedd at another position. 
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Theree were always six predators in the world. The predators were identical to 
thee agent except for two aspects. First, they emitted a smell, whereas the agent did 
not.. The smell consisted only of component A. Second, the connections of the 
predatorss were fixed at values that always made them chase the agent. The predators 
weree not modified in the evolutionary process. When a predator made contact with an 
agent,, it was assumed to be caught by the predator, and the agent died. Figure 37 is a 
snapshott of the simulation world with all elements in it. 

Energy Energy 

Thee agent could gather energy by consuming food patches. When a food patch was 
eatenn the energy contained in the food patch, which was always 1.0, was added to the 
agent'ss energy. 

Whenn the motor actuators of the agent were activated it burned energy. The 
amountt of energy burned was particularly high when the activation was near its 
maximumm activation of 1.0 (See Appendix C for the function and parameters used). 

TheThe genetic algorithm 

Too optimize the connection strengths in the neural network a genetic algorithm was 
used.. This is a cyclic process based on Darwin's idea of natural selection. First a 
generationn of individuals is tested on performance in the environment. Then 
individualss with the highest fitness are selected for reproduction, and the generation 
containingg the new individuals is tested again. 

Thee procedure of the genetic algorithm is depicted schematically in Figure 38. 
Afterr a generation was tested, the weak (i.e., least fit) individuals were removed. The 
remainingg individuals were transferred to the new generation, which was 
supplementedd by new children born from the survivors. Reproduction took place until 
thee population had reached three times the size it had after the removal of unfit 
individuals.. After reproduction, the cycle started again with a new fitness test for all 
individualss (i.e., the children and the survivors from the previous cycle). The longer 
ann agent survived the more accurate became its fitness estimate, because its fitness 
wass averaged over all tests. 

testtest fitness 

. . 

createe children 

J J 
4 4 V V 

Removee weak individuals 

nextnext generation 
population population 

Figuree 38. Cycle gone through in each generation. Creating new 
individualss as children of the current population. Testing fitness of all 
individuals,, removing the weak individuals. Then again new children 
aree generated based on the remaining individuals. 
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TheThe fitness measure 

Too measure the fitness of an agent, it was placed in the environment, with ten food 
patchess and one predator. The agent could move around in this environment for a 
numberr of time steps. The test was ended when the agent was caught by a predator, or 
thee maximum number of iterations of 5000 was reached. In practice this maximum 
numberr of iterations was reached only very rarely. The amount of energy the agent 
hadd collected during its life was taken as the fitness measure. Total energy collected 
seemedd a good measure because it reflects how well an organism copes in the 
environmentt and also leads to selection for economic energy consumption (i.e., an 
agentt should only move when it leads to an energy increase). Predator avoidance also 
hadd an effect on the total amount of energy collected, although indirectly. The longer 
thee agent lived the more food patches it could collect. 

Thee initial positions of the agent, predator and food were chosen randomly. 
Thiss initial random placement could, of course influence the fitness measure. For 
instance,, an agent would live very short if it was placed right in front of a predator. To 
bee able to compare different agents, the same random positioning was used in a single 
testt of all agents within a generation. In a generation the test was repeated twelve 
timess with different initializations, so that an average fitness for that individual in that 
generationn could be calculated. One agent was, thus, never tested twice with the same 
initialization. . 

CreatingCreating new generations 

Thee first generation consisted of 18 agents, with all connections set to zero. The size 
off  a new generation was not fixed, but was regulated by a set of rules (for details see 
Appendixx D). These rules determined for every individual whether it is transferred to 
thee next generation or not. A new generation also consisted of new agents that were 
mutationss of old agents. The effect was that when there is still much variation in 
fitness,, the population becomes small, and when there is littl e variation it becomes 
large.. The idea behind this mechanism is that a large variation in fitness indicates that 
theree is much room for improvement, which makes the task easy and can be done by a 
smalll  population. When there is little variation in the population the algorithm is close 
too convergence to a local optimum in the search space, which means it is better to 
havee a large population to perfect the current solution, and to search for new lines of 
improvement. . 

CreatingCreating children 

Neww children are created until the population has become three times the size it was 
afterr removing weak individuals. For each child two parents are selected. For the first 
parentt we use tournament selection. One half of the agents in the population is 
randomlyy selected. From this subgroup the agent with the highest fitness is selected as 
parentparent 1. 

Thee second parent is selected from the whole population with the probability 
off  selection depending on the 'distance' to parent]. The 16 connection strengths on 
whichh agents can vary can be seen as a 16 dimensional Euclidic space, in which each 
individuall  is positioned at a certain point. The distance between two agents can thus 
bee seen as the distance between these two points in that space. The mating procedure 
determiness that the further they are apart, the smaller the chance they will be paired 
forr mating. These chances are used in a Roulettewheel selection (see Appendix D). 
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Thee essence is that the chance of selection as parent! is inversely proportional to the 
distancee to parent 1. 

Nott in all cases both parents are used to create the child, this depends on the 
amountt of cross-over. The cross-over parameter determines the chance that there is 
cross-overr for each pair of parents. If there is cross-over, a child will be constructed 
fromm a combination of the connection strengths of both parents. This is done by 
pickingg two random points in the array of connections, the part inside those two points 
iss inherited from partentl the rest is inherited from parent!. Without cross-over the 
childd will be constructed from the connections of parent1 alone (see Appendix D). 

Afterr the connections of the parent(s) have been copied to the child there is 
alsoo a mutation of the connection strengths, determined by the mutation parameter. 
Thee mutation obeys a poisson distribution. The mutation parameter determines the 
widthh of this distribution (see Appendix D, for more details see Heerebout, 2001) 

Simulationn 1: Optimization of the Agent 

Thiss first simulation functions as a control simulation to which other simulations 
couldd be compared. This simulation will lack some of the conditions that are assumed 
too make dual route processing adaptive. Activation of a node, for instance, not yet 
entailedd a time delay (see Appendix B) Thus, we do not expect that a network 
configurationn corresponding to LeDoux' hypothesis will develop. There will , 
however,, be an extensive analysis of the solution to which the network converges, in 
orderr to be able to compare it to the simulations that do have the necessary conditions. 
Thesee simulations also provide an opportunity to become acquainted with the methods 
off  analysis mat are specific to this application of genetic algorithms to neural 
networks.. A number of different methods of analyses were applied to obtain a more 
generall  insight of the way the individuals preformed their task. 

SimulationSimulation 1: Method 

AA simulation was run with the procedure described above. All simulations were run 
overr 300 generations. All the parameter values are shown in Table 1. 

SimulationSimulation 1: Results 

Fitness::  The simulation shows a gradual increase in average fitness over the 300 
consecutivee generations tested (Figure 39). The variance from test to test could be 
quitee high because of the different initializations of the world. The amount of 
variationn is increased, however, by the method of presenting all agents with the same 
initialization.. As explained in the simulations setup section, this was done to reduce 
variancee in the tests between agents. This is an advantage if one wants to select the 
bestt agents from a generation, but this is a disadvantage if one wants to determine 
whetherr there is an increases in fitness from one generation to the next. Another factor 
increasingg variation from generation to generation is the variable population size. 
Smalll  populations have a large variability from test to test compared to large 
populations.. To get a better impression of the progress from generation to generation 
thee fitness values are presented as averages over ten consecutive generations. 

Networkk analysis: The most basic approach to analyze the selected individual 
mayy be to make a schematic representation of the connection configuration of the 
networkk (see Figure 40). The nodes in the network are depicted as circles and the 
connectionss are depicted as lines between nodes. Connections with an arrow at the 
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endd indicate excitatory connections. Connections with a circle at the end indicate 
inhibitoryy connections. Both the excitatory and inhibitory connections were 
categorizedd in three groups according to their strength (see index of Figure 40). The 
thicknesss of the line indicates the connection strength. 

Figuree 39. Fitness development over 300 generations. The vertical axis 
representss the fitness. On the horizontal axis are the generations in 
clusterss of ten. 

7.55 < weight < 10.0 
5.00 < weight < 7.5 
2.55 < weight < 5.0 

-5.00 < weight < -2.5 
-7.55 < weight < -5.0 

-10.00 < weight <-7.5 

Figuree 40. A schematic view of a representative individual of the last 
generationn in Simulation 1. 'O' stands for output, 'I' for input, 'H' for 
hidden.. In the subscripts the first character stands for food (F) or 
predatorr (P), the second character stands for left (L) or right (R). For 
thee hidden units a number denotes their identity. Nodes H2 and H4 are 
mirrorr images of nodes HI and H3 respectively. 
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Inn the direct path the connections from food input (IFL and IFR) to the output 
layerr (OL and OR) have a very characteristic pattern. The excitatory connections go 
fromm left input to right output, and right input to left output. This is a pattern we call 
crossed-excitation.. The behavior which is a consequence of such an organization is 
thatt if there is a source to the right, the right sensor will be activated stronger than the 
leftt sensor (because of the smell gradient). Due to the crossed pattern, the left actuator 
becomess more activated, and the agent makes a turn towards the source on the right. 
Thiss approach behavior makes sense because the inputs respond to food input. In this 
particularr case the pattern is even more characteristic because there are also inhibitory 
connectionss going from left input to left output, and from right input to right output. 
Wee will call this pattern parallel-inhibition, which slows down the forward movement 
andd strengthens the turn of the agent towards food. Both crossed-excitation and 
parallel-inhibitionn are seen in approach behavior. 

Fromm predator input (IPL and IPR) to output layer (OL and OR) there is a pattern 
wee call parallel-excitation: excitatory connections from left input to left output, and 
rightright input to right output. This connection scheme will make the agent turn away 
fromm a predator smell source. This configuration will cause quite a strong forward 
movementt and less of a turning movement, because there are no crossed-inhibitory 
connections,, and the excitatory connections themselves are quite strong. This solution 
seemss to make sense, because speed is quite important to escape from a moving 
predator,, whereas a food source needs a sharp turn. 

Thee effect of the connections over the hidden units is harder to interpret. 
Althoughh the location of the hidden units is arbitrary, nodes H[ and H3 will be treated 
ass located on the left side in the agent, and H2 and H4 on the right side. By doing so 
thee network can still be explained in terms of crossed and parallel connection 
schemes,, making talking and thinking about the network much easier. 

Withh respect to the indirect route, hidden units Hi and its mirror node H2 had 
noo connections to the output layer and, thus, had no effect on the functioning of the 
network.. The connections towards Hi and H2 are grayed to indicate they had no effect 
onn behavior. Nodes H3 and its mirror H4 had a crossed-excitation pattern to the output 
nodes.. The effect of the connection patterns onto H3 and H4 are, therefore, the inverse 
off  that same pattern towards the output layer directly. From the food inputs (IFL and 
IFR)) to H3 and H4 there was the characteristic pattern of parallel-inhibition and 
crossed-excitation,, which would have caused avoidance behavior if it was connected 
directlyy to the output nodes. But, as we have seen, it is inverted into approach 
behaviorr because the hidden units have a crossed-excitation pattern to the output 
nodes.. As far as the food is concerned the direct and indirect route, therefore, do not 
showw qualitatively different functions. 

Fromm the predator inputs (IPL and IPR) to H3 and H4 there is parallel-excitation 
andd crossed-inhibition. This would cause approach behavior if directly connected to 
output,, but again this is inverted by the crossed-excitation pattern from hidden to 
output.. Again direct and indirect routes cause similar behavior, also with regard to the 
predators. . 

Inn conclusion the network analysis shows a quite consistent pattern. The 
functionn of the direct and indirect route seems to be quite similar. For both the direct 
routee and the indirect route there is approach behavior for predators, and avoidance 
behaviorr for food. 

Inn this and the following simulations one representative individual from the 
finalfinal generation was selected for further analysis. Averaging over the individuals did 
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nott seem appropriate because in principle different types of solutions can be found 
withinn one generation. In practice most agents within the final generation were 
virtuallyy identical, thus this choice would not have influenced any of the conclusions 
andd only in rare cases slightly deviating individuals were discarded. 

Food ,, Intact , Outpu t Left Food ,, Intact , Outpu t Righ t 

Inputt  Left 

Food ,, Direct , Outpu t Left 

Inputt  Right 

Inpu tt  Left 

Food ,, Direct , Outpu t Right 

Inpu tt  Righ t 

Outpu tt  Right 

Inputt  Right 
Inputt  Left 

Food ,, Indirect , Outpu t Left 

Inputt  Left 

Food ,, Indirect , Outpu t Righ t 

Inputt  Right 

Outpu t t 
Left t 

Inpu tt  Left Inputt  Left 
Inpu tt  Righ t 

Figuree 41. The mapping charts for food input in Simulation 1. Above 
row:: Output activation plotted for various food inputs presented to the 
intactt network. Middle row: the same for the direct route only. Bottom 
row:: the same for the indirect route only. 

Mappingg charts: By inspecting the connection weights we cannot always 
understandd their effects on actual behavior. The next analysis will be a step closer to 
behavior.. In this analysis the agent was presented with specific input patterns and we 
recordedd the corresponding output activation. Input activations for food and predators 
weree always presented separately. For each type of input we presented the network 
withh combinations of left and right input activations. We systematically varied the 
inputt intensities between 0.0 and 1.0 in steps of 0.1. Resulting in 121 input 
combinationss (11 different input activations for left the right input). By representing 
thesee data in charts, such as in Figure 41 and Figure 42, a better understanding can be 
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gainedd of the network. We will call these charts mapping charts. On the x and z-axis 
aree the various input activations, on the y-axis the corresponding output activations 
aree plotted. Output activation for the left and right output activation is represented in 
separatee charts. Because of the left-right symmetry of the network the outputs for the 
leftt and right output nodes are each other's mirror images. Representing them both is, 
thus,, in a way, redundant. Nevertheless we choose to show them both because this 
makess it easier to understand the resulting behavior. This method of representing the 
stimulus-responsee mapping was adopted from Beer (1990). 
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Figuree 42. The mapping charts for predator input in Simulation 1. 
Abovee row: output activation for intact network. Middle row: outputs 
forr direct route only. Bottom row: outputs for indirect route only. 

Figuree 41 shows the mapping charts for food smell input. The top row shows 
thee mapping of the intact network, the middle row shows the mapping over only the 
directt route (indirect connection strengths were set to zero), and the bottom row 
showss the mapping over the indirect route (direct connection strengths were set to 
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zero).. The chart for the left output activation of the intact network is high at the right 
( I II  < IR), low at the left ( I I > IR), and has a steep curve along the middle diagonal 
wheree inputs are equal ( I I = IR). This means that if the right input is higher than the 
leftt input, the left output will become active. This is again the familiar approach 
behaviorr we expect for food input. The patterns for the direct and intact network look 
veryy similar. A difference between the routes is, however, that the direct route does 
nott have such a sharp transition as the indirect route. 

Thee mapping chart for predator input (Figure 42) shows the same kind of 
pattern,, but exactly reversed. All three charts show the same pattern, but again the 
transitionn in the direct route is not as sharp as in the indirect route or intact network. 

Thee mapping charts shown in the previous section seem pretty similar for the 
twoo routes. One explanation could be that the analogous development is a form of 
redundancy,, which can be useful in the evolutionary process. For instance, when an 
agentt reproduces mutation could cause a defect in one of the pathways. With both 
pathwayss performing the same function, the other pathway could take over. A parent 
withh redundant pathways would, thus, have a higher chance that its children will 
survive.. To investigate whether there is such redundancy an extra test was performed. 
Thee fitness of the final generation was again tested in hundred fifty replications. Three 
differentt conditions were run: with the intact network, with only the direct route 
(lesionn to the indirect route) and with only the indirect route (lesion to the direct 
route).. If the direct and indirect route indeed perform identical functions, and the other 
onee is only there as backup in case of a mutation, we should expect same fitness 
valuess for all three conditions. 
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Figuree 43. The average fitness plotted during the 150 replications. 

Thee differences between the conditions are quite remarkable (see Figure 43). 
Thee intact network reaches a fitness of about 7.5. The direct route condition reached a 
fitnesss of 3.9 and the indirect route condition reached a fitness of 1.7. It is interesting 
too see that, although the mapping charts of the various conditions seem quite similar, 
theirr performance does not. Also, it is not one of the two routes which is solely 
responsiblee for the intact network's high fitness. Both the direct and indirect routes 
performm worse than the intact network, and the intact network even performs better 
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thann the sum of the fitnesses of the direct and indirect routes. Apparently the joint 
operationn of both routes is necessary to reach optimal performance. 

Iff  we take a closer look at the mapping charts (Figure 41 and Figure 42) in 
orderr to find a difference that could explain these results, a contender could be the 
differencee in the transition at the diagonal where inputs are equal (I I = IR). The 
transitionn at the diagonal is only a small part of the surface, but an important part. If 
thee agent smells a predator, it will turn its back to the predator, and its left and right 
inputss will then become equal. This will also be the case if the agent turns its nose 
straightt towards food. So, during a run most of the time the output activation will be 
determinedd by the outputs close to the diagonal. 

Forr the predator mapping charts (Figure 42) the slope of the transition is quite 
steepp in the indirect route and in the direct route it is quite flat. A sharp transition of 
thee indirect route allows it to make sharp turns. The amount of the output activation 
alongg the transition area in the indirect route is quite low, about 0.2. So, an agent 
controlledd by only the indirect route, will probably turn quickly because of the sharp 
transition,, but because of the low output will not move very fast. If we look at the 
transitionn area in the direct route, we see the output is quite high at the diagonal, about 
0.8.. Because the slope is quite flat it will probably not turn very fast, but once it has 
turnedd away its speed will be quite high. The same kind of differences between the 
routess can be found for food input in (Figure 41), we assume the same principles 
applyy here. Overall, it seems that the indirect route is primarily important for turning 
andd the direct route for speed. 

Averagee degrees of rotation per Average translation per timeunit 
timeunit t 

Figuree 44. Rotation in degrees and translation in distance units, 
averagedd over all time steps during an agents life. Measured for intact, 
directt and indirect networks. 

Rotationn and translation tests: To investigate whether this was indeed the 
casee the agent's average translation and rotation per time step (iterations), which was 
recordedd during the fitness tests, was plotted for all three conditions (see Figure 44). It 
cann be seen that, as was expected, the direct route generates higher speed than the 
indirectt route, and the indirect route, turns more than the direct route. Still, in the 
intactt network speed and rotation are both much higher than the summation of speed 
andd rotation in the direct and indirect processing conditions. So, the idea that the 
indirectt route provides rotation and the direct route provides the speed is too 
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simplistic.. Although there is some specialization for speed and rotation both depend 
primarilyy on the interaction between the two routes, which ultimately allows for the 
mostt adaptive behavior of the agent. 

SimulationSimulation 1: Discussion 

Wee did not find a dual route encoding corresponding to LeDoux' dual processing 
hypothesis.. No such solution was expected, however, because processing was 
instantaneous,, and therefore the time factor played no role. Nevertheless, some 
qualitativee differences were found between the two routes. The direct route coded the 
fastt forward movement, whereas the indirect route tuned the direction more finely. 
Thiss was the case for both food and predator input. The sharper distinction between 
leftt and right input in the indirect route could be interpreted as a more fine grained 
distinction.. This is something which would fit in with LeDoux' way of thinking. 
However,, this distinction is true for both food and predator input, so it does not 
addresss the matter of our interest, i.e., a difference in the coding of predators versus 
food. . 
Simulationn 2: Introducin g Delay of Signal Transmission 

Itt is a biological fact that it takes time to propagate signals along axons and synapses. 
Inn the previous simulation the whole network was updated from input to output in one 
upsweepp in each time step. So, if an agent sensed a stimulus, it could respond to it 
instantaneously,, there was no delay between stimulus and response at all, and, thus, 
noo difference between the routes in the time it took to process the stimulus. In such a 
situationn we should not expect the evolution of the dual route architecture. 

Inn this simulation a mechanism was added to simulate temporal processing. 
Otherr neural networks, which have some temporal factor in their activation rule, often 
havee a gradual build up of activation. For example, Beer (1990) used a leaky 
integratorr in the activation rule of the network. This causes the output activation to 
graduallyy change to a level that 'corresponds' to the current input activation, but it 
stilll  allows for instantaneous propagation of activation. For the purpose of this 
simulation,, however, something different is needed. If there is a delay, the output 
shouldd not be smaller in the initial stages, butt it should not be there at all. A real delay 
iss needed, not a gradual build up. 

Temporall  processing was implemented by delaying the activation in a neuron 
forr a small period before it was transmitted to the next neuron. The signal was 
assumedd to be somewhere along the axons and dendrites during that delay. Because of 
thee architecture there was one such delay in the direct route. This was in the input 
layerr simulating the time it takes to transmit the signal from input to output. For the 
indirectt route there were two such delays. One in the input layer, simulating the delay 
off  transmission from input to hidden, and one in the hidden layer, simulating the delay 
off  transmission from hidden to output. No matter how long this delay lasted, the delay 
throughh the indirect route would always be twice as long as the delay through the 
directt route. 

Inn choosing the number of time steps the signal is delayed we have to consider 
thatt the size of the delay has to be in a realistic proportion to the speed of movement 
inn the environment. It should not be too large so that the animal cannot react 
appropriatelyy at all, and not be too small so that it becomes negligible, and thus will 
havee no effect on the evolution of the network. We explored three possible values for 
thee delay parameter (expressed in number of time steps) in order to determine what 
wouldd be an appropriate value. 
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SimulationSimulation 2: Method 

Thee delay was simulated by storing the activations temporarily in what is called a 
FIFOO queue (First In - First Out). It is a queue in which data is pushed at one end and 
poppedd at the other end. This way, activations entering the neuron are transmitted to 
thee next layer only after all other activations in the queue have been popped out. The 
lengthh of the queue, parameter L, is the length of the delay. If this length is 1, a value 
putt into the queue, is popped out immediately. In this case there is thus no temporal 
delay,, exactly as in the previous simulation. If L=2 it will keep the new activation 
valuee for one iteration before popping it out. If it is 3 it will delay it two iterations, etc. 
Thee delay in the neural networks of the predators remained unchanged (L=l , no 
delay)) to be able to compare performance between different L values and the previous 
simulation.. Simulations were run with L values of 2, 3 and 4. No simulations of L = 1 
weree run, instead the results of the previous simulation were used as comparison. 

Generation ss (x10) for L=2 

Generat ionss ( x 1 0 ) f o r L = 3 

Generation ss  (X10) for L=4 

Figuree 45. The fitness development for L =2, 3 and 4 over generations 
inn Simulation 2. On the y-axis the fitness and on the x-axis the 
generation.. To reduce variation we took the average over 10 iterations 
forr each point plotted. 
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Food ,, Indirect , Outpu t Lett , L  1 Food ,, Indirec t Outpu t Left , L = 2 

Inputt Left 

Food,, Indirect, Output Left, L = 3 

Inputt Right 
Inputt Left 

Food,, Indirect, Output Left, L = 4 

Output t 
Left t 

Inputt Right 
Inputt Left 

inputt Right 
Inputt Left 

Figuree 46. A comparison of four mapping charts in Simulation 2. All 
chartss are made with only the indirect route intact and plotting the left 
outputt activation for combinations of food input. The L=l condition is 
takenn from the previous simulation. 

SimulationSimulation 2: Results 

Fitness::  The fitness curves of all three conditions initially rises and then flattens off 
(seee Figure 45). As was to be expected, higher L resulted in lower fitness curves. This 
simplyy indicates that a delayed response is a disadvantage in an environment with 
instantaneouss reacting predators. The biggest difference was between L=l, of the 
previouss simulation, and L=2 (compare Figure 39 and Figure 45). Thus, the single 
delayy at L = 2 already had a noticeable influence on performance. 

Mappingg charts: Figure 46 shows four mapping charts for each L value. They 
weree all made with only the indirect route intact and plot the left output activation for 
combinationss of food input. The L=\ chart is taken from Simulation 1. It can be seen 
thatt for L=l the difference in output activation between the left side of the surface (IL 

>> IR) and the right side of the surface ( I I < IR) is larger than any of the others. Also, 
thee transition between the high and low surfaces on the diagonal (IL = IR) is quite 
steep.. This means that as soon as one input becomes larger than the other, the output 
patternn changes dramatically. For food input this means the agent will make a sharp 
turnn towards the food and will keep its nose right on target. For L=2 and L=3 the 
differencee between the left and right side of the surface is smaller, while for L=4 there 
iss no effect of input whatsoever, the surface is completely flat. The complete lack of 
anyy contribution of the indirect route in the L=4 condition is probably caused by the 
factt the delay through the indirect route has become too large to contribute anything 
usefull  (in the indirect route with L=4 the delay is 2 x 4 time steps). In some situations 
aa late response might even be harmful, for instance, a direct route response generated 
byy a nearby stimulus might get interfered by an indirect route response generated by a 
previouss stimulus. 
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SimulationSimulation 2: Discussion 

Thiss simulation investigated the influence of the L parameter in order to make an 
appropriatee choice for the delay in the subsequent simulations. The fitness of the 
agentss clearly decreased with higher delays. This was expected because the agent's 
laterr reaction will cause it to get caught more often, or might cause it to slip past a 
foodd patch if it cannot turn fast enough. In fact, this lower fitness is a prerequisite for 
ourr simulation setup, because the whole idea of the dual route architecture is that it 
cann improve fitness by reacting faster. The biggest difference in fitness is between the 
L=22 condition and the L=l condition. Such a significant decrease in fitness at L=2 
suggestss it can benefit from a dual route architecture. 

Thee comparison of the mapping charts shows that a time delay of L=4 is 
probablyy too large, because processing by the predators is not delayed to a similar 
degree.. There is no development of the indirect route at all. This is probably because 
delayy in the indirect route (2x4 time steps) becomes so long it cannot contribute 
anythingg useful and may even be harmful. For the following simulations b=2 is used, 
althoughh L=3 also seems a suitable candidate. 

Simulationn 3: Overlapping Input Patterns 

Simulationn 1 did not converge on an organization as in LeDoux' dual route model. 
Thiss was, as we mentioned, expected because two of the requirements mentioned by 
LeDouxx were lacking. One such requirement was related to the need for speed. Since 
theree was no delay in that network, the supposedly faster direct route could not add 
anythingg extra to the network. The other missing requirement was related to the need 
forr accuracy. In the quote cited in the introduction, LeDoux mentions 'more accurate 
representations'' in the cortical pathway. With a simple discrimination task as in 
Simulationn 1, however, both the direct route and indirect route perform perfect 
discrimination.. Thus, the supposedly more accurate indirect route did not have any 
additionall  value in this simple discrimination task. In Simulation 2 the temporal 
functioningg of the network was introduced, in the current simulation a more 
challengingg discrimination task will be introduced. 

Inn LeDoux' (1996) example a person walking in a forest is startled by a stick 
whichh is mistaken for a snake. In LeDoux' theory the direct route is responsible for 
thee startle reaction and the indirect route corrects this initial response. The false alarm, 
initiatedd by the direct route, is inhibited by the more accurate indirect route. LeDoux 
basedd this ideas on laboratory experiments of conditioning. In these studies the direct 
routee alone appeared to be sufficient for conditioning simple stimuli. When 
discriminationn was made harder, by making it depend on the context, or when similar 
toness had to be discriminated, the cortical pathways were necessary (LeDoux, 1996). 

Inn this simulation the discrimination task will be made harder by mixing up the 
smellss that predators and food are emitting. In the previous simulations we assumed 
thatt the smell of predators and food consisted of only one component. So, the input of 
thee smallest amount of one of these smells would immediately identify the source. In 
thiss simulation these two distinct components will both be emitted by both predators 
andd food. They will only differ in the strength of these smell components. In order to 
discriminatee between these two smell sources there needs to be a comparison between 
thesee two intensities. 
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SimulationSimulation 3: Method 

Wee chose for a relatively simple method of implementing the overlap in predator and 
foodd smell. The smell component, which was emitted by predators, was labeled A and 
thee component emitted by food was labeled B. To predator smell component B was 
noww added and to food smell component A was added. These added components were 
emittedd at half the strength of the original components. The original components 
remainedd at full strength. 

Becausee the task was now somewhat harder, it took longer for the simulation 
too converge on a stable fitness value. Pilot simulations showed the fitness was still 
risingg at 300 generations, therefore, the simulation was now extended to 1000 
generations.. The L parameter was set at 2, as determined in the previous simulation. 
Inn all other respects, the settings were the same as in the previous simulation. 

SimulationSimulation 3: Results 

Fitness::  As in the previous sections we plotted the fitness averaged over 10 
generations.. For the first 300 generations there was a sharp increase in fitness (Figure 
47).. After generation 300 the increase slowed down. From iteration 800 on it may 
havee reached an asymptotic level of about 4.6. 
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Figuree 47. Fitness averaged for groups of 10 generations as a function 
off  generations in Simulation 3. 

Networkk analysis: As in Simulation 1 a network analysis was made of the 
networkk of a representative individual of the final generation (Figure 48). It should be 
noted,, however, that the connection scheme will be harder to understand, because 
bothh smell components are present on both food and predators. 

Thee behavior with respect to component B seems to be primarily determined 
byy the indirect route. The direct connection strengths from B-inputs are so small they 
aree not represented with the chosen criteria, and so are the connection strengths to 
nodess H3 and H4. Nodes H3 and H4 do have a small contribution because of the bias 
activationn of 0.1 that all nodes have, but this does not depend on the input. The only 
importantt nodes are, thus, Hi and H2, which receive crossed-excitation and parallel-
inhibition.. Nodes Hi and H2 copy their activations to the output nodes by parallel-
excitationn and crossed-inhibition. The effect is approach behavior towards component 
B. . 
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Thee component A input through the direct route is processed by a 
characteristicc pattern of parallel-inhibition and crossed-excitation. This is a very 
surprisingg finding, however, since it would result in approach behavior towards 
componentt A, which is strongest in predators. Although the indirect route might be 
ablee to correct for this, it remains surprising that the direct route, which is thought to 
bee important for the initial fast avoidance reaction, is doing exactly the opposite as 
expected. . 

Thee indirect route for component A has strong parallel-excitation and crossed-
inhibitionn from input to nodes Hi and H2. From these nodes to output there is again 
parallel-excitation.. Ignoring interaction effects, this would result in avoidance 
behaviorr for component A. The contribution of the direct and indirect route, thus, 
seemm to act as opposing forces with respect to component A. How the agent will 
behavee in the presence of predators, is thus not clear from this analysis. Further, nodes 
Hii  and H2 receive parallel-inhibition and crossed-excitation from component B-
inputs.. This pattern is opposite to what is received from the component A-inputs, 
whichh complicates matters because component B is also present, at half strength, in 
predators. . 

Figuree 48. Schematic view of a representative individual of the last 
generationn in Simulation 3. A difference with the schematic network of 
thee first simulation is that the first character of the subscripts for inputs 
noww represents component A (A) and B (B), instead of food (F) and 
predatorr (P). All other labels remain the same. 

Mappingg charts: How this all works out in practice can be better understood 
withh the aid of the mapping charts for predator input (Figure 50). The chart shows 
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thatt the agent still moves away from the predator, but its entire surface is quite high. 
Thiss means the agent is constantly moving fast when it smells predators, confirming 
earlierr findings that fast forward movement is a good strategy in the presence of 
predators.. The performance of the lesioned network can be understood on the basis of 
whatt we have seen in the network analysis. The agent does indeed move towards the 
predatorss as a consequence of the direct route, but the indirect route corrects this, and 
turnss the agent away from the predator. The influence of the direct route on the intact 
mappingg chart is that it makes the overall surface higher. It remains remarkable 
however,, that the direct route of the agent steers it towards predators. A differential 
functioningg of the two routes with respect to predators seems to have been obtained, 
butt it is completely opposite to the one postulated by LeDoux. 

Forr food input the Mapping charts of the intact network show a nice curve 
whichh indicates approach behavior (Figure 49). The direct route shows a completely 
flatt surface and does not seem to contribute at all. The Mapping chart of the indirect 
routee confirms that most of the food approach behavior is attributable to the indirect 
route. . 
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Figuree 49. The output values for the left and right motor actuator for 
variouss left-right input combinations of food in Simulation 3. The top 
roww depicts the intact network, the middle row only the direct route, 
thee bottom row only the indirect route. 
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Figuree 50. The output values of the left and right motor actuator for 
variouss left-right input combinations of predators in Simulation 3. The 
topp row depicts the intact network, the middle row only the direct 
route,, the bottom row only the indirect route. 
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Figuree 51. Graphs showing the turns of the agent with respect to the 
startingg position in Simulation 3. The rows correspond with the 
numberr of iterations after the start of the input. The agent receives 
inputt representing food (left), and a predator (right). 

Rotationn analysis: The results of the previous simulations, where the direct 
routee appeared to be encoding predator approach behavior, called for some further 
investigation.. If our understanding of the mechanism is correct, the encoding of 
predatorr approach behavior in the direct route would have as consequence that the 
agentt initially turns towards the predator and then turns away again as soon as the 
indirectt route starts to contribute to the output activation. This is because a signal that 
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enterss the network takes one time step to transmit its activation over a connection. 
Thus,, at the second time step the agent's behavior is entirely determined by the 
connectionss of the direct route. One time step later the indirect route starts to 
contribute,, and now its' behavior is determined by the intact network. In this analysis 
wee decided to observe more directly in the domain of interest, the behavior of the 
agentt over time. 

Forr this analysis the agent was fixed at a certain position and provided with 
predatorr or food input for 5 iterations, and its behavior was recorded per time step. 
Thirteenn different input patterns were presented corresponding to different locations 
off  the smell source. The distance from the agent to the predator or food patch was 
alwayss 20 units, and the angle, as measured from the agents, was varied between -90 
andd 90 degrees in steps of 15 degrees. This resulted in 13 different input sets for 
predatorss and 13 for food. A negative angle means the predator or food is to the left of 
thee agent, and a positive angle means it is located to its right. The agent's angle 
relativee to its original angle, was recorded at each of the five iterations. Due to the 
wayy the physics was implemented (i.e., there was no direct influence on movement, 
butt a force was applied which gradually influenced movement) there was a delay in 
thee effect of the input. In a natural situation the angle of input would change as a 
consequencee of the agents movement. In the test it was held constant, however, to 
makee the results easier to interpret. The angles depicted in Figure 51 are represented 
inn degrees. Note, that the food and predator charts do not have the same scale. 

Thee left column of Figure 51 shows the reaction to the food input. In the first 
iterationn there is no response at all. The input has not reached the output layer yet. On 
thee second iteration there is the first reaction, but it is small because the agent has to 
buildd up speed. During the next three iterations the rotation moves on in this direction. 
Thee result is a clear turn towards the food, with larger angles showing the largest turn. 

Thee right column of Figure 51 shows the reaction to predator input. The first 
reactionn seen at the second iteration is a turn towards the predator. On the third 
iterationn the influence of the indirect path starts to push in the opposite direction, but 
itt has not yet undone the speed it had in the original direction. In the fourth iteration 
thee agent has been able to turn away from the predator, with the biggest turn for the 
inputt angle of 30 and -30. In the fifth iteration this trend is continued. 

Thee food appears to be more important to the fitness of the agent than the 
presencee of a predator. Because it is not very well able to distinguish between a good 
patchh and a predator it first moves towards any smell and only later, through the 
indirectt route, is capable of discriminating between the two. 

SimulationSimulation 3: Discussion 

Itt was made harder to discriminate between food and predator by mixing the smell 
components.. Whereas in Simulations 1 and 2 detection of a single component was 
enoughh to establish the identity of the source, now a comparison between smell 
intensitiess was necessary to identify the source. By making the problem harder, the 
directt route would need to generalize, while the indirect route would still be able to 
makee a more accurate discrimination. 

Whatt we found was indeed a generalization in the direct route. Food and 
predatorss were treated the same, but it was exactly the opposite as expected. All smell 
sourcess were approached, i.e., treated as food, by the direct route. It was, apparently, 
mostt adaptive to initially treat a smell source as food, until later information indicated 
otherwise.. One possible explanation for this may lie in the design of the fitness 
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function.. The height of the fitness is completely determined by the number of food 
patchess collected by the agent. Indirectly the number of food patches is also affected 
byy predator avoidance. If the agent can avoid a predator, it will live longer and will 
thuss be able to gather more food. The profit margin may, however, be small. Running 
awayy from the predator costs energy. These costs might be too high compared to what 
iss gained from the food collected while on the run. With inefficient parameter settings 
itt could even occur that the agent loses energy while avoiding predators and gathering 
food.. In that case it would be best to just run towards food and ignore predators, or 
evenn to run directly towards predators to minimize the losses. The agent's life will be 
short,, but at least it will not end with a highly negative amount of energy. Instead of 
attemptingg to tune the parameters of the fitness function a new fitness measure will be 
introducedd in the next section. This measure attaches more importance to the agent's 
abilityy to stay 'alive' for a long time. 

Simulationn 4: Emphasizing Predator  Avoidance 

Too test whether the results of the previous simulation were indeed caused by the 
characteristicss of the fitness function, the previous simulation was repeated, but now 
withh a different fitness function, which explicitly rewarded predator avoidance. 

SimulationSimulation 4: Method 

Inn this simulation we measured the number of iterations it took before the agent was 
caughtt by a predator. This measure of lifetime was multiplied by the amount of 
energyy left (measured in the same way as in the previous simulation) and this was 
takenn as the fitness measure. 

SimulationSimulation 4: Results 

Fitness::  The simulation was run for 1000 generations. The development of the fitness 
overr generations is shown in Figure 52. The absolute value of the fitness can of course 
nott be compared to the previous simulations, because it is qualitatively different. The 
overalll  shape of the curve is, however, similar to the previous simulation. There seem 
too be somewhat more fluctuations in the curve, this is probably because the new 
fitnesss measure varies more widely, i.e., the lifetime of the agents fluctuates more 
thann the total collected energy. We assume that the small decrease of the curve near 
generationn 1000 is also due to random fluctuation. 

Networkk analysis: In 
Figuree 53 a schematic representation of the network of a representative 

individuall  is shown. The connections from the A-inputs to the outputs (IAL and IAR to 
OLL and OR) are all excitatory. Thus, input from component A is mainly causing 
forwardd movement. Because the excitatory parallel connections are a little bit stronger 
thann the crossed connections it will cause avoidance from the source. 

Thee direct connections from the B-inputs to the outputs (IBL and IBR to OL and 
OR)) are crossed-inhibitory, which also turn the agent away from the source. Since the 
directt route tendency is to avoid both smell components, both predators and food will 
bee avoided. 

Off  the connections in the indirect route the connections to nodes Hi and H2 
cann be neglected because these have only small outgoing connections. From nodes H3 
andd H4 there are crossed-excitatory and parallel-inhibitory connections to the outputs. 
H33 and H4 receive parallel activation and crossed-inhibition from the B-inputs (IBL and 
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IBR),, and the connection strengths from the A-inputs are quite small. The indirect 
routee thus contributes to turning behavior towards a source of component B, which is 
strongestt in food. 
Thiss network analysis thus indicates that this simulation resulted in a way of encoding 
whichh corresponds to LeDoux' hypothesis. The direct route encodes avoidance for 
bothh predator and food, whereas the indirect route encodes food-approach behavior. 
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Figuree 52. Fitness (averaged over groups of ten consecutive 
generations)) as a function of generations in Simulation 4. 
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Figuree 53. Schematic view of the connections of a representative 
individuall  in Simulation 4. Connections to HI and H2 have been 
grayedd because HI and H2 have only negligible outgoing connections 
strengths. . 

Mappingg Charts: The mapping charts for food input confirm that the direct 
pathh (middle row) and indirect path (bottom row) perform completely different 
functionss (see Figure 54). Their surfaces are almost mirror images of each other. The 
directt path turns the agent away from food whereas the indirect path turn it towards 
food.. In the top row of the figure, where both paths contribute to the output, we see 
thatt the corrective function of the indirect path is dominant, and in effect the agent 
tendss to turn towards food. 

Thee agent's response to predator input (Figure 55) is the same for the direct 
andd indirect routes (middle and bottom row, respectively). The Mapping charts of the 
directt route have a much more horizontal surface, indicating that the agent turns away 
slowlyy from predators. Overall this surface is much higher than that of the indirect 
route,, thus, the agent will respond with fast movement when presented with predator 
input.. The surface of the indirect route has a steeper slope, resulting in a strong turn 
awayy from the predator. The intact network has a high flat area near the diagonal (I I = 
IR),, resulting in fast forward movement (direct path). Further removed from the 
diagonall  the difference between left and right output activation becomes larger, for 
thesee inputs the agent will thus respond with turning behavior. 

Rotationn analysis: The network analysis and Mapping charts both seem to 
indicatee a solution in accordance with LeDoux' Üieory. In the rotation analysis it can 
bee seen whether presentation of food will indeed cause an initial avoidance reaction 
followedd by a correction. This will be done by monitoring the first five iterations after 
presentationn of a stimulus, using the same method as described in the previous 
simulation. . 

Inn the right column of Figure 56 the reaction of the agent is shown to predator 
input.. At t2 the agent starts to turn away from the predator. The rotation is largest at 
inputt angles of 90 and -90 degrees. This direction of rotation continues in the 
remainingg time steps. 

Thee agent's reaction to food input is shown in the left column of Figure 56. Its 
firstt reaction at ti is a turn away from the food source. At k, however, we see the 
onsett of a rotation in the opposite direction. For all inputs the turn away from the food 
hass become smaller, and for the smallest input angles the agent even has turned its 
nosee towards the food again. At u and ts the turn towards the food is continued. What 
wee see is thus an initial avoidance reaction caused by the direct route at f2, corrected 
byy the slower approach reaction caused by the indirect route at fj. Note, that at t3, the 
directt route still activated the output nodes for avoidance, but the correction from the 
indirectt route overrules this. 
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Figuree 54. Left and right output activations as a function of food input 
combinationss in Simulation 4. 
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Figuree 55. Left and right output activations as a function of predator 
inputt combinations in Simulation 4. 
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Figuree 56. Behavior of the agent receiving food input (left column) or 
predatorr input (right column), with the input source presented for a 
numberr of different angles in Simulation 4. The chart depicts the angle 
off  the agent with respect to the starting position. The rows correspond 
withh the number of iterations after the start of the input. 

SimulationSimulation 4: Discussion 

Thee purpose of this simulation was to show that under the right circumstances the 
networkk would develop differential processing in the dual route architecture as put 
forwardd by LeDoux (1996). In the previous simulation we also obtained a different 
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functionalityy of the two routes. In that simulation, however, the direct route treats both 
inputt types as food, whereas in the current simulation both input types are treated as 
predators.. All three methods of analysis supported this conclusion. 

Itt can be concluded that there are three factors important for the evolution of 
duall  processing. First, processing of the stimuli should actually cost time (Simulation 
2).. Second, the stimuli have to be hard to discriminate, so that processing through the 
indirectt route is required to respond appropriately (Simulation 3). Third, and this is 
thee contribution of the current simulation, predator avoidance should make a 
significantt contribution to the fitness of the individual. 

Simulationn 5: Overlap without Time Delay 

LeDoux'' theory suggests that what caused the dual route processing found in the 
previouss simulation was that it allows faster reactions to predators. An alternative 
reasonn for such development could be the historical order of development in 
evolution.. As Gould and Lewontin (1979) have argued, many things in nature have 
nott evolved because they are optimal solutions. The darwinian process adapts 
creaturess to the local circumstances at a certain point in time, subsequent adaptations 
aree built on top of that. If predator avoidance, for instance, happens to be a more 
importantt aspect for survival, it will develop first, and will probably develop in the 
directt route because it is easier to find a solution there due to the presence of only 8 
connections.. When inspecting various simulations during runtime we did indeed 
observee that the direct route converged earlier on a solution than the indirect route, the 
naturee of this solution, however, depended on the conditions. Whatever developed in 
thee indirect route would then depend on the particular solution first found in the direct 
route.. The indirect route would develop those properties that were not fully developed 
byy the direct route. Northcutt & Kaas (1995) have such a view on the development of 
thee emotional systems. 

Too investigate this alternative hypothesis a simulation was performed which 
didd not have the time delay but was otherwise identical to the previous simulation. If 
itt is indeed the speed advantage that causes this solution, then no dual route 
organizationn should be without it. If the historical order of development is the cause 
thenn this simulation should be no different from the previous one. 

SimulationSimulation 5: Method 

Thee setup of this simulation was identical to the previous simulation except that there 
wass no time delay. The L parameter was set to 1 again (immediate update), thus, 
signalss travelling through the indirect route would arrive at the output layer at the 
samee moment as signals travelling through the direct route. 

SimulationSimulation 5: Results 

Fitness:: After 1000 generations the fitness reached a value of about 6000, which is 
twicee as high as the fitness reached in the previous simulation. This higher level of 
fitnesss is, of course, due to the fact that the agent is no longer at a disadvantage to the 
predator,, which did not have any time delay in any of the simulations. The 
developmentt of the fitness over the generations was quite remarkable (see Figure 57). 
Upp until generation 600 there was hardly any increase in fitness. But after that point 
theree was a sudden fast increase in fitness. Before the sudden jump the genetic 
algorithmm was probably stuck in a local minimum of the fitness landscape, where it 
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escapedd from at generation 600. It is not completely clear whether the fitness 
increasess further beyond generation 1000, but in order to be able to compare 
simulationss we did not prolong this simulation. 

Figuree 57. Fitness averaged of clusters of ten consecutive generations 
ass a function of generations in Simulation 5. 
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-10.00 < weight <-7.5 

Q& Q& 

Figuree 58. Schematic view of the network of a representative 
individuall  in the last generation of Simulation 5. 
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Networkk analysis: The schematic representation of the connections in the 
networkk is depicted in 

Figuree 58. From the A-inputs to outputs there are strong crossed-excitatory 
connections,, and also weaker parallel-excitatory connections. Activation of the A-
inputss would, thus, cause a forward movement and a slight turn towards the source of 
thee A-component. Because smell A is stronger in predators, we would expect a turn 
towardss predators. The connections from the B-inputs are parallel-inhibitory, and 
havee no crossed connections, so activation of the B-inputs would also cause approach 
behavior.. Because both components cause approach behavior both food and predators 
wil ll  be approached by the direct route in isolation. 

Hiddenn units H3 and H4 are always inhibited by the inputs, so they will only 
havee low activation and a marginal effect on behavior. For this reason the connections 
fromm these nodes have littl e effect. The connections from HI and H2 to output have 
parallel-excitationn and crossed-inhibition. This would result in avoidance behavior if 
thesee nodes directly received input. Because the A-inputs copy their activation 
throughh parallel-excitatory connections to these hidden nodes a source of smell A 
wouldd be avoided. This effect is enhanced by small crossed-inhibitory connections 
fromm the A-inputs, and some small parallel-inhibitory connections the B-inputs. 

Mappingg charts: The charts for food input (Figure 59) show clearly that the 
directt path is mainly responsible for the behavior with respect to food. The chart for 
thee indirect route is almost completely flat. There could in principle be inhibition of 
thee output layer coming from the hidden layer, but this does not seem to be the case as 
thee intact and direct charts are very similar. 

Behaviorr with respect to predator input is less easy to interpret (see Figure 60). 
Thee direct route shows high output values, with a slightly tilted surface, which would 
correspondd to approach behavior. The indirect route is, however, strongly tilted in the 
oppositee direction, which will cause avoidance behavior. It is comprehensible how the 
behaviorr of the intact network relates to its components. It has the sharp curve on the 
diagonal,, which is probably the contribution of the indirect route. And It has an 
overalll  higher surface than the indirect route, which is probably the contribution of the 
directt route. 
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Figuree 59. Left and right output activations for food input in 
Simulationn 5. 
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Figuree 60. Left and right output activation for predator input 
combinationss in Simulation 5. 

SimulationSimulation 5: Discussion 

Thee main finding from this simulation is that the connection configuration of the 
currentt simulation is very different from the previous simulation. The time delay that 
wass present in the previous simulation is thus responsible for the dual route 
organizationn found there. In this simulation the direct route approached everything in 
thee environment, whereas in the previous simulation it avoided everything. In this 
casee it is thus not the order in which things develop which determines the eventual 
solution. . 

Itt was again found, as in earlier simulations (e.g., Simulation 1), that with 
predatorr input the direct route is primarily important for speed, whereas the indirect 
routee imposes direction. Apparently, this solution is quite general and is not the 
consequencee of optimization with respect to speed processing. In this case historical 
orderr of development may in fact have a causal role In the simulated evolution, 
complexx processing solutions, as may develop in the indirect route, arise after more 
generationss that solution requiring only few weight changes. Perhaps the direct route, 
whichh tends to develop early in our simulations, develops speed first because even 
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undirectedd movement can help to escape predators sometimes, whereas turning 
withoutt speed, does not. Of course, the fast development of processing of both speed 
andd direction in the direct route would be optimal, but due to the overlapping smell 
inputt this cannot be combined in a simple fashion with food approach behavior. 

Conclusions s 

Wee set out to investigate the conditions under which adaptive dual processing is 
developedd in a dual route architecture as hypothesized by LeDoux. To this end we set 
upp an artificial environment in which the selection pressures were implemented. In the 
simulations,, speed restrictions and critical selection criteria were systematically 
varied.. When these factors matched LeDoux' evolutionary reasoning most closely 
duall  processing was indeed obtained in the dual route network. 

Threee factors were shown to be relevant for the evolution of the dual route 
architecture.. First, there should be a difference in response time between the direct 
andd indirect routes. Thus, there should be a time delay for each step in the neural 
network,, and there should be a difference in the length of the two routes. Second, the 
'problem'' needs to be sufficiently difficult to actually necessitate the more accurate 
processingg which can be added by the slow long route. This was implemented by 
encodingg the two stimuli with overlapping patterns. Third, the importance of the time 
criticall  stimulus needs to be relatively high for it to have an effect. A factor not 
directlyy following from our simulations but which followed from our initial analysis is 
thatt stimuli need to differ in how critical a fast reaction is. In this simulation the 
predatorss needed a fast response, whereas the food did not. 

Thee kind of research methods applied to this problem are quite new, especially 
ass a tool to investigate psychological or neurobiological hypotheses. One limitation of 
thiss approach is that many parameters have to be chosen, and in a strict sense, 
conclusionss can only be drawn with respect to these specific parameters. On the other 
handd if one investigates a psychological phenomenon in a laboratory experiment on 
humann subjects, in a strict sense, we can only say something about human behavior in 
thee specific settings of the experiment. In practice, we can generalize such results 
somewhatt further because we can reasonably assume slightly different stimuli will 
showw similar results. In principle, however, we can only demonstrate generality of a 
specificc finding by doing more experiments under different circumstances (although 
restrictedd to the domain to which one intends to generalize) that produce the same 
results.. Here too, generality can only be demonstrated by showing that the same 
principlee applies to other setups with those same constraints. Such a setup could, for 
example,, even make use of real robots instead of simulations. This is outside the 
scopee of this study, however. 

Withh regard to the choices that had to be made for the parameters, we need to 
stresss that they were based on general knowledge of physical systems and biological 
evolutionn and were generally independent of LeDoux' specific hypothesis. Although 
somee tuning of parameters was necessary, this was only done to optimize the 
performancee in the evolution of the agent. In fact, most of this tuning was done with 
singlee layer neural networks, before the simulations started, and thus, could not be 
influencedd by our hypothesis with respect to the dual routes. 

Thee evolutionary reasoning by which LeDoux (1996) justified the 
neurobiologicall  architecture in fear conditioning, can be seen as an exponent of 
evolutionaryy psychology. The general idea in this reasoning is that in evolutionary 
historyy our species and its predecessors have encountered many similar challenges, 
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forr which adaptive solutions have been found, and which have been genetically 
passedd on to every new generation. It is of course an advantage that such behavior is 
inheritedd and does not need to be learned over and over in every individual. With 
respectt to LeDoux' dual route processing, inheritance is a particular advantage, 
becausee the possible penalty of death that could result from a late reaction leaves not 
muchh room for learning by trial and error. Such evolutionary reasoning, however, 
leavess much room for speculation about possible mechanisms. By applying the 
researchh tool of genetic algorithms (Holland, 1975) such evolutionary theorizing can 
bee constrained. It forces us to specify the specific circumstances we expect to result in 
aa certain solution, and it makes many of the preconditions for such an evolutionary 
pathh explicit. In this experiment we have shown that LeDoux's evolutionary reasoning 
standss up to an empirical test, albeit, within the constraints we have mentioned above. 

Thee neural network investigated here appears to be one of the simplest in 
whichh LeDoux' dual processing framework can still develop. Undoubtedly, the actual 
neurall  network is much more complicated, and the computational evolution of this 
networkk would exceed present day computing capacities. The fact that two different 
networkk architectures, one artificial and one actual, both can show the postulated dual 
processingg forms a strong argument in favor of the generality of LeDoux' 
evolutionaryy processing theory. 

AppendixAppendix A: Smell gradient 

Equationn 1. S < SMAX : S = 1 1 / / 

11 + 5  Curve 

<5>(S V̂:: S = 0 

11 — 
ss } 

 J 

55 — Smell intensity at the sensor, 
SMAXSMAX = Smell intensity of the source, 
66 = Distance between source and sensor, 
SMAXSMAX = The maximal distance at which the source could be smelled, 
CurveCurve = A parameter determining the curve of the hyperbolic function. 

Duringg these simulations dmx was set to 100, Curve to 1 and SMAX to 25. For 
smelll  components of half strength, as used in the later simulations, SMAX was 12.5. 

AppendixAppendix B: Network activation rule 

Equationn 2. y, =<J ^ ^ y _, +0, +5, 
II  J-1 J 

Thee function for the sigmoid is: 

Equationn 3. £ > 0: erg) = -2— 

£<0:: ag)=0 

yiyi = The activation of unit i, 
oiijoiij  = The strength of the connection from unity'to unit/', 
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N N 

Si Si 

Thee number of connections to unit i, 
Thee bias of unit / (0.1 in the simulations), 
Smelll  input to unit i from the sensors (only for input layer). 

AppendixAppendix C: Energy consumption per motor actuator 

Equationn 4 

Energy, Energy, 
MotorMotor Act, 
MaxA MaxA 
MaxE MaxE 

MaxE MaxE MotorAct, MotorAct, EnergyEnergytt =— 
11 + MaxA - MotorAct, MaxA 

Thee amount of energy burned at time t, 
Thee activation of the motor actuators at time t, 
Thee maximum activation of the motor actuators, 
Thee maximum energy the agent can use at a time step. 

Inn all simulations MaxA was set to 1 and MaxE was set to 0.001. 

AppendixAppendix D: The genetic algorithm 

I.. The chances of the roulettewheel 
Thee procedure for the roulettewheel: 
Addd all P{ (see Formula A. l ) together until the sum is larger than G. 
Selectt the individual / who's /*, was added to the sum at the moment G was exceeded. 

Withh this procedure P, determines the chance with which i wil l be selected. ƒ>, 
increasess as Dy decreases or F", increases. 

Formulaa A. l : Pt =cx 

PiPi = the probability that individual i wil l be selected 
Frr = the fitness of individual i - the lowest fitness of the population 
DijDij  = the distance of individual i to individual y 
aa = the factor determining the weight of the distance D,y 
C2C2 = the factor determining the weight of the fitness F( 

SumFSumF = the sum of the fitness of all N individuals 
SumDSumD = the sum of 1 / D,y over all individuals, except individual j 
GG = rj + r2 

nn = a random number r, multiplied by ci 
r2r2 = a random number r, multiplied by ci 

SumF SumF 
++  c2 

rr  y ^ ) 
SumD SumD 

II .. circular cross-over 

Thee procedure for cross-over forms one new DNA-string based on the two 
parentt strings. Both parent strings are represented as a circle. For example Parentl 
(a(a 1,02,03,04,05) and Parentl (biM.bsM.bs) become: 
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aiai b, 

N N 

1 1 / / 
jxjx1 1 

¥ ¥ bb\ \ 

i i 

Fromm Parent! a part is taken away. This is replaced by the equivalent part of 
Parent2.Parent2. If the starting point of the replaced part is between 04 en as and the endpoint 
betweena// en ai, then the progeny wil l look like this: 

b, b, 

/ / 
\ \ \ \ 

X X 
/ / 

/ / 
a/ a/ 

Crossoverr occurred with a probability of 0.6 in the simulations. Without crossover, 
thee child is constructed from the connections of the first parent alone. 

III .. The mutation operator 

Formulaa A.2: M = -m  log - - 1 1 
r r 

mm = mutation parameter (0.1 in the simulations), 
rr = a random number between zero and one, 
MM = the value that is added to the weight. 
AA mutated weight is equal to the sum of the old weight and M. If r is equal to 

0.55 then M is zero, if it is smaller M is negative, if it is larger M is positive. The 
probabilityy a weight increases is, thus, equal to the probability that it decreases. If the 
summ of the weight and M is outside the domain [-10,10], the weights wil l be set to 
eitherr -10 or 10. M increases or decreases logarithmic with r. The effect of the 
functionn is that mutations wil l mostly be small, but wil l sometimes be large. Thus, 
mostt progeny wil l be similar to the parents (exploitation) but wil l sometimes be quite 
differentt (exploration). 

IV.. Determining the probability of survival 
Thee probability of survival is calculated in three steps. First a probability is calculated 
basedd on the individual's own fitness with respect to the highest and lowest fitness in 
thee population (see Formula A.3). 

b-(Fb-(F -F  ) 
Formulaa A.3: P. = — ^ = ^ + o 

FF -F 
maxx min 

PiPi = the probability of survival after the first step 
FiFi  = the fitness of individual i 
FFminmin = the lowest fitness of the generation 
FF max - the highest fitness of the generation 
oo = the lowest possible value of Pi (0.15) 
bb = the possible range of Pi ( l-o = 0.85) 
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Thiss function will normalize Pi between 0.15 en 1.0. The lower boundary o 
guaranteess at least some chance of survival for individuals with a low fitness. 

Inn step two the probability is corrected in order to maintain a population size 
aroundd the initial population size. In case the current population is smaller than the 
originall  population the probability is increased, in case it is larger the probability is 
loweredd (see Formula A.4). 

Formulaa A.4: N>NN>Nn n 

N<NN<Nn n 

22 l N 

P,=l-P,=l-& - * ) 1 - 1 --

2V\ \ 

// / 
PiPi — the survival probability after the second step 
PiPi = the survival probability after the first step (Formula A.4) 
NN = the current population size 
NoNo = the initial population size (at time zero) 
Iff  the current population is larger than the initial population Pi is multiplied 

withh the quotient of the initial population size and the current population size. This is 
quotientt is always between zero and one. If the current population is smaller it is 
multipliedd with the inverse quotient. This second part needs some extra terms to keep 
thee probability between zero and one. 

Inn the third step the probability is multiplied with 0.99 (see Formula A.5). 
Formulaa A.5: P3 = 0.99 • P2 

P3P3 = the eventual probability of survival 
P2P2 = the probability of survival after step two 
Thiss part ensures that even the individual with the highest fitness has at least 

somee chance to be removed from the population. The best individual would have a 
probabilityy of 1.0 without it. 
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Conclusions s 

Thiss thesis presents several computational models of emotion and affective processes. 
Computationall  modeling of affective processes has received limited attention within 
thee cognitive sciences. This might be in part because the subjective experience of 
affectivee processes does not seem very suited for computational methods. Also, 
affectivee processes are often interwoven with bodily processes, which makes them 
lesss suitable for symbolic abstraction. The neural network modeling techniques 
appliedd here stay closer to those bodily processes and have less symbolic meaning 
attachedd to them, which might make them more appropriate for affective processes. 
Thee models of this thesis can be divided in two categories; Chapter 2 and 3 deal with 
individuall  differences and Chapter 4, 5 and 6 investigate the dual route architecture, in 
differentt contexts. 

Individua ll  differences 

Chapterr 2 presents a simulation study of the evolution of altruism and migration 
behavior.. This simulation showed that if the tendency to migrate is seen as a character 
traitt that is subject to evolutionary selection pressures, it will evolve towards 
migrationn in egoists, and non-migration in altruists. Usually the influence of migration 
onn the evolution of altruism is discussed with migration as a fixed condition. This 
researchh shows that this reasoning can also be reversed, i.e., the evolution of 
migrationn is influenced by altruism as well. In practice there will be an interaction 
betweenn migration and altruism. 

Ann additional finding was that two distinct groups emerged in both 
simulations.. Those groups differed on both altruism and migration. In this 
environmentt mere is thus not one optimal strategy, but there are two distinct strategies 
withinn one population. Both strategies are valuable adaptations. In the light of the 
experimentss on individual differences as discussed in Chapter 3 it is interesting to 
notee that it is, thus, not always necessary to qualify one strategy as adaptive and the 
otherr as defective. The occurrence of mixtures of traits seems adaptive, whereas a 
homogeneouss population may be maladaptive. 

Chapterr 3 consisted of two parts. The first part discussed a network model of 
individuall  differences with respect to anxiety applied to the emotional Stroop task. 
Thee second part discussed a model on the differences between high and low anxious 
groupss in performance on an attentional deployment experiment. 
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Inn the model of the emotional Stroop task we investigated computationally 
whetherr the defective inhibition hypothesis of Fox (1994) (i.e., the notion that high 
anxietyy corresponds to a general defective inhibition) or the hypothesis of a high 
strengthh of verbal connection to threat words could explain emotional Stroop 
interference.. The defective inhibition hypothesis in its current form (Fox, 1994) was 
nott supported by these simulations. Only for low inhibition there was some indication 
thatt the inhibition of the distractor was more important in the interference process 
thann the inhibition of the target. 

Thee second model, for attentional deployment, investigated a possible 
explanatoryy mechanism for the finding that high-anxious subjects direct their attention 
towardss threat words, and low anxious subjects divert their attention away from threat 
words.. The model produced results similar to the experimental results. From an 
evolutionaryy point of view the co-occurrence of subgroups in the population which 
eitherr direct their attention away or towards threat seems rather functional. 

Duall  route processing 

Thee second part of the thesis dealt with dual-route processing. First it engaged with 
duall  route processing in fear conditioning in rats. This type of architecture was then 
appliedd in a model of psychological data in the area of affective priming. Finally, it 
wass investigated under what conditions the dual route architecture is adaptive. 

Inn Chapter 4 a new connectionist module for competitive learning (CALM 
Map)) introduced an implementation of the dual route model of LeDoux. First the 
simulationss of Armony et al. (1995) are successfully replicated in a different 
connectionistt paradigm. Characteristic changes in receptive fields and behavioral 
responsee were obtained with the model after conditioning. In addition, explicit 
tonotopicall  ordering was achieved in the modules, which could not be observed in the 
Armonyy et al. model. Three additional simulations were performed. Latent inhibition 
off  conditioning followed quite naturally from the novelty detection property of 
CALMM Maps. Extinction could be simulated in the model if it was considered an 
interferencee phenomenon. Lesion simulations showed that either pathway alone may 
supportt conditioning effects, but that the direct pathway was the main contributor to 
thosee effects. There were no clear indications that the direct pathway in this model 
wass involved in more crude processing than the indirect pathway. 

Thee simulations of Chapter 5 showed that the basic Murphy and Zajonc (1993) 
affectivee priming effect (i.e., stronger suboptimal tlian optimal priming by emotional 
stimuli)) could be obtained within a dual-route architecture. Further simulations gave 
ann indication of how this effect could be disturbed by high arousal and by more direct 
instructions.. The final simulation showed that the weight configuration of die neural 
networkk could also come about as a result of a combination of learning and genetic 
predisposition.. These simulations supported the idea that the underlying mechanisms 
off  the Murpy and Zajonc (1993) effect are based on a dual route architecture similar 
too LeDoux' dual-route model for fear conditioning. Although such simulations in no 
wayy prove that affective priming is performed by the dual-route architecture, Üiey 
makee the alternative assumption (Clore & Ortony, 2000) that fear-conditioning and 
affectivee priming take place in different parts of the system less plausible. 

Chapterr 6 investigated under which conditions the dual route architecture of 
LeDouxx was adaptive. Three factors were shown to be relevant for the evolution of 
thee dual route architecture. First the direct and indirect route should differ in the time 
itt takes to process a stimulus. Second, the difficulty of the task that needs to be 
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performedd should necessitate the more accurate processing that can be provided by 
thee slow route. Third, the importance of the time critical stimulus needs to be 
relativelyy high for it to have effect. 

Withh respect to the methodology of this thesis we can distinguish between two 
slightlyy different approaches. In chapter 3, 4 and 5 a more regular approach to 
modelingg was pursued. A model was built with the objective to simulate empirical 
results.. A successful simulation could support a theoretical explanation and could 
comee up with new predictions. Chapter 2 and 6 present a somewhat different 
methodology.. These simulations are not models constructed with the preset aim to 
reproducee a specific data set. They were intended to investigate the kind of 
organizationss that could evolve under particular environmental conditions. An 
advantagee of this method is that solutions may be found which were not thought of 
beforehandd and it avoids getting caught in inappropriate formalisms. 

Ann anecdotal illustration of how such biases can influence observation comes 
fromm the simulations of Chapter 6. In these simulations the behavior of the agent 
couldd for a large part be understood as caused by crossed and parallel-excitation or 
inhibition.. When people were presented with the graphic display of the simulation, 
however,, they, almost without exception, tended to use higher level concepts to 
describee what they saw. Those concepts were taken mostly from the vocabulary we 
usee to describe our own subjective experience of emotions. When the agent suddenly 
movedd away to avoid the predator, they talked about startle, fear and haste. When it 
approachedd food, they assumed it was hungry. In some situations when a predator and 
foodd were near each other the agent could get caught into an oscillation, which was 
usuallyy interpreted as doubt. All these concepts were applied to an agent that was 
controlledd by a network consisting of only crossed excitation for food input, and 
parallell  excitation for predator input. 

Inn this example the inner workings of the agent were known. Without such 
priorr knowledge, however, it would be hard to avoid the trap of such 
misinterpretations.. This is not to argue that we should abandon more abstract 
descriptions,, they should be applied whenever possible. Whether a chosen abstraction 
iss an appropriate abstraction, however, is not is not a-priori clear, and researcher 
shouldd always be open for better alternatives. Simulations like these, in which we let 
thee algorithm search for possible solutions, offer an opportunity to find new solutions, 
nott thought of before, and might result in new conceptualizations. The main effort of 
thiss work is to utilize this advantage of the bottom-up approach in theorizing about 
emotions,, without reverting to a complete reductionistic stance. 
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Samenvatting g 

Ditt proefschrift behandelt verschillende computer modellen van emotionele 
processen.. Er zijn tot op heden weinig computer modellen van emotionele processen 
ontwikkeld.. Dit komt misschien ten dele door dat de subjectieve ervaring van emoties 
niett geschikt lijk t voor analyse met behulp van computer berekeningen. Ook, zijn 
emotionelee processen sterk verweven met lichamelijke processen, wat ze minder 
geschiktt maakt voor de symbolische abstractie van de computer. De neurale netwerk 
techniekk die we hier toepassen blijf t echter dichter bij de lichamelijke processen en is 
minderr symbolisch, wat ze misschien meer geschikt maakt voor emotionele 
processen.. De modellen die worden gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift kunnen 
opgedeeldd worden in twee categorieën; Hoofdstuk 2 en 3 behandelen individuele 
verschillen,, en Hoofdstuk 4, 5 en 6 behandelen de twee route architectuur van 
LeDouxx (1996). 

Individuel ee verschillen 
Hoofdstukk 2 behandelt een simulatie studie van de evolutie van altruïsme en migratie 
gedrag.. De invloed van migratie op altruïsme wordt meestal besproken met migratie 
alss een vaststaand gegeven. In deze simulatie hebben we de neiging om te migreren 
gecodeerdd als een genetisch bepaalde eigenschap die onderhevig is aan natuurlijk 
selectie.. In twee simulaties met een verschillende benaderingen laten we zien dat er 
eenn selectie is voor de neiging om niet te migreren onder altruïsten. In beide 
simulatiess ontstaat echter ook een groep egoïstische individuen die juist wel geneigd 
zijnn te migreren. Dit onderzoek laat zien dat migratie net zo goed onderhevig is aan 
evolutionairee selectie als altruïsme. In de praktijk zal er een interactie zijn in de 
evolutiee van migratie en altruïsme. 

Hoofdstukk 3 bestaat uit twee delen. Het eerste deel bespreekt een netwerk 
modell  van individuele verschillen in angst toegepast op de emotionele Stroop taak. 
Onderzochtt werd of de verstoorde inhibitie hypothese van Fox (1994) (het idee dat 
eenn hoge mate van angst correspondeert met een algehele verstoorde inhibitie) de 
interferentiee op de emotionele Stroop taak zou kunnen verklaren. De verstoorde 
inhibitiee hypothese in zijn huidige vorm (Fox, 1994) werd niet ondersteund door deze 
simulatie.. Alleen voor laag angstige was er een indicatie dat de inhibitie in de 
distractorr belangrijker was in het interferentie proces dan de inhibitie van de doel 
stimulus.. Het tweede deel bespreekt een model van de verschillen tussen hoog en laag 
angstigee groepen in de prestatie op een aandachtsverdeel taak. Onderzocht werd of 
hoogg angstige proefpersonen meer naar bedreigende woorden toewenden, en laag 
angstigee proefpersonen zich meer van bedreigende woorden afwenden. Het model 
produceertt resultaten die overeen komen met de experimentele resultaten. 

Tweee route verwerking 
Hett tweede deel van het proefschrift behandelt twee route verwerking. Eerst 
behandeltt het een model van angst conditionering in ratten. Vervolgens werd de 
architectuurr van dit model toegepast op psychologische data op het gebied affective 
priming.. Tenslotte werd onderzocht onder wat voor omstandigheden deze twee route 
architectuurr evolutionair adaptief was. 

Inn hoofdstuk 4 wordt een connectionistisch model voor competitief leren 
geïntroduceerdd (CALM Map) waarin het twee route model van LeDoux wordt 
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geïmplementeerd.. Eerst worden de simulaties van Armony (1995) succesvol 
gerepliceerd.. Karakteristieke veranderingen in het receptieve veld en 
gedragsveranderingenn worden verkregen. Daarbij wordt tonotopisch ordening bereikt 
inn de modules, wat niet geobserveerd werd in Armony's model. Drie toegevoegde 
simulatiess werden uitgevoerd. Latente inhibitie van conditionering volgde vrij 
natuurlijkk uit het nieuwheidsdetectie mechanisme in CALM Maps. Uitdoving kon in 
ditt model ook gesimuleerd worden maar alleen als het gezien werd als een 
interferentiee verschijnsel. Laesie simulaties lieten zien dat er in ieder afzonderlijk pad 
conditioneringseffectenn waren, maar dat het directe pad de belangrijkste bijdrage 
leverde.. Er waren geen duidelijke indicaties dat het directe pad meer betrokken was 
bijj  grovere verwerking dan het indirecte pad. 

Dee simulaties van hoofdstuk 5 lieten zien dat het Murphy en Zajonc (1993) 
effectt voor affectief primen (sterker sub-optimaal effect dan optimaal effect voor 
emotionelee stimuli) verkregen kon worden in een twee route architectuur. Verdere 
simulatiess gaven een indicatie van hoe dit effect verstoord kon worden door hoge 
opwindingg en bij meer directe instructies. De laatste simulatie liet zien dat de 
gewichtenn configuratie van het neurale netwerk ook kon ontstaan als gevolg van een 
combinatiee van leren en genetische aanleg. Deze simulaties ondersteunen het idee dat 
dee onderliggende mechanismen van Murphy en Zajonc (1993) gebaseerd zijn op een 
tweee route architectuur gelijkend op die van LeDoux (1996). Hoewel dergelijke 
simulatiess niet bewijzen dat affectief priming in een twee route architectuur plaatst 
vindt,, maken ze de alternatieve verklaring van Clore en Ortoney (2000) dat angst 
conditioneringg en affectief priming plaatst vinden in verschillende delen van het 
systeemm minder aannemelijk. 

Hoofdstukk 6 onderzoekt onder welke omstandigheden de twee route 
architectuurr van LeDoux adaptief is door middel van een simulatie van het 
evolutionairr proces waarin de twee routes zich ontwikkeld zouden hebben. De 
simulatiee liet zien dat de twee route architectuur ontstond onder bepaalde 
voorwaarden.. Drie factoren bleken relevant te zijn. Ten eerste, de directe en indirecte 
routee moeten verschillen in de tijd die ze nodig hebben voor het verwerken van de 
stimulus.. Ten tweede, de taak moet zo moeilijk zijn dat de meer accurate verwerking 
diee mogelijk is in de indirecte route, een belangrijke toegevoegde waarde heeft. Ten 
derde,, de tijdskritische stimulus moet van relatief groot belang zijn voor het individu. 
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